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   Introduction  

 Th is is not a book about Mu ḥ ammad. Or, at least, this is not a book about 
Mu ḥ ammad per se. Instead, I want to tell the stories of what Christians thought 
about the Prophet Mu ḥ ammad throughout the course of fi ft een centuries of 
Christian–Muslim encounters. From the eighth century all the way through to 
the twenty-fi rst, what did Christians say about Mu ḥ ammad’s life and work? Did 
they think he was a prophet and God’s Final Messenger? If so, then what did 
they think that would mean for Christianity? If not, then what was he, exactly, 
for Christians? Did they need to account for his presence in history and in the 
context of religious claims? Th is book is about the Christian encounter with 
the idea of Mu ḥ ammad and how Christians tried to interpret his prophethood, 
affi  rm it to varying degrees or disregard it completely. 

 Th e account of a Christian monk named Jirjī helps introduce the stories 
we encounter repeatedly in the history of Christian–Muslim relations and will 
consider in the pages that follow. Jirjī was a Melkite, or Chalcedonian,   1    monk 
from the monastery of Mar Sim’ān al-Bar ḥ ī near Antioch. At some point in 
1217, Jirjī, well advanced in years by this time, and some of his brother monks 
travelled east to the city of Aleppo. Th ere they took shelter in the palace of 
al-Malik al- Ẓ āhir Ghāzī ibn Yūsuf ibn Ayyūb (d. 1218), the local governor and a 
son of the famous  Ṣ alā ḥ  al-Dīn (d. 1193). While the governor discussed formal 
matters with the monks’ superior, his younger brother, al-Malik al-Mushammar, 
chatted with Jirjī about monastic life. Th e two must have discussed what monks 
were and were not allowed because Jirjī, an ascetic, began to suggest that 
Mu ḥ ammad was virtually unrestrained in what he permitted for his followers. 
Just as he did so, three Muslim scholars ( ‘ulamā’ ) entered the room. Th eir robes, 
one account informs readers with a wink, ‘exhaled the perfume of musk’,   2    an 
observation no doubt meant to validate Jirjī’s comment about the lavish nature 
of Islam. Introductions were made and the Muslims looked at the old monk. 
‘Everything in him is pleasing and becoming,’ one of the  ‘ulamā’  observed, ‘and 
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2 Th e Christian Encounter with Muhammad

his countenance is agreeable. What a pity it is that he is a Christian!’   3    Jirjī and 
al-Malik al-Mushammar were already involved in a religious discussion, but the 
backhanded compliment and verbal jab from the sweet-smelling  ‘ālim  were, as 
they say, fi ghting words and a full-fl edged theological debate ensued. Jirjī and 
the Muslims argued and deliberated, discussed and questioned one another for 
two days. 

 From the moment the  ‘ulamā’  entered the debate, the Prophet Mu ḥ ammad 
became the centre of concern. In fact, the fi rst theological remark one of them 
made in their discussion with Jirjī drove straight to the heart of what makes 
Mu ḥ ammad a potentially contentious fi gure in the context of Christian–Muslim 
encounter. Th e  ‘ālim  declared: 

  We reverence your Messiah, and we glorify his power, and we exalt his dignity 
above that of all prophets, excepting Mu ḥ ammad, the prophet and apostle of God. 
But you Christians lower [Mu ḥ ammad’s] dignity, and do not attribute to him the 
honour due to him, although the most high God honoured and dignifi ed him, and 
sent down to him the Qur’ān, as a light, and guidance, and mercy from the Lord 
of worlds. And you Christians deny that he is the prophet of God; for which he 
will certainly bring you to account in the day of the resurrection and judgment.   4     

 Muslims honour Jesus, but Christians off er no reciprocal reverence for 
Mu ḥ ammad. Of course, while it is true that Jesus is highly regarded in the 
Qur’ān, Islamic traditions and Muslim spiritual life, he is only a human prophet 
and so is not accorded the same status or veneration as he is in Christianity. 
Likewise, whatever Christians might be willing to grant Mu ḥ ammad, most do 
not, as Muslims do, bear witness that he was God’s Final Messenger. But as we 
shall see, more signifi cant than echoing the Muslim  shahādah , many Christians 
throughout history had, at worst, rather dreadful and, at best, terribly nuanced 
things to say about Mu ḥ ammad. 

 On many occasions, the key to understanding what Christians wrote about 
Mu ḥ ammad is the context that lay behind their writings. For instance, there 
were times when Christian authors wrote to discuss Mu ḥ ammad because 
conversion to Islam was a pastoral concern for their communities. In such texts, 
the question of what Christians could or ought to think about Mu ḥ ammad while 
remaining Christians lay in the background of their discussions. In some cases, 
Christian authors tried to provide their readers with a means for interpreting 
the events occurring around them. What might explain the rise of a fi gure like 
Mu ḥ ammad along with the religion and political force that followed him? How 
should they account for their place as Christians, followers of the true religion as 
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 Introduction 3

they thought, in a world in which Muslim rule grew in dominance and Christian 
power receded? And at other times, assessments of Mu ḥ ammad’s prophethood 
formed parts of missionary strategy whereby authors sought to redirect Muslim 
thinking about the Prophet and point it towards the fulfi lment they were 
convinced was found in Christ. What one said about Mu ḥ ammad could be a way 
of answering questions like these and providing Christian communities with a 
way of seeing the world and their place in it. 

 In some situations, Christians were responding to direct inquiry from Muslims 
concerning what they thought about Mu ḥ ammad. Or they wrote accounts of 
their encounters with Muslims, sometimes even structuring their texts so that 
they looked like actual interactions with Muslims. Th is added an extra bit of 
authority to their accounts. Jirjī’s debate fi ts into one of these categories; if it 
was not an account of an authentic debate, then it at least covered many of the 
topics about which Christians and Muslims actually spoke. And so throughout 
the course of Jirjī’s two-day debate the  ‘ulamā’  continually probed the monk for 
his views about Mu ḥ ammad, returning again and again to the question of what 
Christians thought about him. In fact, at one point an  ‘ālim  slid in his suspicion 
about the monk’s view in the form of a question: ‘And Mu ḥ ammad is held by you 
to be inferior in dignity to Christ and his apostles?’ Jirjī’s response came with a 
shrug. ‘Is it right to consider the slave equal to the lord, the created to the Creator, 
a human being to God?’   5    His answer smacked of an uneven comparison between 
Christ as the divine Son of God and the incomparably human Mu ḥ ammad, or 
at least the comparison ignored Islamic Christology since Muslims do not invest 
divinity in Christ. In turn the  ‘alīm  pointedly inquired with frustration, ‘Do 
we not know, oh monk, that Mu ḥ ammad is the apostle and prophet of God, 
that he guided the people of Ishmael, and converted them from idolatry to the 
knowledge of the living God?’   6    

 Did Christians know this? Did they agree? Th e answers Christians off ered 
could never fully satisfy the Muslims who asked the questions, for the responses 
would inevitably fall short of a proper Muslim testimony in which he or she 
would bear witness, not only that God is one  – on this Christians agreed 
(with the necessary Trinitarian qualifi cation)  – but that Mu ḥ ammad was his 
messenger, and the fi nal one at that. In this latter claim lay the challenge. But if 
Muslims honoured fi gures from Jewish and Christian history, not least of whom 
was Jesus, then might there be room, or in what ways could there be space, for 
Mu ḥ ammad to appear alongside the already-recognized prophets? Given what 
Mu ḥ ammad had to say about the one God, what did Christians have to say 
about Mu ḥ ammad? 
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4 Th e Christian Encounter with Muhammad

 Th is is a book about Christians like Jirjī and how they tried to make sense of 
Muslim claims about Mu ḥ ammad and of the Prophet’s place in sacred history. 
It is a book about how Christians answered the persistent Muslim question, 
off ered in more or less the same fashion in numerous writings since nearly 
the dawn of Islam: What do you have to say about our Prophet Mu ḥ ammad? 
What we will fi nd is that Christian texts that addressed this dilemma were less 
about Mu ḥ ammad than they were about the Christians who wrote them. For 
that reason, this book is not so much about Mu ḥ ammad as it is about the ways 
in which Christians have thought about Mu ḥ ammad’s person and function, 
tried to say something about him to those who read their texts and attempted to 
convince those readers of their interpretation of Mu ḥ ammad. 

 In order to tell these stories, I  consult texts in which the question of what 
Christians thought about Mu ḥ ammad was either explicitly asked or lay implicitly 
behind a discussion. Th is means that I do not look at texts whose primary concern 
is a critique of the Qur’ān, even though such a critique would have implications 
for what an author might in turn think about Mu ḥ ammad (e.g. if the Qur’ān was 
a fabrication, then so might be Mu ḥ ammad’s prophethood). Similarly, focusing 
only on texts that directly address the topic of Mu ḥ ammad does not mean that 
I  have included  every  non-Muslim author who had something to say about 
the Prophet. Instead, what I have tried to do is to use each chapter in order to 
present a Christian view of Mu ḥ ammad and include analysis and discussion of 
an author, or in some cases a group of authors, who characterizes that view. As a 
result, nearly every major view that Christians have argued is represented. 

 Th e chapters progress in more or less chronological fashion. I  begin with 
legends related to Mu ḥ ammad and the Christian monk known as Ba ḥ īrā. Th ese 
likely originate in the early ninth century (though the fi gure appears in other 
texts from as early as the eighth century), and so a bit later than John of Damascus 
who appears in Chapter 2. But the monk Ba ḥ īrā becomes a commonplace in 
Christian texts devoted to Islam – he is even, as we shall see, an unnamed Arian 
monk in John of Damascus’s work – that he seems a fi tting fi gure with which 
to begin. I proceed from there through the medieval period and focus on texts 
produced by Christians living in predominantly Islamic milieus. Th is means that 
the Christian authors were living in regions around the Mediterranean basin 
and even east towards Baghdad. But it also means that some authors originated 
to the west on the Iberian Peninsula. When I move beyond the Mediterranean, 
I do not look towards Europe and modernity but instead towards the New World 
and West Africa. Th ere are two reasons for this pivot. Th e fi rst is that literature 
related to Christian views of Mu ḥ ammad focus overwhelmingly on Latin Europe 
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 Introduction 5

and authors writing from this region in the modern period, up to and including 
the twentieth century. Th ese are important studies and I want to call attention 
to them,   7    but I  do not wish to walk over already well-trod ground where it 
concerns Christian assessments of Mu ḥ ammad. Th e second reason, related to 
the fi rst, is that I want to consider texts from modernity that are less well-known 
in literature related to Christian–Muslim relations, by looking towards diff erent 
geographical regions and considering how the assessments of Mu ḥ ammad that 
can be found emanating from such locales dovetail with or diverge from much 
earlier texts. 

 A few more qualifi cations. Readers will note that, in my intention to steer 
away from Latin Europe and modernity, as other books tell those stories, I have 
nevertheless included sources situated in or related to al-Andalus and England. 
My justifi cation for this is that al-Andalus (Chapters 5–7), while located on the 
Iberian Peninsula, can be considered an Islamic milieu and the texts written from 
there are decidedly medieval. Mary Fisher (Chapter 9) was an Englishwoman, 
but the story she tells about Mu ḥ ammad is largely one based in the Ottoman 
Empire, not in England, and the transmission of that story also takes us to 
Colonial New England. And last, it should be clear that I am interested in what 
Christians had to say about the Prophet, not non-Muslims in general, and, 
in particular, their theological refl ections. I  am not, therefore, engaging texts 
written, for example, by diplomats, emissaries or novelists or pieces produced by 
artists in which comments are made about Mu ḥ ammad. 

 Th e focus, then, is upon Christian theologians, understood somewhat loosely 
to include monastics, priests and laypersons off ering theological commentary 
on Mu ḥ ammad. Looking at theological views helps to focus a study that may 
otherwise become too complex, but it also means that it favours the views of 
monastic centres, urban centres and the intellectual elite. On the one hand, then, 
many Christians throughout history might not have formed an opinion about 
Mu ḥ ammad or might not have even known about him. On the other hand, 
some of the assessments generated by these centres had ways of emanating to 
peripheries, ensuring their legacies. Th is book will attempt to set those legacies 
in perspective, but it will also bring to light assessments that were, or continue 
to be, less notable beyond the authors who produced them. With this in mind, 
I have tried to off er fresh insight on how Christians, some well-known to those 
interested in the history of Christian–Muslim relations and some much less well 
known, have interpreted the prophethood of Mu ḥ ammad. 

 While this last qualifi cation helps to delineate the religious identifi cation 
of the authors I will consider, the generic term ‘Christian’ introduces its own 
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6 Th e Christian Encounter with Muhammad

challenges. I  will focus in Chapters  1–4 and 8 on the assessments produced 
by Eastern Christians, that is, Chalcedonians, East Syrians and West Syrians. 
In some cases, I  will note when a fi gure is situated in a Coptic or Armenian 
tradition. Th ese Eastern Christian communities will represent the majority of 
the authors I consider. In Chapters 5–7 I will look at authors from al-Andalus. 
Most of these were Latin Christians under the canonical authority of Rome. One 
of them, however, was likely an Arabized Christian, a community quite distinct 
from Latin Christians even though they shared canonical communion. In 
Chapters 9 and 10, I consider two fi gures who were Protestants, though further 
clarifi cation is even required here. Mary Fisher (Chapter  9) was a Quaker, 
considered a religious dissident by the Church of England and so marginal to 
traditional Protestant communities. Samuel Ajayi Crowther (Chapter 10) was a 
convert to Christianity and became, under the missionary auspices of the Church 
of England, an Anglican. As such, he was a Protestant, though Anglicans still 
represent a community distinct from other Protestant groups such as Lutherans 
or the Reformed traditions. Lamin Sanneh (Chapter  11) was also a convert 
to Christianity, fi rst to a Methodist community (a Protestant tradition) but 
eventually to Roman Catholicism. With these qualifi cations in mind, my goal 
in what follows is to provide an overview for how these Christian communities 
encountered Mu ḥ ammad and to draw attention to the complexity and variety of 
the interpretations they off ered for his prophethood. 

 It would be fi tting, before we depart, to have a general impression of 
Mu ḥ ammad as a fi gure in history. In fact, not a great deal of historical 
information is known about him. Much of what can be said is drawn from 
traditional sources. Both Muslims and Christians drew from these sources in 
order to comment on the Prophet, a point to which I will frequently return in the 
chapters ahead. While many Christians referred to the Qur’ān in order to make 
certain kinds of arguments about Mu ḥ ammad, and while it does indeed make 
direct and indirect references to him, the Muslim sacred text was not intended 
as an account of his life. Instead, it is considered by Muslims to be the speech 
of God. Th us, the sources that have more to do with Mu ḥ ammad are largely 
Muslim traditions related to the Prophet’s life and sayings. Th is is a complex 
body of literature, developed throughout the early centuries aft er the Prophet’s 
life, subjected to varying degrees of authoritative scrutiny and frequently used in 
order to elucidate revelations in the Qur’ān. As such, much of the biographical 
material related to Mu ḥ ammad functions as a way of setting him within an 
Islamic religious framework. Nevertheless, the essential bits of Mu ḥ ammad’s life 
can be distilled. 
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 Introduction 7

 Mu ḥ ammad was likely born in Mecca in 570 into the prominent Banū 
Hāshim family of the Quraysh tribe. Orphaned at an early age, he was raised 
by his uncle Abū  Ṭ ālib (d. c. 619). He became a trader and travelling merchant. 
Being born in Mecca and being familiar with traders and trade routes in Arabia 
put Mu ḥ ammad into contact with a broad spectrum of cultures and religious 
traditions. He would have been familiar with devotees to a variety of gods, but 
he certainly would have known Jewish and Christian communities as well. As a 
spiritual seeker, we are told that he oft en took leave of his work and companions 
in order to meditate. And so, in 610, at around the age of 40, Mu ḥ ammad had an 
encounter, according to the Islamic tradition, with the angel Gabriel that resulted 
in the fi rst revelation of the Qur’ān (Q 96). Divine revelations followed over 
time and a new religious community eventually emerged, led by Mu ḥ ammad 
the Final Messenger, that told pagans of the one, true God and called fellow 
monotheists back to pure worship. 

 Did Christians agree with this previous sentence? How did they respond to 
such claims?  
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   1  

  Mu ḥ ammad as a Christian catechumen

  Sergius-Ba ḥ īrā and a legendary counterhistory  

 We begin with the narrator of a story concerning the apocalyptic visions of a 
Christian monk named Ba ḥ īrā (or sometimes Sergius). Th e monk appears in a 
great many Christian and Muslim texts, some as early as the eighth century.   1    In 
the Islamic tradition, he is an important fi gure in the life ( sīra ) of the Prophet 
Mu ḥ ammad where he purportedly saw a miraculous cloud above the young 
Mu ḥ ammad’s head and a tree bow to Mu ḥ ammad in order to shade him. In 
conversation with the boy, the monk recognized a mark – the seal of prophethood – 
between Mu ḥ ammad’s shoulders.   2    Th e story, in Islamic tradition, is meant to 
demonstrate that Christians acknowledged and foretold the special prophethood 
of Mu ḥ ammad. Th is rooted the Prophet in a lineage of pre-Islamic monotheism. 

 Th e story also had a long life among Christian communities.   3    It circulated in 
various manuscripts among East Syrian (Nestorian), West Syrian (Jacobite or 
Miaphysite), Melkite (Chalcedonian or Greek Orthodox), Coptic and Maronite 
Christian communities.   4    For these readers, it was a part of apocalyptic visions, 
anti-Muslim polemic and counterhistory. Th ough the story’s earliest forms likely 
originate in the early ninth century,   5    it was added to here and there over time 
and used to explain the rise of Mu ḥ ammad and the rapid spread of Muslim rule. 
Th e ways in which it framed the Prophet and accounted for Islam would nourish 
beleaguered Christian communities by clarifying a past that now seemed like a 
deceit and a future that suddenly felt insecure. 

   Th e Christian story of Ba ḥ īrā  

 Th e events of the story, as they are narrated, are situated in the early seventh 
century. As the story goes, a traveller wandered into the desert where he saw ‘the 
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10 Th e Christian Encounter with Muhammad

people of the Sons of Hagar who are barbarian and primitive like wild desert 
asses’.   6    Th e reference is, of course, to the Christian Old Testament and God’s 
words to Hagar in which he promised that her son, Ishmael, would be like a wild 
donkey (Gen. 16.11-12). For Christians, and indeed for the traveller, the Sons of 
Hagar were Arabs and, eventually, Muslims. 

 Among the Sons of Hagar the traveller encountered an old Christian monk 
named Sergius, otherwise known as Ba ḥ īrā. Th e monk had a story to tell. When 
he was younger the idea of making a pilgrimage to Jerusalem appealed to him. 
So he travelled there and stopped at Mount Sinai aft erwards to stay in the 
monastery. When an opportunity presented itself, he ascended the mountain, 
knowing that whoever spent a night atop it would receive a divine revelation. 
And that is just what happened. Ba ḥ īrā saw a vision of imminently rising 
kingdoms. Of particular interest was the coming rule of Arab kings. Some would 
be peaceful, some would not, but in the end they would pass and be replaced by 
the Byzantines before the end of time. 

 Ba ḥ īrā descended Mount Sinai and eventually found himself among the Arabs 
who, according to his description, were ‘primitive and simple-minded and led 
an awful life’.   7    Even more, they were polytheists – ‘everyone worshiping whatever 
he liked’ – and rather foolish. As a result, Ba ḥ īrā ‘prophesied concerning them 
whatever they liked and … handed down to them this book which they call 
“Qur’ān” ’.   8    Th e Qur’ān, then, was not a divine revelation sent down from God 
but Ba ḥ īrā’s creation. For his creation and the gift  he made of it to the Arabs, the 
monk was given a place of honour among them, and when he died his bones 
were allegedly the source of great miracles. 

 Aft er Ba ḥ īrā’s death, another character appeared in the story, a learned Jew 
named Ka’b. He is described in unseemly terms and accused of corrupting 
Ba ḥ īrā’s teachings by changing what he taught in the Qur’ān. Chief among 
these alterations was the confused notion that Mu ḥ ammad was the Paraclete 
promised by Jesus in the Gospels. In one version of the story, Ka’b is even said 
to have prophesied that Mu ḥ ammad would rise again three days aft er his death. 
When Mu ḥ ammad did die, his followers prepared his body, placed him in a 
room, shut the door and waited to see what would happen. Aft er three days, 
they opened the room only to fi nd a rotting, stinking corpse.   9    In turn, when Ka’b 
died he was ‘buried like a donkey’   10    because of his false prophecy. Nevertheless, 
the Arabs continued to follow the corrupted teachings. In other words, Islam – 
the religion followed and propagated by Arabs – comprised a Christian monk’s 
teachings that were later tainted by a scheming Jew. 
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 At this point in the story, Ba ḥ īrā’s tale is retold, this time from the perspective 
of one of his disciples. Accordingly, Ba ḥ īrā prophesied on more than one 
occasion that God would raise up from among the Arabs a great man named 
Mu ḥ ammad. Th en one day a group of Arabs came to the well that was near 
where Ba ḥ īrā lived. One young Arab stood out to Ba ḥ īrā and he saw a vision 
above the boy’s head. Ba ḥ īrā knew this was Mu ḥ ammad. He told the others 
about Mu ḥ ammad and blessed the boy. He prophesied that Mu ḥ ammad would 
become a great king and lead his people ‘from the worship of idols to the worship 
of the one true God’.   11    Th is prophecy prompted a discussion between Ba ḥ īrā and 
Mu ḥ ammad about the basics of Christian doctrine and what those who worship 
the one true God believe. 

 In the course of Ba ḥ īrā’s explanation, Mu ḥ ammad interjected and inquired, 
‘How will my people believe [these things], since I  cannot read a book and 
I  do not know anything?’   12    His question led to an exchange in which Ba ḥ īrā 
arranged for the best way to pass Mu ḥ ammad off  as a teacher leading his people 
to monotheism. Ba ḥ īrā would instruct him in everything he needed to know. 
Mu ḥ ammad would claim that his knowledge was revealed to him by the angel 
Gabriel and would tell his followers that God would send it to them in a book 
from heaven. Ba ḥ īrā would write this book, but he would place it on the horn 
of a cow and send the cow to Mu ḥ ammad and his followers. Mu ḥ ammad could 
secure his followers’ commitment to these instructions by promising them 
a sumptuous heavenly paradise and by easing the extent to which they must 
devote themselves to pious religious acts, such as prayer. Another apocalyptic 
vision follows, but the story of Ba ḥ īrā and Mu ḥ ammad ends with a description 
of the young Mu ḥ ammad: 

  He was a humble, simple boy, [he] liked the daily teaching of Mar Sergius. 
And he wrote for them this book which they call ‘Qur’ān’, at the hands of 
Mu ḥ ammad. Th ey studied it every day of their lives until the death of Ba ḥ īrā, he 
who prophesied to them.   13     

 Mu ḥ ammad is also described as ‘great and exalted’   14    as well as: 

  good-natured, bright and eager to learn. He received knowledge from Ba ḥ īrā, 
memorized it and devoted himself to it day and night, until the day that the 
Qur’ān was written. He continued to visit Ba ḥ īrā frequently and to consult him 
about his aff airs and to do what he said. And he visited him every day and he 
continued that consistently until Ba ḥ īrā died.   15      
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   Redacting Ba ḥ īrā’s story and the making of a legend  

 Ba ḥ īrā’s story comes to us in four main versions:  two Syriac recensions – an 
East Syrian one and a West Syrian one – and two Arabic recensions – a short 
one and a long one. Th ere are also Latin and Armenian translations.   16    I have 
summarized above the material that the recensions have in common. One of 
the intriguing features of the story is the points where the versions deviate.   17    
Th ese are likely the result of copyists and redactors who were interested in 
using the story, but wished to incorporate other elements – many of them topoi 
of anti-Muslim polemical literature – for the benefi t of their communities.   18    

 One of the most signifi cant of these points of divergence is the means by 
which Ba ḥ īrā’s message to Mu ḥ ammad is contaminated. In the Syriac and short 
Arabic recensions, a learned Jew named Ka’b took the Qur’ān that Ba ḥ īrā wrote 
for Mu ḥ ammad and corrupted it. In eff ect, Ka’b reshaped instructions meant to 
draw the Arabs towards monotheism, resulting in elaborate falsifi cations such 
as the notion that Mu ḥ ammad was the Paraclete Jesus promised to his followers 
in the Gospels.   19    In the short Arabic recension, Ka’b remained responsible for 
the qur’anic corruption, but Ba ḥ īrā also elaborated on the contents of the Qur’ān 
he wrote. Ba ḥ īrā confessed these elaborations as a sin and he described some of 
what he wrote.   20    For example, Ba ḥ īrā admitted: 

  Th en I wrote for him: ‘Jesus son of Mary, did you say to the people “take me and 
my mother as two gods, next to God?” He said: “Praise be to You. I do not say 
that to which I have no right. If I had said it You would have known it. You know 
what is in me and I do not know what is in You. Praise be to You. You are the 
Knower of the mysteries” ’ (Q 5:116). I wrote this in reply to them as a reproach 
to them.   21     

 For Muslims, this revelation functioned as a reproach of Christians for 
allegedly and idolatrously worshiping Jesus and Mary. According to the qur’anic 
text, Jesus made no such claims. For Ba ḥ īrā, the text became a reproach of 
Mu ḥ ammad and his followers for their polytheism.   22    

 Ba ḥ īrā also admitted to writing portions of the Qur’ān that justify Islamic 
marriage practices that Christians found repugnant. Preeminent among these 
was Q 33:37 where Mu ḥ ammad’s marriage to Zaynab bint Ja ḥ sh, the wife of 
Zayd, is justifi ed. In many Christian polemical texts, this event – Mu ḥ ammad’s 
attraction to Zaynab, Zayd’s subsequent initiation of divorce and the qur’anic 
revelation justifying Mu ḥ ammad’s marriage to her – was used to demonstrate 
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the unseemliness of Islam and draw into question the Qur’ān’s status as sacred 
text.   23    In the short Arabic recension of the story, Ba ḥ īrā confessed to creating 
the passage as a means for permitting Mu ḥ ammad’s desire for Zayd’s wife. ‘And 
I made many things for [Mu ḥ ammad]’, Ba ḥ īrā disclosed, ‘that do not resemble 
prophecy nor befi t the chosen of God.’   24    In this version of the story, then, a Jew was 
not to blame for the inception of Islam. Instead, Ba ḥ īrā accepted responsibility. 

 In the long Arabic recension, Ka’b disappears completely and any Jewish 
infl uence on Islam vanishes along with him. Mu ḥ ammad is less a promising, 
malleable youth than he is a leader who requests that Ba ḥ īrā condense the 
essential points of Islam for the sake of dim-witted Arabs.   25    Th is not only refl ects 
the supposed mental aptitude of Arabs in general but is also meant to indicate 
the limited extent to which Mu ḥ ammad was able to grasp the details of what 
Ba ḥ īrā taught him. So, while Mu ḥ ammad was capable of greatness, he remained 
a slightly dim-witted catechumen only able to retain the most basic of doctrinal 
matters.   26    

 Most importantly, Ba ḥ īrā is clearly the inventor of Islam and the long Arabic 
recension contains many more examples of the texts he wrote for the Qur’ān. 
Th is recension even includes his original Christian explanations for the meaning 
of the Qur’ān. For example, Sergius claims, 

  And I also wrote for him: ‘When you make a deal let witnesses from amongst 
you witness’ (Q 2:282). I mean the witness of the Father and the Holy Spirit to 
the Son at the River Jordan, through the voice which John the Baptist heard, 
with all the people who advocate the testimony of the two hypostases to the one 
hypostasis through the uniformity of the oneness of the substance, the Eternal, 
One, Living, Rational God.   27     

 Here Ba ḥ īrā not only claimed responsibility for writing the qur’anic passage but 
also revealed the original Christian meaning he intended for it. In this case, the 
Qur’ān is made to affi  rm a theophanic image of the Trinity that was inherent to 
the event of Christ’s baptism. Despite the true meaning of the Qur’ān that Ba ḥ īrā 
wrote, he knew that there would come those who would alter his message, 
adding and subtracting to it as they pleased.   28    Th is prediction carries along with 
it the ironic insinuation that Muslims tampered with and corrupted their text, a 
charge usually used by Muslims against Jewish and Christian scriptures. 

 Th e long Arabic recension also provides greater details when it comes to 
the means by which Mu ḥ ammad would convince his fellow Arabs to follow 
him. For example, in the East Syrian, West Syrian and short Arabic recensions, 
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14 Th e Christian Encounter with Muhammad

Mu ḥ ammad asked what he was supposed to tell the Arabs when they inquired 
about the hereaft er. Ba ḥ īrā summarized some of the delights, including the 
heavenly houris, the young virgins purportedly available to those who enter 
paradise. Th e Qur’ān refers to these fi gures without going into much detail, 
though later Islamic traditions and Muslim exegetes elaborated at much greater 
length.   29    Many Christian authors also incorporated this theme in their texts but 
did so in order to impugn Muslims for what they felt constituted the creation 
of a vulgar paradise that suited Muslims’ lusty desires.   30    Similarly, in the long 
Arabic recension, Ba ḥ īrā provided more detail regarding the aft erlife. In one 
instance, he alluded to a rather graphic feature, noteworthy here for the ways 
in which it resurfaces in texts I  examine in subsequent chapters. ‘Th ere are 
beautiful houris (  ḥ ūr ) there’, Ba ḥ īrā advised Mu ḥ ammad to say, ‘in whom men 
take pleasure every day, virgins like moons, who have not been touched by men 
or jinn, whose length is so-and-so much ( kadhā wa-kadhā ) and whose width is 
so-and-so much ( kadhā wa-kadhā ) and that which one is ashamed to mention 
is so-and-so much ( kadhā wa-kadhā ).’   31    

 In expanding on the delights of paradise in the long Arabic recension, 
Ba ḥ īrā generalized his description of the physical dimensions of the houris, 
though the language employed indicates that the author is drawing upon   ḥ adīth  
literature that also employs ‘so-and-so much’ ( kadhā wa-kadhā ) language.   32    But 
his description is essentially self-censored when it comes to ‘that which one is 
ashamed to mention’, which must surely refer to the houris’ genitals. Numerous 
Islamic traditions of varying degrees of credibility off er details describing the 
houris, and some later Christian texts were not shy when it came to exploiting 
these descriptions for the ways in which they could make Islam appear to 
be overly sexual and, in turn, shockingly repulsive.   33    In this light, Ba ḥ īrā’s 
description in the long Arabic recension is rather bashful but achieves the same 
revolting result. 

 Each of these redactions served a purpose for specifi c communities that read 
Ba ḥ īrā’s story. For communities that read about Ka’b, Islam could be blamed 
on a Jew who corrupted what may have originally helped Arabs draw closer to 
monotheism. Th is eff ectively dulled the power of Islam. For Ba ḥ īrā’s original 
intention was to create Islam as a positive aid. But Muslims fell victim to Ka’b’s 
deceit and, still generations later, were only adhering to a farce. Quite naturally 
then, at least for readers who followed the implications of Ba ḥ īrā’s story, Muslims 
need not be taken very seriously. 

 In later redactions, the blame is spread further. In the short Arabic recension, 
Ka’b makes a brief appearance,   34    but much lengthier passages are devoted to 
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Ba ḥ īrā confessing his creation of the Qur’ān as a sin.   35    Th is helped to explain 
the origins of the Qur’ān to readers, but it is also an interesting shift  in a 
recension likely arising from a Melkite, or Chalcedonian, community.   36    In many 
Christian texts devoted to Islam, as we shall see in later chapters, Ba ḥ īrā’s non-
Chalcedonian tradition was highlighted in order to draw connections between 
Mu ḥ ammad and Christian heresy. In the short Arabic recension, then, Ba ḥ īrā’s 
confession could be a way to point the fi nger of blame not just at Jews but at 
so-called Christian heretics as well.   37    

 Th e long Arabic recension keeps the blame squarely on Ba ḥ īrā. ‘I have 
committed a sin for which there is no forgiveness’, the monk confessed. ‘I presented 
falsity as truth and avouched absurdity.’   38    But why would he do this? Mu ḥ ammad, 
according to the redactor, ‘neither went up nor did he come down’ – a way of 
referring to Mu ḥ ammad’s failure to possess a divine revelation in the way Ba ḥ īrā 
and others did when they went up to Mount Sinai, received a vision and came 
back down – ‘nor did he prophesy nor was he sent by God’.   39    Nevertheless, he 
was part of a divine plan. Ba ḥ īrā recognized what was preordained. ‘I knew what 
I knew and comprehended, and I saw that [Mu ḥ ammad] would rule and that his 
rise, his success and the accomplishment of his mission were inevitable.’   40    In this 
light, Ba ḥ īrā admitted to inventing the Qur’ān as a means for complementing 
God’s divine plan for Mu ḥ ammad. 

 Another area where the versions of Ba ḥ īrā’s story diverge is the implications 
for the lineage of Arab rulers following the ‘Sons of Hāshim’.   41    According to 
the apocalyptic vision, there would be a succession of seven Hāshimite kings. 
However, the line of Arab rulers did not end at seven but, in fact, lasted 
longer. Th is reality severely compromised the utility of the apocalyptic vision 
and brought its authenticity into doubt. It becomes noticeable in the long 
Arabic recension that the redactor discerned the need to adapt Ba ḥ īrā’s story, 
reinforcing it so that it can fulfi l its apocalyptic purpose. Th e redactor achieved 
this by reorienting the doubt and making Mu ḥ ammad seem uncertain about 
the lasting strength of Muslim rule. ‘I fear that … me and my companions 
will withdraw defeated’, Mu ḥ ammad worried.   42    Th en the redactor had Ba ḥ īrā 
reassure Mu ḥ ammad that he will be victorious and his rule will actually remain 
for a long time.   43    

 Th e redactor could have adjusted his approach entirely. Facing the lasting 
reality of Islam, he might have simply written a traditional apologetic text 
asserting Christianity as the true religion over and against Islam. Or he could 
have focused the text on scathing anti-Muslim polemic. Instead, he attempted 
to reinvent Ba ḥ īrā’s story and the monk’s interaction with Mu ḥ ammad in a 
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way that placed focus onto Ba ḥ īrā himself. So readers are treated to lengthy, 
Christian interpretations of the original intent of the Qur’ān. Th ey see Ba ḥ īrā’s 
role in inventing it and instructing Mu ḥ ammad, as well as his doubts about 
whether or not he deviated from God’s plan in doing so. Most signifi cantly, 
we read that Ba ḥ īrā felt compelled to take the course of action he chose. In 
this way, Ba ḥ īrā’s story could be picked up and adapted in order to suit a new 
community’s needs, just as it has been from the early ninth century all the way 
into the twentieth century.   44    In a process such as this, the story of a Christian 
monk and Mu ḥ ammad becomes a legend.  

   A promising catechumen in an apocalyptic counterhistory  

 What did the Ba ḥ īrā legend achieve for its many readers? As an apocalyptic 
text, Christian authors and redactors were trying to make sense of the rise of 
Islam and the subsequent rule of Muslims.   45    Th e legend is thus an attempt to 
give readers hope by making their past and future conform to a divine plan in 
which God had their best interests in mind. So, prophecies about the rise and fall 
of ruling kingdoms reminded readers that God was in control and that Muslim 
rule would eventually pass, submitting to God’s plan. In times when it became 
clear that Islam would not be a quickly passing threat but a more permanent 
fi xture in the world, the apocalypse could be a reminder of who would win in 
the end. Readers should, therefore, remain hopeful. 

 Even the threat posed by Islam in readers’ present circumstances could be 
neutralized by the apocalypse. Th is was because, as Krisztina Szilágyi surmises, 
the legend provided ‘Arab rule a safe place in the Christian vision of the course 
of history’.   46    Muslims and Islam had their purpose. Th ey could be used by God 
to draw Christians’ attention, behaviour and worship back towards him. More 
importantly, however, Islam was powerless on its own because, according to the 
legend’s apocalyptic interpretation, it could only function in the way in which 
God wanted it. On its own, then, it was powerless in the safe place it was given 
in the legend. 

 Most importantly, what of Mu ḥ ammad? Many modern readers discovering 
this legend, or indeed the genre of apocalyptic writing, will want to ask if the 
events they describe are real. Did Ba ḥ īrā really exist? Did he really see these 
visions that the texts describe? Did he actually teach or infl uence Mu ḥ ammad? 
Th ere can be no doubt that many of the original readers of the legend in its 
various forms believed it. But the question of historicity obscures the legend’s 
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essential function. Besides an apocalyptic text, the Ba ḥ īrā legend was not the 
retelling of a historical event but a carefully constructed frame through which to 
view the past in a way that helped readers understand the claims of Islam and its 
leader.   47    Th e Ba ḥ īrā legend is counterhistory. 

 In her work on the legend of Ba ḥ īrā and its sources, Barbara Roggema calls 
the process of writing counterhistory ‘parasitical historiography’ for the ways in 
which it draws upon a community’s stories ‘only to launch a radically diff erent 
interpretation’, sometimes by simply letting these stories ‘speak for themselves 
in a desacralized context’.   48    Th e example par excellence, in the Ba ḥ īrā legend 
and in Christian literature devoted to Islam as a whole, was Mu ḥ ammad’s 
marriage to Zayd’s wife. Despite its treatment in the Qur’ān and Muslim 
exegetical literature, indeed despite the event being a relatively minor one in 
the life of Mu ḥ ammad, it is off ered as  the  sign through which to accurately 
see and understand the Prophet. Snipped from its sacred context, the aff air 
could now reveal that Mu ḥ ammad was actually a scheming womanizer who 
depended on invented revelations in order to justify his ungodly and sordid 
aff airs. 

 Counterhistory could also be parasitical in ways that were less fantastic but 
still equally disorienting. Refl ecting on the Jewish historian Amos Funkenstein 
and his work on Jewish–Christian polemics, Roggema shows how the Ba ḥ īrā 
legend functioned as counterhistory in its attempt to distort ‘the adversary’s self-
image … through the deconstruction of his memory’.   49    Th is is certainly the case 
with Ba ḥ īrā’s account for the Qur’ān’s origination. In the East Syrian and West 
Syrian recensions, this counterhistory is off ered as a means for explaining the 
Qur’ān that also strips it of power since it makes it a human invention, not a 
divine revelation. It also baptizes the process as an eff ort to draw pagan Arabs 
away from their idols and towards the worship of the one, true God. Such a 
noble eff ort is only thwarted later on by a devious Jew. 

 In the Arabic recensions, we also fi nd an explanation for the original Christian 
meanings Ba ḥ īrā intended for his Qur’ān. Th is is at least ironic since, for 
Muslims, the Qur’ān is its own counterhistory because it claims to reinterpret – 
rightly interpret or, better,  counter  interpret – Christ and reclaim God’s message 
to humankind. In turn, Muslim polemicists could use it as a basis to reinterpret 
Christian history, showing how early followers of Christ departed from his 
original mission and message.   50    Th e Ba ḥ īrā legend fl ips this strategy and the 
Muslim stories of Islam on their head; now the Christian monk is responsible 
for this eff ort in reclamation, showing the Qur’ān’s original intent and off ering 
an explanation for how Muslims had gone astray. 
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 Ba ḥ īrā’s account of the Qur’ān is the most extensive example of counterhistory 
in the legend, but the eff ort to deconstruct and distort the Muslim self-image 
is also clearly evident when it comes to the legend’s account of Mu ḥ ammad. 
Th erein Mu ḥ ammad is not the Seal of the Prophets ( Khātam al-Nabīyīn ) as he 
is according to Muslim stories of Islam. He was recognized as one destined for 
a kind of greatness, but this was not because he was chosen by God to deliver 
a fi nal revelation. Th e fi gure of Mu ḥ ammad, looming large in the history and 
trajectory of Muslim kingdoms, was suddenly made quite small in the legend. 
He was a simple, humble boy, selected by God in order to draw a pagan and 
dim-witted people a little ways towards monotheism by the help of an inventive 
Christian monk. 

 Furthermore, in the entire creation of the Qur’ān, Mu ḥ ammad is 
essentially ancillary, only serving to make manifest God’s divine plan as it was 
communicated through Ba ḥ īrā. As a result of this counterhistory, Mu ḥ ammad 
was declawed; with his power neutralized, he became the puppet of a God who 
fashioned time and a Christian monk who told him everything he was to say 
and do. At best then, Mu ḥ ammad was a promising luminary whose message was 
tragically corrupted by a Jewish scholar. At worst, he was a mere prop in a divine 
plan whose message was entirely the work of a Christian monk. In either case, 
the counterhistory of Mu ḥ ammad that is off ered in the legend of Ba ḥ īrā helped 
readers see him in the context of divine history, a story that inevitably favoured 
the followers of Christianity. 

 It must be said in closing that a key feature of this kind of historiography 
is not only the way one community can use it to parasitically deconstruct 
and reinterpret another community’s stories. Roggema also points out that 
counterhistory is frequently ‘employed by marginal groups who try to challenge 
the “superfi cial” views of history of the majority, by bringing out a “subterranean 
tradition” ’. In this way, counterhistory is ‘fundamentally subversive, in that it 
challenges the intuitive conviction that the truth is in the hands of the majority’.   51    
Th rough this eff ort, subjected communities employ counterhistory in order 
to deny the identity their opponents claim for themselves. In other words, a 
counter, or inauthentic, identity is created for the opponent. Communities that 
achieve this, however, fuse their identity with an inauthentic one. In doing so, 
they also deny themselves an authentic identity because their identity is now 
dependent upon the one they have created for their opponent.   52    When events 
or opponents fail to conform to a counterhistory, one’s own identity is thus 
called into question; its authenticity crumbles and must be remade. Will it be 
reconstructed once again on the basis of a new, slightly altered counterhistory? 
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 In the Ba ḥ īrā legend, an identity based on a counterhistory is a fi xed part of 
a divine plan. Muslims would rule for a specifi ed period before passing away. 
When that plan required readjustment – such as when Islam did not quickly 
pass away – then depending on that identity became diffi  cult and its artifi cial 
nature was suddenly exposed. When it became clear that Islam was more than 
a passing phenomenon in history, its place in the Ba ḥ īrā legend shift ed.   53    As 
redactors updated the monk’s apocalyptic vision, it became possible for Islam to 
exist  in perputuum  because it was made, in comparison to Christianity, to be the 
inferior religion of Mu ḥ ammad, Ba ḥ īrā’s sometimes promising, sometimes dim-
witted catechumen. Th e task of attempting to prove the inauthenticity of that 
counter-claim would, of course, occupy many Muslim intellectuals and form the 
basis of much Christian–Muslim theological exchange.   54      
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   2  

  Mu ḥ ammad as a prophet of inferior 
monotheism 

 John of Damascus and a new history of the world  

 In 754 the Byzantine Emperor Constantine V (d. 775)  convened a synod. Its 
purpose was to condemn the veneration of holy icons and outline the proper 
means by which to worship God. Th ose present also anathematized a few 
particular iconodules whose devotion they felt was rather impious. According 
to the synod’s decree: 

  Th e holy synod cried out: ‘Th us we all believe … this is the way [the Apostles] 
venerated God when they worshiped … . [Th e synod] has swept away every 
idolatry … [and] defeated the faith of Germanus, George and Mansour, the 
misbelievers.’  

 Th e decree went on: 

  To Mansour the foul-named and Saracen-minded ( tō kakōnumō kai 
sarrakēnophroni ), anathema. To the iconolater and falsifi er Mansour, anathema. 
To the insulter of Christ and conspirator against the empire, Mansour, anathema. 
To the teacher of impiety and perverter of the sacred Scripture, Mansour, 
anathema. Th e Trinity has deposed these three.   1     

 Th e text names Germanus (d. 740), former patriarch of Constantinople who 
was deposed in 730 for his refusal to condemn icons, George of Cyprus   2    and, at 
greater length, Mansour. Th is latter individual is most likely John of Damascus, 
the Aramaean presbyter and perhaps monk   3    who was active in the eighth century.   4    

 In fact, there is relatively little that is known about John’s life. His birthdate 
is unknown, though it probably lies between 650 and 675.   5    He was born in 
Damascus to an infl uential Christian family. According to some accounts, 
a government offi  cial named Man ṣ ūr surrendered the city of Damascus to 
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invading Muslims in 635. Th is Man ṣ ūr would be John’s oldest known relative.   6    
Man ṣ ūr’s son, Sarjūn ibn Man ṣ ūr al-Rūmī al-Na ṣ rānī, fi gures prominently in 
Muslim sources and was a notable member of the Umayyad court, serving as 
the caliph’s secretary ( kātib ). Th ough with much less detail, Muslim sources also 
account for Sarjūn’s son, Man ṣ ūr ibn Sarjūn, who seems to have carried on the 
family’s infl uential role in Umayyad government.   7    

 According to this timeline, John would be Man ṣ ūr ibn Sarjūn’s son and 
would have succeeded his father under the Umayyad caliph. In the early years 
of the eighth century, however, John left  the Umayyad court and either became 
a monk at the monastery of St Sabas near Jerusalem or a patriarchal adviser in 
the city. Numerous works, written in Greek, are attributed to him, including 
hymnography, theological and liturgical studies, homilies and poetry.   8    Among 
his theological works is a defence of Christian icons – a posture for which he 
was condemned by his pre-monastic family name. John’s condemnation was 
later reversed, and his defence of icon veneration remains one of the standard 
sources, especially among Eastern Christian communities, for explaining and 
justifying the use of icons in Christian worship.   9    John died in the middle of the 
eighth century. 

 We cannot be sure why John left  the Umayyad court in favour of ecclesial 
life. While his grandfather enjoyed substantial infl uence in service of at least fi ve 
caliphs, his father’s role was likely more restrained due to reforms set in place, 
beginning with ‘Abd al-Malik ibn Marwān’s rule (r. 685–705) and continuing 
with his successors.   10    Among these reforms was what Sidney Griffi  th calls the 
‘twin social processes of Arabicization and Islamicization [that] began in earnest 
in the territories of the Levant [that] Muslim Arabs had conquered and occupied 
in the generation prior to John’s birth’.   11    Th ese processes were meant to claim the 
now-conquered public space for Islam.   12    Construction of the Great Umayyad 
Mosque of Damascus, for example, on the ruins of what was the Church of 
St John the Baptist would change the way public space appeared in ways that 
reminded onlookers of Islam’s predominance. Other, more mundane eff orts 
would work similarly, such as the minting of new coinage that incorporated the 
truths of Islam and the authority of Muslim caliphs instead of Greek inscriptions 
and symbols of the cross. Roadside signs also changed and began to use 
Arabic and the  shahādah , the Islamic creedal statement, instead of the cross.   13    
Even the standard language of government changed from Greek to Arabic, a 
transition that would directly aff ect the work of secretaries like John’s father 
and grandfathers who would have customarily used Greek. Th ere were constant 
reminders, then, that Muslims now controlled the public spaces of cities like 
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Damascus. Of course, making Islam public in this way also meant eliminating 
or suppressing competing symbols. Th e removal of crosses and similar Christian 
signs from public view can be understood in this light. 

   Heresiology as a comprehensive history of the world  

 Th e assertion of Arabic and Islam may have worked over time to decrease the 
kind of infl uence Christians like John and his ancestors had in the Umayyad 
court.   14    Signifi cantly, the processes of Arabicization and Islamicization ‘set the 
stage’, Griffi  th writes, ‘for the fi rst Christian responses to the social and religious 
challenges of Islam’.   15    Among these were apologetic treatises and apocalyptic 
texts. Catechetical texts were produced in order to help Christians understand 
their faith in light of their changing cultural and linguistic milieus. Polemical 
treatises attacked Islam and histories were written in order to make sense of a 
new community’s rise. 

 Th ere were also works like the  Pēgē gnōseōs  ( Source of Knowledge ), written in 
Greek in the middle of the eighth century by John of Damascus.   16    Th is lengthy 
treatise is divided into three parts:   Kephalaia philosophika  (‘Philosophical 
Chapters’),  Peri haireseōn  (‘On heresies’) and  Ekdosis akribēs tēs orthodoxou 
pisteōs  (‘An Exact Exposition of the Orthodox Faith’). Th e second section,  Peri 
haireseōn , is devoted to a hundred heresies, each one receiving its own chapter.   17    
In large part, the section comprises an updated edition of an earlier work by 
Epiphanius of Salamis (d. 403), the late-fourth-century  Panarion . Epiphanius’ 
 Panarion  consisted of eighty heresies,   18    so in some ways John brings the list 
of heretical beliefs up to date in his treatise. In turn, the  Peri haireseōn  can be 
understood as a heresiology and John announces its function as he transitions 
into an exposition of orthodox faith in his third section: ‘Th en, next, aft er this, 
I shall set forth in order the absurdities of the heresies hated of God, so that by 
recognizing the lie, we may more closely follow the truth. Th en, with God’s help 
and by His grace I shall expose the truth.’   19    

 But the inclusion of Islam as the one-hundredth chapter is awkward in 
light of traditional understandings of what constituted a heresy. Its inclusion, 
furthermore, makes John’s  Peri haireseōn  unique as a heresiology.   20    To begin 
with, John does not use the nomenclature of ‘Islam’ or ‘Muslim’. Instead, he 
refers to the practices of the Ishmaelites and how, at the time of the Byzantine 
Emperor Heraclius (r. 610–641), Mu ḥ ammad appeared among them. In 
this light, it would seem that John understood the Ishmaelites to be a group 
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independent of Mu ḥ ammad but one whose religious practices were later shaped 
by him. Moreover, John also uses ‘Saracens’ and ‘Hagarenes’ to refer to Muslims. 
Even as late as the seventh and eighth centuries, such terms were the standard 
ones employed in order to categorize ethnic groups by their alleged founders. 
‘Saracens’ and ‘Hagarenes’ were common terms employed in antiquity by Roman 
historians and so John seems to have inherited this vocabulary.   21    It may be, then, 
that John did not see Muslims as comprising a new religious group or connected 
in any way to Christian faith.   22    So why include them in a heresiology? 

 In most cases, heresy ( hairesis ) could be understood as originating within 
Christian communities. Heretics were usually assumed to begin ‘their careers 
as “insiders” or at the least were perceived as “insiders” or people claiming 
“insider” status to the Christian community’.   23    Heretics could also be perceived 
as the victims of demonic possession. As such, they were an illness in need of 
a cure and a threat to Christian communities that required exclusion.   24    And 
heresy could also be the result of contamination, itself the result of proximity 
to dangerous philosophical speculation.   25    John’s treatment of Islam does not 
neatly conform to any of these expected norms of heresy. As I shall discuss more 
below, Islam does not appear in John’s text as a religion claiming to arise from 
within Christianity or even meant to perfect wayward monotheism. John does 
not discuss any apparent demonic infl uence upon Islam or Mu ḥ ammad, nor 
does Islam fi t as contagious philosophical speculation. How, then, ought we 
to understand his decision to round off  his list of heresies with the religious 
practices of the Ishmaelites and Mu ḥ ammad’s infl uence upon them, or what we 
might now term ‘Islam’? 

 Peter Schadler has shown that John’s  Peri haireseōn  as heresiology must not 
be severed from the  Pēgē gnōseōs  as a whole, for the comprehensive nature of 
the work signals its participation in an ‘emerging literary form in the Byzantine 
world, that of the encyclopedia’.   26    Despite John’s tendency to compile the work of 
previous intellectuals in  fl orilegia , he also aims to, as he writes, ‘make a beginning 
of philosophy and to set down concisely … every sort of knowledge’.   27    It was in 
this sense – the work’s comprehensiveness and attempt to address ‘every sort of 
knowledge’ ( pantodapēn gnōsin ) – that John’s work was a ‘fount of knowledge’ 
( pēgē gnōseōs ). Th is further indicates that John’s work was meant to be read as a 
single collection, ‘not simply referenced when needed’, consulted piecemeal as a 
sourcebook or reproduced as a paradigm for interacting with Muslims.   28    Instead, 
by reading it in toto, John intended to shape his audience’s world view, hoping 
to frame the way in which they saw their position in history and the place Islam 
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and Muslims held in world events. Including Islam, then, could be interpreted 
as John’s attempt to make his work complete and to ensure that his exposition 
of Christian orthodoxy was set against the ‘full historical market of alternative 
possibilities’.   29    In this light, the presence of the Ishmaelites in a heresiology 
was ‘required’, as Schadler points out, ‘in order to fulfi l [John’s] encyclopedic 
intentions and off er his reader every sort of knowledge’.   30    

 Besides seeing John’s  Peri haireseōn  in the context of encyclopaedism, 
Schadler has also shown that it is equally important to read his heresiology, 
much like Epiphanius’  Panarion  from which John draws heavily, as a work of 
universal history. As such, John’s treatment of Islam in the context of heresy 
must be understood as an eff ort to demonstrate the triumph of Christian 
orthodoxy over not just doctrinal error but a-historicism as well.   31    So the  Peri 
haireseōn  helped to explain to John’s readers their place in history at a time 
when their connections to imperial authority had vanished. In John’s account, 
God’s sovereignty was made manifest, not in geographical dominance but in 
superior religious truth. Likewise, John’s heresiology is a history of the world 
that interprets Christianity as triumphant over error. His Christian readers, 
living as they were under Muslim rule and caught up in the social processes 
of Arabicization and Islamicization, could see their intellectual and religious 
predominance over the broadest spectrum of alternative knowledge.   32    

 For John, then, heresy could be understood as opinions diverging from the 
Church’s opinions. Like traditional heresiologies, John saw heresy as a collection 
of lies, but unlike traditional treatments, John did not view heresy as an 
ecclesiastical sickness in need of a cure. Similarly, traditional views of heretics saw 
them arising from within the Church and poisoning its sacred sources. For John, 
heretics, like the Ishmaelites, could also arise alongside Christian communities 
and develop their own sources. As a result, the Ishmaelites, and the trajectory 
that linked them with Mu ḥ ammad, were worthy of inclusion in a comprehensive 
heresiology that sought to explain their place in the history of the world.   33    

 Situating the Ishmaelites and Mu ḥ ammad as the hundredth and fi nal chapter 
in an encyclopaedic endeavour to account for ‘every sort of knowledge’ also made 
the Ishmaelites the ‘fi nal bringers of an alternative system of faith and communal 
order’.   34    In this position, then, readers could also view Islam as the sharpened tip 
of a heretical spear, a kind of ‘summa’ of past errors.   35    Understanding Islam in 
this way could galvanize John’s readers for the imminent victory over what had 
become, in the light of his encyclopaedic account of all knowledge ( pantodapēn 
gnōsin ), the greatest of foes.   36     
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   Mu ḥ ammad in  Peri haireseōn   

 Most of the chapters in  Peri haireseōn  are relatively short, ranging from a few 
lines to a few paragraphs. Chapter 100, however, is by far the longest chapter 
in the work, taking up several pages. It is devoted entirely to ‘the still prevailing 
people-deceiving practice ( thrēskeia ) of the Ishmaelites, the forerunner of the 
Antichrist’.   37    Whereas much of the  Peri haireseōn  is dependent upon earlier 
heresiology, the  Panarion  in particular, the chapter on Mu ḥ ammad and the 
Ishmaelites appears to comprise John’s original work.   38    Th e chapter marks one of 
the earliest known attempts by a Christian to respond to Mu ḥ ammad in detail. 

 As I have pointed out, John began his chapter on Islam with a reference to 
the Ishmaelites, a people who ‘worshiped and venerated the morning star and 
Aphrodite, whom they themselves called Habar in their own language, which 
means “great” ’.   39    Th e Ishmaelites, then, had always been idolaters, John explained, 
until ‘a false prophet appeared to them named Mu ḥ ammad ( Mamed )’.   40    At that 
time Mu ḥ ammad happened upon the Old and New Testaments and an Arian 
monk. With the monk’s help, Mu ḥ ammad ‘introduced a sect of his own’.   41    He 
was able to do so, John informed his readers, because he fashioned himself as 
a ‘God-fearing person’ and told them that a Scripture had been ‘brought down 
to him from heaven by God’.   42    John clearly had the Qur’ān in mind when he 
referred to Mu ḥ ammad’s Scripture ( graphēn ). But even though he was able to 
reference the Muslim belief that the Qur’ān was sent down by God,   43    John chose 
instead to present that alleged revelation as Mu ḥ ammad ‘having put together 
some sayings in his book, worthy of laughter’.   44    

 In this sense, Mu ḥ ammad ‘handed down’ the Qur’ān to the Ishmaelites; 
God did not miraculously send it down. In fact, John repeatedly attributed the 
handing down of the Qur’ān to Mu ḥ ammad   45    and he argued that the book’s 
contents comprised Mu ḥ ammad’s own words. With this assessment in mind, 
John discussed a handful of passages from the Qur’ān, even identifying the 
chapter titles where they are found, but was careful to add to his descriptions, 
clarifying that these were things that Mu ḥ ammad himself spoke.   46    Moreover, the 
things Mu ḥ ammad spoke were ‘worthy of laughter’, ‘absurd’ and ‘foolish’.   47    

 John also considered the Qur’ān, by implication, lurid and, in one case, he 
even seemed bashful about the contents of the Qur’ān. Of particular concern 
in this regard was the Qur’ān’s ostensibly relaxed legislation of marriage and 
divorce. John cited the pre-eminent example: Mu ḥ ammad’s marriage to Zayd’s 
wife, Zaynab bint Ja ḥ sh. But if the prescriptions for marriage and divorce that 
are related to the story were not enough to devalue the Qur’ān, then John 
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closed off  the passage by quoting one of the Qur’ān’s pronouncements regarding 
marriage. According to John’s quotation the Qur’ān proclaimed, ‘Work the land 
which God gave you and beautify it.’ But then John appended to the quotation 
his own rather generic phrase, making it a part of the qur’anic text: ‘and do this 
and in this way’. In order to explain the very generalized addition, he then wrote, 
‘so that I may not say all of his obscenities’.   48    

 It seems clear that the quotation is from the second chapter of the 
Qur’ān: ‘Your wives are a place of sowing seed (  ḥ arth ) for you, so come to your 
place of cultivation however you wish’ (2:223) – part of the Qur’ān’s sexual ethics 
for marriage. Th e precise meaning of the verse is not immediately apparent. 
According to various Islamic traditions, the origin of the revelation was reported 
as a Jewish concern over a particular position for sexual intercourse.   49    Q 2:223 
would seem to solve the dilemma, but since it does so in rather ambiguous terms 
its exact meaning generated debate among Muslim  mufassirūn . For instance, 
al-Bukhārī (d. 870), in his  Kitāb tafsīr al-Qur’ān , included   ḥ adīth  reports from 
Ibn ‘Umar (d. 693) on the verse. According to these reports, Ibn ‘Umar would 
recite the Qur’ān without interruption. Once, when reciting Q 2:223, he paused 
and inquired about the verse’s meaning. ‘It was revealed in such and such ( kadhā 
wa-kadhā ) connection’, came the reply, to which Ibn ‘Umar added, ‘It means one 
should approach his wife in ….’   50    Al-Bukhārī did not specify what Ibn ‘Umar 
said, instead cutting off  Ibn ‘Umar’s explanation mid-sentence. Later   ḥ adīth  and 
 tafsīr  literature, however, did complete Ibn ‘Umar’s thought, suggesting that it 
must have been al-Bukhārī himself who was reticent to repeat the information.   51    

 An initial reading of John’s reference to Q 2:223 suggests that he was aware 
of at least some of the Muslim debate over the verse’s meaning, even if in the 
debate’s early, informal state, since the traditions related to it would not begin to 
appear in any formalized fashion until at least the ninth century. His awareness 
of this Muslim context seems clear from the bashful, generalized manner in 
which he referred to Q 2:223’s suggested meaning; he was reticent to be explicit 
about it and so he self-censored himself with a delicately obscure ‘do this and in 
this way’. Th is rhetorical gesture reveals the necessary familiarity with Islamic 
sources that would be required in order to write what John did:  he not only 
quoted the qur’anic passage but signalled its meaning within Muslim circles 
as well. Both the text and its interpretation, at least on the surface, would be 
suffi  cient to provoke astonishment from John’s readers.   52    

 Further, the similar unease with which al-Bukhārī discussed the verse makes 
one wonder if John was not only familiar with the Muslim debate surrounding 
Q 2:223 but also emulating the kind of generalized language commonly found 
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in   ḥ adīth  literature – ‘such and such’ ( kadhā wa-kadhā ) vis-à-vis John’s ‘do this 
and in this way’  – and the self-censorship that al-Bukhārī deployed when he 
compiled his   ḥ adīth  collection. In other words, was John’s generalized self-
censorship a result of his bashfulness or his close familiarity with the exegetical 
traditions attached to Q 2:223? What seems clear, in either case, is that John was 
familiar enough with the Qur’ān and Islamic sources to reference them and even 
refl ect some of the Muslim debate over the meaning of their sacred text and 
traditions. He was not simply inventing an unseemly context from which the 
Qur’ān emerged. Rather, he was attempting to subject Islamic sources to a kind 
of critical evaluation that he could put to work in support of his polemic. He did 
this, signifi cantly, by attending to Muslim literature and internal debates over the 
meaning of their sacred text. Equally signifi cant, however, was that John’s main 
interest was not the complexities, variegations and processes of authenticating 
these Islamic traditions. By merely suggesting the presence of unseemly scandal 
in the Qur’ān he could conjure doubt in his readers’ minds as to the authenticity 
of Mu ḥ ammad’s claims. Th us, John presented only the surface of Muslim debate 
in order to draw attention to something that would call the authenticity of 
Mu ḥ ammad into question. 

 John also cast doubt on Mu ḥ ammad’s prophetic credentials. ‘And who is the 
witness’, John questioned, ‘that God gave the Scripture to him, or which of the 
prophets foretold that such a prophet would arise?’   53    Authentic revelation worked 
in a certain manner. Th e people of Israel witnessed Moses on Mount Sinai along 
with God’s theophanic glory  – this was a public revelation, a visible handing 
down of God’s word. What is more, Moses and all the prophets succeeding him 
were thought to have foretold the coming of Christ.   54    How did Mu ḥ ammad fi t 
into this kind of revelation? Could he, or any of his followers, produce this kind 
of evidence for a prophetic nature? 

 In fact, according to John, authentic revelation required witnesses. Such 
witnesses were meant to certify a fi gure’s claims to prophethood. Further, Scripture 
foretold a prophet.   55    Mu ḥ ammad lacked such witnesses. Instead, John reported that 
Muslims maintained he received his revelation while asleep – a claim verifi ed in at 
least the biographical account ( sīra ) of the fi rst revelation given to Mu ḥ ammad   56    
but one also twisted by John to mock Muslims and their notion of revelation.   57    For 
John, the revelations of the Qur’ān were nothing more than Mu ḥ ammad’s illogical 
inventions. In all of this, Mu ḥ ammad may have been a kind of prophet – he led 
the Ishmaelites away from paganism and towards monotheistic belief – but he was 
a false one and was given harsh condemnation by John: Mu ḥ ammad’s inventions 
ultimately led his followers, ‘like animals’, to hell.   58     
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   History’s latest false prophet of an inferior ideology  

 John’s summary of Mu ḥ ammad may leave one with the impression that his chapter 
on Islam was little more than a polemical side to the otherwise encyclopaedic 
 Pēgē gnōseōs . In contrast to his hostile tone, however, there also can be heard 
in  Peri haireseōn ’s one-hundredth chapter whispers of John’s familiarity with 
Muslim belief. He was, of course, raised in a context that more than likely 
gave him access to some of the best information about Islam and its sources 
that one could obtain at the time.   59    As a result, he is able to mention qur’anic 
passages in his text, oft entimes along with the name, or a near rendition, of their 
corresponding  suwar . How much of the Qur’ān he had read, or in what form it 
had come to him, or whether he simply heard portions of it in conversation with 
Muslims is not altogether certain. It is known that Greek-speaking Christians 
in the region where John was active were already familiar with portions of the 
Qur’ān by the year 700.   60    So it is clear that he had heard bits of the Qur’ān, but 
perhaps he had even seen portions or even read it in Arabic.   61    In addition to the 
Qur’ān, John also seems to draw from Muslim oral traditions, popular beliefs 
and stories of the prophets ( qi ṣ a ṣ  al-anbiyā’ ).   62    

 Again, it is not certain whether John accessed these sources independently 
or if Muslim contacts shared them with him. It would seem, at the very least, 
that John was representing in some form in his text interactions he had with 
Muslim conversation partners. Th is is likely evident from the rhetorical pattern 
he frequently repeats in the chapter on Islam, a ‘we say … they reply … we 
respond to them’   63    structure. It is not diffi  cult to see in this pattern a possible 
summary of John’s own interactions with Muslims as they discussed Islam, the 
Qur’ān and Mu ḥ ammad. 

 If not just John’s conversations, then the pattern also intriguingly refl ects the 
Qur’ān itself. In numerous passages, a revelation is structured along the lines of 
a similar ‘they say, we say’ pattern. For example, Q 2:111 reports, ‘And they say, 
“None will enter Paradise except one who is a Jew or a Christian”. Th at is their 
wishful thinking, Say, “Produce your proof, if you should be truthful”.’ In Q 
21:24 Mu ḥ ammad is commanded, ‘Say, “Produce your proof. [Th e Qur’ān] is the 
message for those with me and the message of those before me”. But most of them 
do not know the truth, so they are turning away.’ Passages like these are structured 
along very much the same lines as those in John’s text, a similarity that suggests 
that John was familiar enough with the Qur’ān to mimic some of its patterns.   64    

 Of course, these kinds of qur’anic passages reveal their own inter-religious 
milieus – the Qur’ān pushes back against Jews and Christians in the fi rst and 
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against polytheists and Mu ḥ ammad’s opponents in general in the second. In 
this, both the Qur’ān and John seemingly formed part of their arguments upon 
authentic interaction. Along such lines, one must also acknowledge the faint 
recognition that Mu ḥ ammad brought the Ishmaelites away from idolatry and 
towards monotheism.   65    But nevertheless, John’s familiarity with Muslim belief 
and Islamic sources, along with the way in which he perceived Mu ḥ ammad’s 
pursuit of monotheism, did not lend themselves to any observable admiration. 
Th e information John shared and the sources he drew upon are instead used 
to discount Mu ḥ ammad’s prophetic credentials and invalidate the revelatory 
value of the Qur’ān. What, then, did John achieve by sharing what he did about 
Mu ḥ ammad in the context of the  Pēgē gnōseōs ? 

 In simple terms, Mu ḥ ammad’s monotheism was not purely heaven-sent; it 
was brokered in John’s text by a heretical (Arian) monk. Further, God did not 
send down Mu ḥ ammad’s revelations; they were invented and handed down by 
Mu ḥ ammad. It was not so much, then, that Mu ḥ ammad’s message was false, 
though John does indeed call him a ‘false prophet’; it was simply that Islam 
was inferior. Th e nature of Mu ḥ ammad’s prophethood, then, was linked to the 
nature of his message. Th e latter was an inferior ideology, monotheistic though 
it was, which made Mu ḥ ammad an inferior prophet. 

 With this in mind, John included Islam as a heresy in the  Pēgē gnōseōs  not 
only as a means for addressing ‘every sort of knowledge’ but also to show that it 
fell short of Christian truth and the place Christianity attained in history. In this, 
Islam was retrograde.   66    Indeed, many Christians in John’s environment could 
begin to accept that Islam was more than just a passing entity. For them, it would 
be more important to put Islam in context. Th us, while Muslims ruled a growing 
expanse of territories and comprised ever-more powerful political and military 
forces, their religion was, simply enough for John, inferior to Christianity. 

 A fi nal point can be drawn from the physical nature of John’s  Pēgē gnōseōs . 
Authors who set themselves to the task of writing an encyclopaedic work cannot 
have grand ambitions for broad distribution or wide popularity. At best, one can 
hope such a work will become a staple among library acquisitions. Nearly the 
same might be said for John’s work. Th e expense and eff ort of writing the  Pēgē 
gnōseōs , in terms of parchment and ink alone, would have been immense, not to 
mention the far exceeding cost of producing copies of a work of such length.   67    It 
is unlikely that many individuals would have been able to obtain a copy, though 
monasteries or libraries could possibly aff ord one. 

 In this light, John likely had a sense, as any author of an encyclopaedic work 
might, that the  Pēgē gnōseōs  would be a work of more than passing speculation. 
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He had to be convinced of this in order to justify producing such a lengthy work, 
knowing that those who would invest in copying it would see the value in doing 
so. As it happened, the one-hundredth chapter on Islam, besides being the earliest 
known Christian text to treat Islam in detail, became one of the most signifi cant 
sources for Christian knowledge of Islam and Mu ḥ ammad among those who 
read Greek. It further informed texts written in other languages and its themes 
became staples for Christian treatises devoted to Islam.   68    Not all authors would 
off er the same assessment of Mu ḥ ammad that John did, but his treatment of 
the Prophet remains a standard source for understanding Mu ḥ ammad in the 
context of the medieval Mediterranean world and in Christian history.   
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   3  

  Mu ḥ ammad as a retrograde Moses of 
minimal signifi cance 

 East Syrian Christians and public discussions with Muslims  

 While John of Damascus is well known to scholars and Christian studies of 
Islam, the work of Syrian Christians writing in Syriac still remains relatively 
obscure.   1    Th is is unfortunate because these Christian communities – both East 
Syrians (‘Nestorians’ or the Church of the East) and West Syrian Miaphysites 
(also known as Monophysites or ‘Jacobites’) – were among the fi rst communities 
that Muslims encountered and off ered some of the earliest refl ections on the rise 
of Islam and the Prophet Mu ḥ ammad. Careful readings of these texts also reveal 
the use of even older Syriac traditions taken up for use in new, increasingly 
Islamic contexts. 

   An East Syrian monk’s discussion with an Arab notable  

 One of the earliest of these Syriac texts comes from the fi rst half of the eighth 
century, very likely sometime in the 720s. It is an apology for Christian faith 
written in an Islamic milieu, known to us now as  Th e Disputation between a 
Muslim and a Monk from Bēt  Ḥ ālē . Its author presented it in the form of a report 
of a ‘question and answer’   2    debate in which the Muslim posed various questions 
for the monk to answer. Th e discussion purportedly took place between an East 
Syrian monk and a prominent Muslim in the entourage of Maslama ibn ‘Abd 
al-Malik (d. 738) who visited the monk’s monastery of Bēt  Ḥ ālē in Iraq.   3    It is not 
entirely certain whether or not the text is an account of an event that really took 
place, or whether or not the neatly packaged exchanges represent the encounter 
with complete accuracy.   4    What is clear, however, is that the apologetic arguments 
contained in the text are similar to other kinds of accounts and texts of the same 
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nature. Even if the author concocted the debate, then, he did so on the basis 
of how authentic Christian communities were actually handling information 
about Islam and with reference to topics genuinely debated by Christians and 
Muslims.   5    In other words, the general contours of theological exchange between 
Muslims and East Syrian Christians are on display in the disputation. 

 In the case of the monk’s debate these topics are employed in an eff ort to 
help Christian readers discern the true religion between Islam and Christianity.   6    
So the Muslim taunted the monk at the beginning of the debate by asking, ‘Is 
our religion not better than all the [other] religions on earth?’   7    And the Muslim 
conceded at the end of the debate, ‘I acknowledge that your religion is seemly, 
and … better than ours.’   8    Th ere was certainly good reason to provide this kind 
of reading material to Syrian Christian communities living under new Muslim 
rulers. Th e changes aff ected by Islam were clearly signifi cant enough that many 
historians and chroniclers interpreted them as God’s judgement for sin.   9    And, 
alongside political transformations also came the temptation for religious 
conversion. What, aft er all, were Syrian Christian communities to make of this 
new religion and its prophet? Texts like  Th e Disputation  attempted to answer this 
question by showing readers how their beliefs and practices were distinct from 
Islam and how, no matter their social or political circumstances, they could still 
boast of religious superiority. Th ese arguments, in turn, gave Christians who 
read the text reason to cling to their faith when the social and economic benefi ts 
of converting tempted them to do otherwise. 

 With respect to Mu ḥ ammad, there are a few passages where the author of 
the account summarized a very general Islamic assessment of the Prophet. 
According to the Muslim, Mu ḥ ammad was worthy of his followers’ attentive 
obedience (by this he meant to indicate that Muslims did not ‘create a son 
for God’),   10    that he was a prophet ( nbiyā )   11    and that he said Christian monks 
would ‘enjoy the kingdom [of God]’.   12    Th ese details are mentioned somewhat 
casually, but at one point the Muslim fl atly asked, ‘Tell me the truth, Mu ḥ ammad 
our prophet, how is he reckoned in your eyes?’   13    Th e monk responded with a 
strikingly appreciative answer: Mu ḥ ammad was ‘a wise and God-fearing man, 
who freed you from the worship of demons, and caused you to know the one 
true God’.   14    

 Th is seemingly favourable response prompted an almost incredulous 
rejoinder. If Mu ḥ ammad was so wise, the Muslim inquired, why did he not then 
‘teach us from the beginning about the mystery of the Trinity?’   15    Th e debate, 
up until this point, focused on explications of basic Christian doctrine and the 
Muslim’s question immediately preceding his query about Mu ḥ ammad was, 
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‘Given that [God] is one, [why] do you say “Father, and Son and Holy Spirit”?’ 
Th e monk’s response to this question included both philosophical and biblical 
refl ection, but qur’anic nomenclature for Christ was also discussed. In particular, 
the Muslim and the monk pondered Mu ḥ ammad’s ‘saying’ that Christ was a 
word and spirit of God (Q 4:171).   16    According to the monk, the qur’anic phrase 
was similar to the angel Gabriel’s announcement to Mary in the Gospel of St 
Luke (Lk. 1.35). Th ere, the angel declared, as the monk put it, ‘the Holy Spirit 
shall come, and the power of the Most High shall rest upon you’.   17    

 Th e connection between the announcement in St Luke’s Gospel and the 
qur’anic phrase is not clear. It would seem, therefore, that the author assumed his 
readers would be aware of a Syriac exegetical tradition that made the connection 
plain. According to St Ephrem the Syrian (d. 373), the ‘power of the Most High’ 
was identifi ed with the ‘Word’.   18    In such a case, the angel could be understood 
to say that the Spirit and the Word, that is, the Most High, would rest upon 
Mary. As a result, the Qur’ān could be said to echo this phrase, in the monk’s 
view anyway, and in so doing made the divinity of Christ implicit in the Qur’ān 
for those who were able to see it there. In turn, this demonstrated that God was 
a Trinity in Unity. So the Muslim inquired why, if Mu ḥ ammad was everything 
the monk said that he was, would he be so cryptic about the triune nature of 
God in the Qur’ān. Why would he not make that clear to Muslims from the very 
beginning? 

 Mu ḥ ammad did not make explicit his knowledge of the Trinity, the monk 
responded, because the Arabs who were known to him were ‘childlike in 
knowledge’. Knowing that they were incapable of fully understanding Trinitarian 
doctrine, Mu ḥ ammad off ered them a simplifi ed form of monotheism. Drawing 
them a certain distance towards the truth in this way prevented the otherwise 
foolish Arabs from warping Mu ḥ ammad’s message back into polytheism. And, 
just as Mu ḥ ammad took his knowledge of Christ from the Gospel of St Luke, so 
his message about monotheism was taught to him, according to the monk, by 
none other than ‘Sergius Ba ḥ īrā’.   19    At this point, the discussion shift ed to matters 
of Christian piety and religious practice.   20    

 In the entire debate, then, Mu ḥ ammad is given relatively little space, almost as 
if Mu ḥ ammad was a bit incidental to the economy of revelation presented to the 
Arabs. Notably, he is called ‘wise and God-fearing’. He is credited with turning 
the Arabs away from polytheism and drawing them towards monotheism. 
Th at is really all that the monk has to say about Mu ḥ ammad and even this 
magnanimous off ering requires clarifi cation. Mu ḥ ammad drew much of what 
he knew – essentially a kind of primordial Christianity – from the Bible and 
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was mentored in doing so by Sergius Ba ḥ īrā; his guided eff orts only informed 
the infantile Arabs of partial truth. Th is is all that readers are told. Th e result, 
when it comes to Mu ḥ ammad, is barely a thumbnail sketch; he seems admirable 
but rather peripheral – very nearly inconsequential – to the religious concerns 
presented by Islam. Why? 

 It might be said that because the text is a kind of summary of the topoi 
in Christian–Muslim apologetic literature, the author chose to briefl y discuss 
the status of Mu ḥ ammad so he could also address other matters, giving more 
space to some and less to others. So he fl agged a topic that Muslims were 
known to question (what do we do with Mu ḥ ammad?) and provided a basic 
Christian response. Th is explanation is certainly plausible, and I  will return 
to it further on, but it is not entirely satisfactory since the monk’s comments 
about Mu ḥ ammad seem to settle into a larger context. In this light, a clue to 
the relative paucity of Mu ḥ ammad in the text is off ered in the Muslim’s fi nal 
question. ‘Tell me the truth in as much as you know it’, he pleaded with the 
monk. ‘Will the sons of Hagar [i.e., Muslims] enter the kingdom, or not?’   21    
Readers of  Th e Disputation  can recall in this question the Muslim’s earlier 
claim in which Mu ḥ ammad granted that Christian monks would enter God’s 
kingdom. Does Christianity allow a reciprocal place for Muslims? In reply, the 
monk said that only those who were baptized would enter the kingdom of God. 
‘But’, he intriguingly clarifi ed, ‘if there should be someone who has fi ne deeds, 
he may live through grace in (those) mansions which are far removed from 
the torment, but he shall be considered as a hired hand, and not as a son (and 
heir).’   22    

 Th e monk appealed here to Christ’s words in the Gospel of St John about 
the Father’s many mansions (Jn. 14.2) and, for their interpretation, he looked 
once again to St Ephrem the Syrian. According to St Ephrem, ‘in the delightful 
mansions on the borders of Paradise do the souls of the just and righteous 
reside’.   23    Baptized souls  enter  Paradise. Th e unbaptized righteous souls reside 
just beyond the gates, away from eternal torment, but nevertheless, outside the 
kingdom. Th e monk drew on this exegetical tradition, appearing to take for 
granted his readers’ knowledge of it. More importantly, the tradition was used 
in order to suggest that Muslims, by virtue of their good deeds, might spend 
eternity  near  the kingdom but simply not enter fully into it. Insofar as Muslims 
were brought near to monotheism and close to the fullness of truth found in 
Christianity, so they were brought near to the kingdom of God. 

 With this reply, the monk seems to have fl attened the distinctions between 
Islam and Christianity. Accordingly, Islam was hardly a religion in its own 
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right; Muslim beliefs were really only derivatives of Christianity. Mu ḥ ammad’s 
message could be made to echo Christian belief if only it was understood 
correctly. A Christian, aft er all, taught Mu ḥ ammad. And Islam’s confession of 
monotheism, which was a helpful, even if rickety plank leading towards the 
fullness of Christian faith, was quite enough for virtuous Muslims to make their 
way to a place nearby the kingdom of God.   24    Th e deep divide worn between 
 taw ḥ īd  and Trinitarian thought was very nearly fi lled in with the monk’s 
estimation, all in order to downgrade Mu ḥ ammad’s message to a simplistic 
derivation of Christian truth. 

 Th ere is also a less scheming explanation for the ways in which the monk 
handled the diff erences between Islam and Christianity. In the early Islamic 
period, even in the eighth century when  Th e Disputation  was written, the ways 
in which one defi ned what it meant to be Muslim were not always applied 
equally and were still very much fl uid in certain contexts. Conversions to Islam, 
however frequently they may or may not have occurred, were not always a highly 
organized aff air and usually occurred in groups. Th ese communal conversions 
regularly happened, moreover, for political reasons. Oft entimes these conversions 
occurred with very little catechism so that many new adherents of Islam did not 
know their faith well. Some still requested baptism for their children; others 
recited pagan poetry in mosques simply because it had the sound of the Qur’an 
when it was chanted in Arabic.   25    In this light, the renowned Muslim annalist 
al- Ṭ abarī’s (d. 923) remark – a Muslim was anyone who ‘prays as we do, who 
prays [whilst] facing the [proper] direction as we do, and eats meat ritually 
butchered as we do’ – refl ects a similar fl attening of the religious identifi ers that 
might mark one out as distinctly Muslim.   26    

 All of this is not to say that there were no individuals who converted to Islam 
in these early periods, that no one ever did so for purely spiritual or dogmatic 
reasons or that there were no converts who could boast a fi rm grasp of their new 
faith.   27    To assume, however, that all conversions took place because individuals 
decided on their own on the veracity of one set of beliefs over and against another 
set is to impose a decidedly modern view of religious conversion on an early 
medieval context. In the early Islamic period, with Muslim-controlled regions 
still expanding and Muslims themselves remaining numerical minorities in the 
lands in which they resided, the ways in which Muslim identity was defi ned 
simply fell short of what could be considered orthodox, or at least what would 
be considered orthodox by later periods. Th ere were oft en matters of political 
and tribal expediency as well as social belonging to consider in addition to 
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religious faith.   28    With this in mind, the monk’s comments about where Muslims 
might reside in the kingdom of God may have less to do with an intentional 
fl attening of the diff erences between Christianity and Islam and more to do 
with an awareness of the narrow extent of diff erences that existed in his time 
and context.   29    In either case, the result was that Islam became much more of a 
derivative of Christianity than an independent belief system in its own right. 

 To put the matter bluntly, then, Mu ḥ ammad appears peripheral in  Th e 
Disputation  because its author minimizes his religious impact. His religious 
impact is minimized, moreover, because he is Christianized.   30    In the account of 
the debate Mu ḥ ammad became a quasi-Christian – a wise monotheist drawing 
here and there from Christian sources  – who preached a religion that was 
merely derivative, parasitic even, of Christianity. Mu ḥ ammad is sidelined, then, 
because he simply served a narrow and, ultimately, incomplete role. Th is he 
did well. Islam, at least from what can be gathered from  Th e Disputation , really 
only functioned to draw Arabs a little closer to the fullness of faith. As a result, 
Mu ḥ ammad need not be demonized or dehumanized by the author. In turn, a 
more nuanced way of describing the text’s function may not be to only think of 
it in terms of discerning right religion from wrong religion. Rather, if Islam only 
aped Christianity by drawing on and learning from its sources, then the debate 
was really a matter of superior versus inferior religion.   31    In the presentation of 
an inferior, parasitic faith can be found a prophet of only marginal importance.  

   An East Syrian patriarch’s discussion with a caliph  

 Another early Syriac text was written in the late eighth century. It, too, is an 
apologetic text and is presented as an account of a theological discussion 
between East Syrian Patriarch Timothy I (d. 823) and Caliph al-Mahdī (d. 785) in 
Baghdad.   32    Th e debate purportedly took place in Arabic (the account is written 
in Syriac) over the course of two days in 782 or 783. Aft er the debate, Timothy 
wrote down a record of the exchange in a letter to a friend.   33    Such discussions 
were not uncommon and a genre of religious treatises arose based on them, what 
Sidney Griffi  th calls ‘the monk in the emir’s  majlis ’.   34    Not unlike question-and-
answer texts, in these accounts a monk or ecclesiastic is summoned by or found 
in the presence of Muslim authorities whereupon he is asked to defend Christian 
faith and practice with a caliph, emir and/or Muslim scholars. Frequently, 
authors of such texts had a narrator tell the story of the exchanges. As a result, 
the accounts are highly readable and engaging, intended to circulate among 
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communities of Christian readers.   35    In turn, they could encourage and inform 
them, helping to shape and affi  rm their identities as Christians living in Islamic 
milieus. Stories of theological triumph in which one of their own bested Muslim 
elites could be nourishing. And, since such accounts oft en refl ected authentic 
contexts in which such exchanges took place, they could also equip readers with 
strategies to overcome their Muslim interlocutors in debate. 

 In Timothy’s discussion, the patriarch off ered detailed explanations on 
topics ranging from Christology and the Trinity to the nature of scripture 
and miscellaneous ethical concerns.   36    In the course of their conversation, the 
Caliph made several inquiries about how Timothy understood the identity of 
Mu ḥ ammad. In the fi rst inquiry, the Caliph asked, ‘How is it that you accept 
Christ and the Gospel from the testimony of the Torah and of the prophets, 
and you do not accept Mu ḥ ammad from the testimony of Christ and the 
Gospel?’   37    For the Caliph, the implication was that, according to the Qur’ān 
(61:6), Mu ḥ ammad was foretold in the Gospels and that Christ testifi ed to 
his coming. Timothy replied, noting the places where Christ was foretold 
in the Hebrew Bible. ‘Th ese and scores of other passages of the prophets’, he 
concluded, ‘show us Jesus Christ in a clear mirror and point to Him. So far 
as Mu ḥ ammad is concerned I  have not received a single testimony either 
from Jesus Christ or from the Gospel which would refer to his name or to his 
works.’   38    

 Unconvinced, the Caliph waved off  this response. ‘Who is then the Paraclete?’ 
he pressed further.   39    In the Caliph’s mind, the one promised by Christ in the 
Gospels – the one referred to as the Paraclete – was none other than Mu ḥ ammad.   40    
Timothy responded with yet more biblical evidence that clarifi ed the identity of 
the Paraclete as the Spirit of God. He even drew from theology and the Qur’ān 
in order to discount the possibility that Mu ḥ ammad might be this promised 
helper.   41    ‘Mu ḥ ammad is not the Paraclete’, Timothy concluded, ‘and … I have 
not received a single testimony from the Gospel about him.’   42    So Mu ḥ ammad 
lacked scriptural witness and did not exhibit the characteristics attributed to the 
Paraclete, rightly identifi ed as the Spirit of the Triune God. But who, exactly, was 
Mu ḥ ammad and how did God use (or reject) him? 

 From here the debate shift ed to matters of scripture and doctrine, but the 
Caliph eventually returned to the topic of Mu ḥ ammad in what has become a 
well-known passage in the account of the exchange. He asked pointedly, ‘What 
do you say about Mu ḥ ammad?’ Earlier in the debate, in their discussion about 
Mu ḥ ammad in the Bible, Timothy asserted that ‘aft er the coming of Christ 
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there will be neither prophet nor prophecy’.   43    But in response to this question, 
Timothy proclaimed: 

  Mu ḥ ammad is worthy of all praise, by all reasonable people … . He walked in 
the path of the prophets, and trod in the track of the lovers of God. All prophets 
taught the doctrine of the one God, and since Mu ḥ ammad taught the doctrine 
of the unity of God, he walked, therefore, in the path of the prophets. Further, 
all the prophets drove men away from bad works, and brought them nearer to 
good works, and since Mu ḥ ammad drove his people away from bad works and 
brought them nearer to the good ones, he walked, therefore, in the path of the 
prophets. Again, all the prophets separated men from idolatry and polytheism, 
and attached them to God and to His cult, and since Mu ḥ ammad separated 
his people from idolatry and polytheism, and attached them to the cult and 
the knowledge of one God, beside whom there is no other God, it is obvious 
that he walked in the path of the prophets. Finally, Mu ḥ ammad taught about 
God, His Word and His Spirit. Mu ḥ ammad walked, therefore, in the path of 
all the prophets … . Who will not praise … the one whom God has praised, 
and will not weave a crown of glory and majesty to the one whom God has 
glorifi ed and exalted? Th ese and similar things I and all God-lovers utter about 
Mu ḥ ammad.   44     

 Timothy’s answer is not at all unlike the much more compact response given by 
the monk of Bēt  Ḥ ālē in reply to the same question about Mu ḥ ammad. It would 
seem, in this light, that both the monk and the Patriarch drew from a common 
Syriac tradition for understanding Mu ḥ ammad. Th e author of the Bēt  Ḥ ālē 
debate recorded a response in abbreviated form, either transmitting the gist of 
the tradition or simply condensing what he knew his readers would understand. 
Patriarch Timothy recorded this same tradition, expanding upon the abbreviated 
details of the earlier debate. Taken together, Mu ḥ ammad appears as a wise fi gure 
worthy of praise because he functioned  like  a prophet (a clarifi cation to which 
I  shall return below). He did so by condemning polytheism and bad works, 
by preaching about the one God, his Word and his Spirit, and by drawing his 
followers towards good works. 

 Beyond an apparent expansion of what the monk from Bēt  Ḥ ālē said, 
Timothy’s answer surely refl ects the care he took to be diplomatic when 
answering a question about the Prophet in front of the Caliph. Even more, 
though, Timothy’s answer is also quite eloquent. Mu ḥ ammad ‘walked in the 
path of the prophets, and trod in the track of the lovers of God’. He ‘taught 
about God’ and was ‘worthy of all praise’ from anyone who might give him a fair 
assessment. He functioned in his context in the same way those sent by God had 
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functioned in theirs. Even considering all that Timothy had to say to the Caliph, 
his evaluation, in the end, placed Mu ḥ ammad alongside the prophets who came 
before him and acknowledged his love for the one true God. 

 Such high appreciation, however, only went so far and one must discern the 
limitations that lay beneath the Patriarch’s high praise. Without discounting his 
generosity and eloquence, Timothy never actually called Mu ḥ ammad a prophet; 
he was merely prophet-like insofar as he walked in the path of prophets. He did 
similar things, in other words, and attempted to follow their example. Th at is no 
small compliment, and yet it stops short of what the Caliph and other Muslims 
would want to hear.   45    Th is clarifi cation becomes clearer in the light of the way 
Timothy elaborated upon Mu ḥ ammad’s zeal for God.   46    All the good work 
Mu ḥ ammad did, Timothy clarifi ed, was restricted to Arabia and to a formerly 
pagan people. He was not, then, a universal prophet with a message applicable 
to all humankind. Further, much of what he proclaimed could be found better 
explicated, according to Timothy, in Christian doctrines and sources.   47    In 
these ways, Mu ḥ ammad really only mimicked in his Arabian context what 
the previous Hebrew prophets, such as Moses and Abraham,   48    did in theirs: in 
Timothy’s estimation, Mu ḥ ammad prepared the way for Christ. Due to his 
eff orts, former pagans were made better able to comprehend the precise nature 
of Christ and his work.   49    And so, much like the assessment from the monk of Bēt 
 Ḥ ālē, Mu ḥ ammad was for Timothy a kind of quasi-Christian pointing Arabs to 
Christ.   50    He loved God but was only prophetesque in character.  

   An East Syrian master’s discussion with a student  

 In perhaps 791 or 792, not long aft er Patriarch Timothy I  wrote the letter 
describing his discussion with Caliph al-Mahdī, another East Syrian Christian 
recorded an exchange. Th is one is Th eodore bar Kōnī’s  Book of Scholia , a wide-
ranging theological treatise meant for students. Th eodore structured the text 
as a question-and-answer interaction between a master and his student. Th e 
interaction was a rhetorical device, not an account of an actual exchange, but 
the structure helps to make the  Book of Scholia  a ready-made sourcebook that 
Christians could use in their discussions with Muslims.   51    

 Th eodore devoted the tenth chapter of his  Book of Scholia  specifi cally to issues 
of controversy between Muslims and Christians, matters of dispute concerning 
religious beliefs and practices. In these passages, the rhetorical student played 
the part of the Muslim opponent with the rhetorical master, Th eodore, 
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continuing on as the wise instructor.   52    Mu ḥ ammad is not mentioned by name 
in the text. Instead, the student referred to him as ‘the one who had handed 
over this teaching to us’.   53    Despite the student’s generic references, Th eodore 
made his estimation of Mu ḥ ammad and his teaching rather more explicit. In 
one instance, when the student and master were discussing baptism, the student 
remarked that the Christian practice was not given much value by his teacher, 
that is, Mu ḥ ammad. Th eodore demurred, 

  Did the one who has handed this teaching over to you get it from God or 
from his own conscience that he should speak in this way? If it is from his 
own mind, we shall not leave the teaching of the scriptures, following aft er 
human thoughts. And if you say ‘from God’, then where has this God been who 
has taught this, who was misunderstood for more than six hundred years aft er 
Christ appeared?   54     

 In essence, Th eodore’s argument assumed that Christ’s teachings were from God. 
If Mu ḥ ammad’s teachings were also from God, then a gulf of disorientation 
appears between Christ and Mu ḥ ammad. How could confusion over God’s 
message exist for so long? Such a proposition was preposterous. Th erefore, 
Mu ḥ ammad’s teachings must be his own creation and, as such, mark a deviation 
from scriptures. 

 Later on, in the same discussion, the student asked the master, ‘If all that you 
have said is true, why at a certain time did a teacher arise from among yourselves 
and denounce all of it?’   55    Th e ‘teacher’ he mentioned was a reference to Sergius 
Ba ḥ īrā who, in the Christian tradition, was thought by many to have deliberately 
misled Mu ḥ ammad. Th ough in the Islamic tradition the monk purportedly 
recognized the prophethood of Mu ḥ ammad, he was used in Christian texts to 
call into question the authenticity of Islam and his suitability to be an authentic 
messenger from God. At the very least, Mu ḥ ammad’s teachings came, for 
Th eodore, from a deceptive Christian. Th e implication was that Mu ḥ ammad 
and his message could not be trusted.  

   An inconsequential, retrograde Moses  

 In other places in the  Book of Scholia ’s tenth chapter, Th eodore was more explicit 
when it came to his view of Mu ḥ ammad and Islam. Th is is particularly poignant in 
a remark the master off ered to the student, ‘As I see it, you are believing as a Jew.’   56    
In other words, Muslims accepted parts of Christian scripture and affi  rmed that 
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Christ was the Messiah. But, like the Jews, they rejected other parts of scripture.   57    
In turn, they rejected beliefs in the Trinity and in the divinity of Christ. 

 Intriguingly, this assessment is not altogether distant from what we fi nd 
in the debates with the monk of Bēt  Ḥ ālē and Patriarch Timothy I and their 
Muslim interlocutors. In these discussions, Mu ḥ ammad is depicted as bringing a 
message that was an inferior derivative of Christianity. At best, it was a virtuous, 
monotheistic step away from paganism that put Arabs in a better position to 
receive the fullness of (Christian) truth. In this sense, Mu ḥ ammad could be 
seen to represent a step forward. But Th eodore places that step into a specifi c 
context: Mu ḥ ammad had really only brought the Arabs as far as the Jews; they 
stepped towards monotheism but stopped well short of (Christian) truth. As a 
result, it was not so much that they had been made more receptive to the fullness 
of truth, according to Th eodore, but that they had simply not come far enough. 
Th eodore’s likening of Muslim belief to the Jews, in this way, clearly echoes 
Patriarch Timothy I who, in another letter in which he recounted a debate with 
a philosopher, referred to Muslims as ‘the new Jews’.   58    

 In the end, if Muslims were for these East Syrians the new Jews, then 
Mu ḥ ammad could be nothing more than a new Moses.   59    He brought a law about 
the one God. But, aft er Christ, that was not necessary, much less of any benefi t. 
Christ was the one who truly achieved what Moses could not by standing on 
a mountain and proclaiming a new law, the Gospel, which surpassed what 
had come before it. Mu ḥ ammad, proclaiming his law, simply repeated what 
Moses had done but in doing so failed to surpass Christ.   60    Mu ḥ ammad, for all 
of his advancement beyond paganism, was, in this light, rather repetitive and 
certainly unnecessary. As a prophet he was, ultimately, retrograde. And this only 
confi rmed Mu ḥ ammad’s message as inferior to Christianity and his signifi cance 
as really only minimal. 

 It must be said that, despite the rather stark implications for Mu ḥ ammad’s 
prophethood that attach somewhat subtly to these fi gure’s arguments, the 
remarks the monk from Bēt  Ḥ ālē and Patriarch Timothy I off er are remarkably 
free from vitriol. Th is is somewhat less the case for Th eodore bar Kōnī. But even 
in his  Book of Scholia  Mu ḥ ammad is excused from  severe  treatment. In fact, some 
of what is said about Mu ḥ ammad in the early East Syrian tradition is certainly 
eloquent and very nearly appreciative, an observation that will become all the 
more apparent in many of the chapters that follow. For this was certainly not 
always the case in the bulk of Greek and Latin texts,   61    in many Arabic treatises 
and not even the case for all Syriac texts, especially for two West Syrian authors 
to whom I now turn.   
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   4  

  Mu ḥ ammad as a carnal warrior and 
scheming ruler 

 West Syrian Christians and refutations of the Prophet  

 Th e texts in the previous chapter demonstrate that not all assessments of 
Mu ḥ ammad are entirely antagonistic. Instead, some of the earliest texts to 
consider his prophethood, and some of the Christian authors in nearest 
proximity to Muslims early on, had much to say about Mu ḥ ammad that was 
surprisingly appreciative even as they found ways to assert the superiority of 
Christian claims. Th e signifi cance of these views notwithstanding, this chapter 
adds further nuance by problematizing the notion that the earliest Christian 
encounters with Mu ḥ ammad, his message or his followers were always irenic or 
even primarily amicable. Th ey also challenge the idea that Syriac texts or ones 
written by Christians situated in the Syrian liturgical traditions were generally 
affi  rming when it came to Islam and its Prophet. 

   A West Syrian’s letter in response to a Muslim  

 It was likely during the fi rst half of the ninth century when a Muslim named 
‘Abdallāh ibn Ismā’īl al-Hāshimī wrote a letter describing his faith. He sent the 
letter to a West Syrian Christian named ‘Abd al-Masī ḥ  ibn Is ḥ āq al-Kindī and 
called upon the Christian to consider Islam and convert. Al-Kindī, in turn, 
responded with a lengthy  Risāla , contesting each of al-Hāshimī’s claims and 
exposing what he argued was the incoherence and unseemliness of Islam, the 
Prophet Mu ḥ ammad and the Qur’ān. Th e exchange is a veritable summary of 
the major topoi of Christian–Muslim disputational literature and it became an 
important source of information about Islam. Other authors, some of whom 
I  discuss later on, depend quite heavily on al-Kindī and the text was even 
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translated into Latin in the twelft h century as a part of the  Collectio Toletana  
produced under the auspices of Peter the Venerable (d. 1156).   1    As a result, the 
text took on new life and became an important source for still later texts on 
Islam and Mu ḥ ammad. In fact, ‘the arguments [al-Kindī] puts forward may now 
seem to be cliché’, Sandra Keating surmises, ‘because they became so integral to 
Christian apologetical literature, especially in Europe, over the centuries’.   2    

 It must be said that the epistolary exchange between al-Hāshimī and al-Kindī 
may not be authentic. And it may be the case that the Muslim al-Hāshimī 
never existed. Instead, it is possible that a Christian author invented a Muslim’s 
presentation of Islam and call to convert for rhetorical purposes, using it to create 
a foil upon which to build a defence of Christianity and an attack upon Islam.   3    
Th e identity of the Christian is also uncertain, with many scholars placing him 
within a variety of Christian communities, including the East Syrian tradition.   4    
Samir Khalil Samir and Sandra Keating, however, have argued that the author 
is a West Syrian Christian, at home in the context of Christian–Muslim debates 
of the ninth century.   5    Keating further speculates that this author wrote in the 
‘second half of the 820’s’ and was ‘associated with the court of al-Ma’mūn, and 
in conversation with a Muslim who has invited him to Islam’.   6    Th eir conclusions 
rest on the similarities the  Risāla  shares with other, comparable texts confi dently 
attributed to the West Syrian Abū Rā’i ṭ a al-Takrītī in the early ninth century.   7    
Abū Rā’i ṭ a wrote one of his  rasā’il  in response to a request from another Christian 
engaged in religious discussion with Muslims and, indeed, al-Kindī’s text follows 
Abū Rā’i ṭ a’s suggested line of argumentation. Evidence like this suggests that 
a fellow West Syrian known to Abū Rā’i ṭ a engaged in religious dialogue with 
Muslims and produced a text very much like what we have from al-Kindī.   8    

 When it comes to al-Kindī’s  Risāla , the text is essentially divided into 
three parts:  the fi rst is an explanation of Christian doctrine; the second, 
an examination of Mu ḥ ammad and the Qur’ān; and the third, a defence of 
Christian truth vis-à-vis Islam.   9    Material in the second section is, of course, 
especially important here. Th is material, however, is premised, as is al-Kindī’s 
entire response, upon al-Hāshimī’s summons to convert to Islam. In particular, 
he entreated al-Kindī ‘to bear witness, and confess the prophetic rank of my 
master, the lord of humankind, friend of the Lord of the universe, seal of the 
prophetic order, Mu ḥ ammad’.   10    Al-Hāshimī went on to describe Mu ḥ ammad’s 
prophetic ministry: his rejection of idolatry, his penchant for mercy and good 
works, his success in terms of followers and the miracle of the Qur’ān that was 
revealed to him.   11    
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 Al-Kindī began in his response, with respect to Mu ḥ ammad, by 
acknowledging al-Hāshimī’s claims about the Prophet’s greatness. He took 
no issue with a Muslim extolling the greatness of another Muslim fi gure. He 
did, however, bristle ‘when you summon us to admit his prophetic offi  ce as 
genuine and binding’.   12    Al-Kindī’s solution was to examine ‘the history of your 
master’.   13    What follows in the text, then, is a reasonably detailed examination of 
Mu ḥ ammad’s life with an intention to discern the qualities that might validate 
or invalidate his prophethood. 

 Al-Kindī’s central argument was that Mu ḥ ammad lacked the necessary 
characteristics of a prophet. Some of these shortcomings pertained to 
Mu ḥ ammad’s personal character. For instance, al-Kindī argued that Mu ḥ ammad 
was a scheming trickster. Having come from relatively little means, he was 
made rich by virtue of his marriage to Khadījah, a wealthy merchant. With his 
newfound power and wealth, he made a grab for authority but was unsuccessful. 
So he claimed to be a prophet and an apostle as a means to garner authority 
over his fellow Arabs. In large part, this worked since the Arabs were unable to 
discern the truth of his claims or the purity of his motives.   14    

 Al-Kindī also portrayed Mu ḥ ammad as excessively violent. Al-Kindī went to 
reasonably great length to detail various Arab raids led by Mu ḥ ammad and the 
barbarity that accompanied them. ‘Is it on such grounds’, al-Kindī questioned 
Muslims, ‘that you hold your master to have been a prophet? What has a prophet 
to do with plunder and raids, infesting of roads, intercepting and taking the 
property of men? What has your master left  for thieves and highwaymen to 
do?’   15    Of course, some Muslims may have wanted to use the wide success of 
Mu ḥ ammad’s military exploits as proof of his prophethood or at least as a sign 
of God’s endorsement. Al-Kindī questioned this line of reasoning and noted 
that an oppressor’s success was oft en less about him and any alleged divine 
approval he might have and more about the transgressions of nations who fell 
to oppressors.   16    Nations fell because of their sin. Mu ḥ ammad, then, was just one 
more violent and barbaric oppressor. 

 Th e most striking examples of excessiveness that al-Kindī used to discredit 
Mu ḥ ammad concerned the Prophet’s sexual ethics and descriptions of related 
sexual prowess. According to al-Kindī, Mu ḥ ammad ‘was a man who had no 
thought or caring save for beautiful women whom he might marry, or men 
whom he might plunder, shedding their blood, taking their property and 
marrying their wives’.   17    As proof of his allegation, al-Kindī cited an Islamic 
tradition in which Mu ḥ ammad reportedly admitted that God had given him two 
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passions: perfume and women.   18    Th en al-Kindī inquired, ‘Are we to hold him a 
prophet because God gave him strength of loin to deal with as many women as 
forty ordinary men?’ Th e description of Mu ḥ ammad’s alleged sexual prowess 
could have been drawn from a number of Islamic traditions. One describes how 
Mu ḥ ammad balanced marital relations with each of his wives. It was reported 
that he ‘was given the strength of thirty [men]’ as a way of hyperbolically 
responding to the question of whether or not he had the stamina to visit each of 
his wives.   19    Others simply report that he had the stamina of 40 men, a strength 
that would double in heaven.   20    Christian authors such as al-Kindī looked at 
traditions like these, especially in the context of polygynous marital relations, 
and saw them, regardless of their varying degrees of reliability, as made-to-order 
for polemic against Mu ḥ ammad. Whether or not he knew the function of such 
traditions, al-Kindī used this one about Mu ḥ ammad’s sexual prowess in order to 
cast shocking doubt upon his claim to prophethood. Related in the way al-Kindī 
used it, the tradition also became dehumanizing for the ways in which excessive 
sexuality is used to degrade Mu ḥ ammad.   21    

 A fi nal proof that pertained to Mu ḥ ammad’s excessive sexuality was drawn 
from his household. Here, al-Kindī referred to the pre-eminent example of 
Mu ḥ ammad’s disqualifying infi delity:  his marriage to Zaynab bint Ja ḥ sh. 
Al-Kindī recounted the details of the marriage – how Zaynab’s husband divorced 
her so that Mu ḥ ammad could marry her and how the Qur’ān justifi ed the entire 
arrangement (al-Kindī used Q 33:37 in order to summarize the event).   22    Al-Kindī 
also highlighted Mu ḥ ammad’s other marriages and the seeming chaos naturally 
resulting from a household in which a man kept multiple wives. He concluded: 

  Now if a man cannot serve one wife and please her without forgetting his 
Maker, how much less can he bend all his energies to please 15 wives and two 
concubines? Besides, he was, as you know, absorbed in other pursuits … how 
could he fi nd time to fast and pray, to collect his thoughts and to turn himself to 
other matters which were involved in his sacred duties? Certainly we have here 
a novel and original conception of the prophetic offi  ce.   23     

 In al-Kindī’s  Risāla , Mu ḥ ammad’s other shortcomings pertained to qualities that 
would typically accompany a genuine prophet but were not apparent in his life. For 
instance, the stories of Mu ḥ ammad’s military exploits were oft en accompanied 
by examples of him being wounded in battle, facing signifi cant adversity without 
any divine assistance and protection or lacking prophetic foresight. So al-Kindī 
wondered why, if God sent Mu ḥ ammad, was he absent when Mu ḥ ammad’s 
teeth were broken, his lip split and his cheek gashed in battle? Surely a prophet 
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would have been spared from such war wounds.   24    Why did no angels come to 
help Mu ḥ ammad or his armies when they faced adversity and insurmountable 
odds in battle?   25    Finally, the word ‘prophet’, al-Kindī contended in a grammatical 
argument, meant one who foretold information no one else knew or explained 
previously known information that was otherwise mysterious.   26    Why, then, was 
Mu ḥ ammad unable to foresee military setbacks so that he could avoid them or 
approach them diff erently? Such foresight ‘was truly the sign of a prophet, with 
insight to see things both past and future, one who can publish them, predicting 
them before they can come to pass and heralding them before their advent’.   27    
In fact, according to al-Kindī, Mu ḥ ammad never claimed to possess the gift  
of foreknowledge and all of his religious proclamations were things Christians 
‘already know’.   28    Th ey were, in other words, hardly mysteries anymore and so the 
claim of Mu ḥ ammad’s prophethood failed. 

 For al-Kindī, another signifi cant feature missing from Mu ḥ ammad’s life 
was the presence of miracles. Of course, Muslims had a number of responses 
to this argument and off ered various examples that they argued should be 
understood as miraculous. For example, al-Kindī referred to the story of the 
Jewish woman, Zaynab bint al- Ḥ arith, who attempted to poison Mu ḥ ammad’s 
food. According to the tradition, a piece of the food, a lamb shoulder, that 
Mu ḥ ammad had eaten warned him that it was seasoned with poison. Th e 
poisoned meat did not kill Mu ḥ ammad, but it did cause the death of one of 
his companions, Bishr ibn al-Barā’, who was eating alongside him.   29    Th e story 
is thought to constitute a miracle that validated the special status granted to 
Mu ḥ ammad by God, a characteristic unique to prophets. Examples like these, 
however, were unconvincing to al-Kindī. Perhaps the poisoned meat was the 
cause of Mu ḥ ammad’s  eventual  death. If Mu ḥ ammad was made aware of the 
poison, then why did he not prevent his companions from swallowing it? Why 
did he not implore God to heal Bishr? ‘Th at would have been a sign worthy of 
a prophet’, al-Kindī remarked.   30    In any case, al-Kindī added that Mu ḥ ammad 
himself never claimed to have been able to perform divine signs. Th ose who 
made claims on his behalf ‘have no ground to stand on’. On the contrary, al-Kindī 
concluded, Mu ḥ ammad ‘was sent with the sword, enforcing his pretensions and 
those who did not confess that he was a prophet were slain or paid a heavy fi ne’.   31    

 Typifying his assessment of Mu ḥ ammad’s prophethood was al-Kindī’s account 
of Mu ḥ ammad’s death. According to al-Kindī, Mu ḥ ammad claimed that, like 
Christ, God would raise him to heaven before three days had passed beyond his 
death. Mu ḥ ammad’s companions laid him out aft er his death, feeling confi dent 
that God would take him. Th ree days came and went, with Mu ḥ ammad’s body 
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beginning to decompose and rot. On the fourth day, his companions simply 
buried him. Upon his burial, the Muslim community descended into chaotic 
division. Th rough force and fear and bribery, some sense of unity was restored, 
but many who said they remained faithful to Islam aft er Mu ḥ ammad’s death did 
not do so truthfully.   32    So Mu ḥ ammad died the ignominious death he deserved, 
at least according to al-Kindī, and the fruit of his life was the same violence, 
discord and untruthfulness that he sowed now made manifest in the Muslim 
community. 

 In fact, much of al-Kindī’s recounting of the events following Mu ḥ ammad’s 
death conforms to various Muslim traditions. As Krisztina Szilágyi has shown, 
traditions surrounding Mu ḥ ammad’s death and delayed burial circulated among 
early Muslim communities where there was debate about a possible resurrection 
of Mu ḥ ammad, an ascension to heaven and the time that elapsed between his 
death and burial. In this light, it cannot be said that al-Kindī invented the details 
in order to malign Mu ḥ ammad. Instead, he culled details from Islamic traditions 
that fi t the agenda of his polemic.   33    In that agenda, Mu ḥ ammad could not have 
been further from the example of Christ and the previous prophets. Al-Kindī 
repeatedly compared them to Mu ḥ ammad, showing how the former brought 
peace and virtue, acted under God’s direction, were validated by miracles and 
could discern the future.   34    Mu ḥ ammad, by contrast and in the light of al-Kindī’s 
relentless attack, fell rather short. Th us, al-Kindī off ered a very curious summary 
assessment of Mu ḥ ammad’s prophethood. First he concluded that ‘God never 
sent’ Mu ḥ ammad and then he reminded al-Hāshimī of what he claimed were 
Christ’s words: 

  All the prophets prophesied [until] the time of My coming, and at My coming 
prophecy ceased, and no prophet shall arise aft er Me. Th ose who come aft er Me 
and claim to be prophets are thieves and robbers; ye shall not hear them.   35     

 Al-Kindī asserted, in summary, that there was no place for a prophet, even if 
he was not like Mu ḥ ammad, aft er Christ. But what is curious about his claim 
is that al-Kindī placed many of the words in Christ’s mouth. Th e fi rst portion 
of the quotation is reminiscent of Mt. 11.13, but the rest of the phrase – that 
no prophets would arise aft er Christ’s coming – does not appear in the Gospels 
at all. Th e second portion of the quote – that those coming aft er Christ who 
claim to be prophets are thieves and robbers – appears to be drawn from Jn 
10.8, but al-Kindī severely altered it. In the Gospel text, Christ says that he is 
the gate for the sheep. Anyone who enters the fold by any other means is not a 
sheep but a thief. Th ose coming before Christ were indeed thieves and robbers, 
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but the sheep did not listen to them. It would seem that al-Kindī wanted to 
see Mu ḥ ammad in this text, and so he rearranged Christ’s words and made 
Mu ḥ ammad the thief who wished to sneak in the fold and steal Christ’s sheep.   36    
And, since Mu ḥ ammad followed aft er Christ, his claim to a prophetic voice 
should be ignored. 

 For al-Kindī, then, Mu ḥ ammad was not a prophet. Unlike al-Kindī’s East 
Syrian contemporaries whom we met in the last chapter, Mu ḥ ammad was not 
a virtuous Arab sent to his people with a message of monotheism. He was not a 
kind of primordial Christian who, even if inadvertently, brought Arabs closer to 
the fullness of Christian faith and pointed them to Christ. Instead, Mu ḥ ammad 
was excessive in every personal shortcoming that disqualifi ed his prophethood. 
His claims to prophethood really only masked his political ambitions. In this 
way, he was a warrior. But even in this category he was a conniving, unduly 
violent and ruthless murderer.   37    He was, furthermore, excessively lascivious, 
boasting sexual prowess that made him more animal than man. His polygynous 
household was a chaotic mess of disunity and sordid aff airs. Besides these 
personal fl aws, Mu ḥ ammad also simply failed to possess the necessary qualities 
of a prophet. He boasted of no miracles. Th e evidence, at least as it was presented 
by al-Kindī, made it clear that he could not foresee the future and lacked divine 
assistance. Th e best of his religious proclamations represented details with which 
Christians were already well acquainted. In this, Mu ḥ ammad was simply rather 
dull. Th e story Mu ḥ ammad’s followers told in order to address such claims were, 
according to al-Kindī, nothing more than ‘poor stuff , the idle tales of bearded 
dotards’.   38    In short, God did not send Mu ḥ ammad. 

 Th e stark contrast with which al-Kindī assessed Mu ḥ ammad, compared to 
someone like Patriarch Timothy I, led P. S. van Koningsveld to write that the 
 Risāla  ‘can be read … as one long refutation of Timothy’s reconciliatory debate 
with Caliph Al-Mahdī’.   39    As I  detailed in the last chapter, Timothy’s remarks 
are not altogether ‘reconciliatory’, but van Koningsveld’s comment remains an 
intriguing argument because al-Hāshimī, in the letter he addressed to al-Kindī, 
described East Syrians at length and praised their generally favourable posture 
towards Muslims, a feature clearly evident, even if only on the surface, in the 
account of Timothy’s debate. Al-Hāshimī also spoke of his interactions with East 
Syrian monks, bishops and metropolitans. In one way, it is an impressive résumé, 
but it really only served as a target that al-Hāshimī could destroy in the rest of 
his letter. Likewise, al-Kindī was able to demolish the seeming rapprochement 
towards Mu ḥ ammad of someone like Timothy in an assessment that was highly 
and comparatively antagonistic.  
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   A West Syrian metropolitan’s response to Muslims  

 A second text comes from the twelft h century and was written by Dionysius 
bar  Ṣ alībī (d. 1171). Where al-Kindī’s biography and Christian tradition are 
relatively obscure and open to speculation, Bar  Ṣ alībī was most assuredly a West 
Syrian metropolitan situated in the eastern region of what is now Turkey. Not 
only did he function as an ecclesiastic but his writing also refl ects the work of a 
philosopher, theologian and historian. His refutation,  A Response to the Arabs , 
is the most comprehensive assessment of Islam written in Syriac, and he pulled 
into this work many of the expected topoi of refutational literature devoted to 
Islam, including the interpretational traditions of Syrian authors who wrote 
before him.   40    His work also drew upon previous texts from the East and West 
Syrian traditions devoted to Islam. So, Bar  Ṣ alībī’s discussion of scripture sounds 
very much like Timothy I and his overall approach to Mu ḥ ammad is reminiscent 
of al-Kindī. But, as I highlight below, Bar  Ṣ alībī also struck new ground in his 
work, particularly when it came to considering Islam.   41    

  A Response to the Arabs  functioned as a kind of disputational sourcebook. By 
covering a wide range of topics – historical sketches of Islam, Muslim objections 
to Christian doctrine and practice and common points of disagreement between 
Christians and Muslims over matters related to prophethood and scripture – Bar 
 Ṣ alībī provided readers with strategies for responding to Muslims in debate.   42    
Towards the beginning of the work, he even off ered his view on who might best 
be engaged with such apologetics: certainly not ‘ignorant’ or ‘deceitful’ Muslims 
but instead the ‘dialecticians and the learned’.   43    

 Bar  Ṣ alībī’s initial thoughts about Mu ḥ ammad are off ered at the very 
beginning of the text when he commented on the rise of Islam. According 
to Bar  Ṣ alībī, Mu ḥ ammad chatted with Jews along his journeys as a trader. 
From these Jews he learned about the belief in one God ‘and one hypostasis’.   44    
In turn, when he saw his people worshiping idols, Mu ḥ ammad taught them 
monotheism. He quickly gained a following and asserted himself as the new 
community’s leader.   45    Th e new Muslim community grew, both in numbers 
and in geographical area, by force of power. Its growth was encouraged by 
Mu ḥ ammad who promised his followers an abundance of riches in return for 
their devotion.   46    Besides converting polytheists to the worship of one God and 
raiding surrounding areas, Mu ḥ ammad also created a system of laws for his 
new community and claimed that the angel Gabriel gave the laws to him. Th e 
list of laws Bar  Ṣ alībī enumerated is really an account of basic Muslim religious 
beliefs and practices.   47    Based on Bar  Ṣ alībī’s brief biography, Mu ḥ ammad 
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appears as a cunning political leader and a greedy general who just happened 
to have monotheistic allegiances. 

 Bar  Ṣ alībī’s next remarks on Mu ḥ ammad focused on ways in which he fell 
short of the requirements meant to validate a fi gure’s prophetic status. Bar  Ṣ alībī 
led up to this argument by applying a typological hermeneutic to Old Testament 
passages, demonstrating how biblical prophets bore testimony to Christ.   48    
Following on this, Bar  Ṣ alībī off ered a similar argument, this time drawn from 
the witness of non-Christian philosophers.   49    Th is approach allowed Bar  Ṣ alībī to 
suggest a taunt of Muslims: ‘What do you say, O sons of Hagar? Who of them 
prophesied concerning your Mu ḥ ammad? Not a one!’ As a result, Mu ḥ ammad 
lacked the necessary scriptural precedence required of prophets.   50    

 Other arguments concerning Mu ḥ ammad’s inability to perform miracles 
or predict future events followed, but the question of how Christians ought to 
assess Mu ḥ ammad is focused in three sections in particular. In the fi rst, Bar 
 Ṣ alībī recognized, ‘But they say: Why do you not acknowledge Mu ḥ ammad?’ 
Th e answer, for Bar  Ṣ alībī, came back to the absence of any witness that 
would point towards Mu ḥ ammad. More importantly, Bar  Ṣ alībī argued that 
Mu ḥ ammad could not be acknowledged as a prophet by Christians because his 
law either contradicted Christian truth or repeated it. With this in mind, he 
taunted Muslims again:  ‘Now show us what is in your scripture that was not 
said by Moses or the Gospel. And if there is nothing additional, then neither 
is there any need of it’.   51    Where in earlier Syrian texts Mu ḥ ammad was said to 
accomplish what previous prophets did – he prepared his people for a proper 
understanding of Christ – in Bar  Ṣ alībī’s text Mu ḥ ammad was, at the very best, 
obsolete. In this way, his services were not required. 

 In the second section, Bar  Ṣ alībī observed that Muslims ‘ask whether 
Mu ḥ ammad is a prophet, or not’. He advised that, 

  If he who asks is a reasonable inquirer, we should answer him: If you seek to 
learn from us, he is not a prophet as far as we are concerned because it is written 
in your scripture that God said to Mu ḥ ammad:  ‘If you are uncertain about 
anything we have revealed to you, ask those who read the scriptures before you’ 
(Q 10:94). It is clear from these words that [God] sent [Mu ḥ ammad] to us who 
possess the books of the prophets and the New Testament so that he might learn. 
If he were a prophet in our estimation, we would accept his scripture, believe as 
he does, and follow his practice.   52     

 Mu ḥ ammad was meant to learn from Christian scripture. In this light, he 
did not off er anything that was new. So not only did he fail to function as a 
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prophet – he lacked prophetic witness, performed no miracles and was unable 
to discern the future – but he was also redundant. What he did preach that was 
new contradicted Christian truth; it could not be accepted and, by implication, 
represented cases in which Mu ḥ ammad failed to learn from the (Christian) texts 
to which he had been pointed. 

 Finally, Bar  Ṣ alībī reframed the Muslim question. ‘Why do you ask us’, he 
wrote, ‘to testify whether or not your  rasūl  (the Arabic term for ‘apostle’, which 
Bar  Ṣ alībī transliterated into Syriac) is a prophet?’   53    In response, Bar  Ṣ alībī 
explained that being sent by God did not necessarily equate to being a prophet. 
Even ‘locusts and hail and plagues’ were sent by God, ‘but no one says that these 
are prophets’.   54    Bar  Ṣ alībī thus repeated the qualifi cations of a prophet sent by 
God, in particular the grammatical argument that a prophet is one who makes 
things known. At best, Mu ḥ ammad only ‘repeated and set down various earlier 
accounts’.   55    

 Bar  Ṣ alībī concluded his commentary on the prophethood of Mu ḥ ammad 
with a question for Muslims. ‘Who is more honourable in the sight of 
God:  people who fast and pray and avoid fornication, or those who pursue 
lustful desires?’   56    Everyone could agree upon the virtues of previous prophets. 
‘So tell us’, he entreated in yet another taunt, ‘what is written concerning your 
prophet in his scripture?’   57    Bar  Ṣ alībī answered his question with a death knell of 
salacious details. He quoted Q 33:50 – a revelation that sanctioned Mu ḥ ammad’s 
marriages  – in order to point out the seemingly excessive marital allowances 
given to Mu ḥ ammad. ‘Now who extols someone as a prophet who marries all 
these women?’ he wondered.   58    

 Th en Bar  Ṣ alībī turned to the delights Mu ḥ ammad promised in Paradise, 
which seemed to him to be terribly scandalous. ‘Who will verify’, Bar  Ṣ alībī 
demanded, ‘intercourse with seventy women, who you claim are given to all of 
you, and the pudendum of each one of them of seventy miles long?’   59    Th e graphic 
description is similar to, though more explicit than, a comparable depiction 
provided in the long Arabic recension of the legend of Sergius Ba ḥ īrā.   60    It is 
possible that Bar  Ṣ alībī’s knowledge of these descriptions came from Christian 
texts that referred to them. It could also be that Bar  Ṣ alībī encountered them in 
conversation with Muslims or by reading Islamic traditions. In fact, descriptions 
of the houris are abundant in   ḥ adīth  literature. Many such traditions have very 
questionable chains of transmission ( isnād ),   61    but they do, in any case, appear 
frequently. Importantly, the details used to describe them and Paradise in general 
oft en include the numbers seven, seventy or seventy thousand, suggesting a kind 
of symbolic, cosmological perfection.   62    So, not only is it possible that Bar  Ṣ alībī 
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preserved a tradition he heard, but it could also be that he misheard information 
and applied to anatomical dimensions something that originally referred to 
other kinds of metaphorical measurements.   63    

 From whichever source Bar  Ṣ alībī drew his information  – and however 
accurately or inaccurately he preserved the details  – the apparent sensual 
descriptions clearly struck him. Even with their graphic detail, how could he not 
pass them on to his readers? Any temptation they might have to give some space 
to Mu ḥ ammad would surely be swept away by such a lurid portrayal. And it was 
not only lurid. It was also unsuitable for heaven – the Christian conception, as 
Bar  Ṣ alībī recounts, was thoroughly ascetic   64    – and unbefi tting a prophet. Th e 
truth, according to Bar  Ṣ alībī, was that Muslims and their Prophet would ‘be 
tormented eternally’.   65    By implication, it would seem, Mu ḥ ammad would not 
even fi nd a place near the kingdom of heaven. In general, he was simply not 
accepted as a prophet and what good he did was either theologically redundant 
or ultimately rooted in his political aspirations.  

   A warrior and scheming ruler  

 Dionysius bar  Ṣ alībī’s account of Mu ḥ ammad is not altogether the same as 
al-Kindī’s  Risāla . Th ere is space in  A Response to the Arabs  for Mu ḥ ammad’s 
monotheism and a turn away from polytheism. But much of the rest of Bar 
 Ṣ alībī’s assessment follows the lines of al-Kindī’s account. Mu ḥ ammad fell 
short of the necessary requirements a prophet should meet. His message was 
either redundant when compared to Christianity or simply contradictory. Most 
troubling, he was a power-hungry warrior and lascivious ruler. For Bar  Ṣ alībī, as 
for al-Kindī, Mu ḥ ammad was not a prophet and there was nothing virtuous that 
could be said about him, at least nothing that might have a bearing upon how 
these West Syrians assessed him. 

 Considering these authors alongside the East Syrian fi gures introduced 
in the last chapter, one must wonder how, with a group of texts that share so 
much in common, the drastic diff erences that lay between their assessments of 
Mu ḥ ammad can be explained. What might account for the stark shift  between 
the assessments off ered by East Syrians like the monk from Bēt  Ḥ ālē or Patriarch 
Timothy I and the ones asserted by al-Kindī and Bar  Ṣ alībī?   66    Is there anything 
that can mark the apparent shift  to the blatant polemic of the latter two authors? 
One must fi rst note the shift  in literary genre. Th e East Syrian texts purport to 
be accounts of specifi c interactions, the circumstances of which may have called 
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for more measured responses to Muslim questions. It is diffi  cult to imagine 
Timothy, in the presence of Caliph al-Mahdī, responding to questions about 
Mu ḥ ammad with details furnished by al-Kindī. Quite the opposite, the West 
Syrian texts are purposely written as defences of Christianity vis-à-vis Islam or 
outright attacks aimed at Muslim beliefs and practices. As such, the texts by 
al-Kindī and Bar  Ṣ alībī are much longer, comprehensive and, perhaps in turn, 
able to give space and voice to details the others were not. 

 Mere constraints of space, however, would not likely give full account for 
such a marked diff erence in information shared about Mu ḥ ammad. It may also 
be a matter, then, of historical context. Perhaps by the ninth century, the earliest 
possible dating for al-Kindī’s  Risāla , conversions to Islam had begun to increase, 
even if only slightly by this time, and the doctrinal lines distinguishing Christians 
and Muslims had begun to solidify and thicken. Texts intent on highlighting the 
diff erences between the two faiths and making more plain the reasons Christians 
should distance themselves from Islam would become more important. Whereas 
demographic changes of a drastic nature are unlikely by the ninth century, 
this would surely be the case by the time Bar  Ṣ alībī wrote his refutation in the 
twelft h century.   67    Th e contexts of conversion that may have existed in the ninth, 
and especially the twelft h, century compared to the eighth century of the East 
Syrian texts may have infl uenced al-Kindī and Bar  Ṣ alībī to write more biting 
assessments of Mu ḥ ammad. One might even blend the infl uence of genre and 
context by indicating that certain kinds of texts were thought by authors to be 
best suited to certain kinds of contexts.   68    Hence, sharper refutations may have 
been more suited to al-Kindī’s and Bar  Ṣ alībī’s contexts. 

 While each of these explanations may have something to do with diff erences 
between the East Syrian and West Syrian texts, another, more signifi cant 
observation begins to emerge: particular views of Mu ḥ ammad do not seem to 
have been fi xed to a single region, time period, language, Christian tradition or 
literary genre. Instead, an assessment of Mu ḥ ammad that might be relatively 
appreciative is just as likely to appear in one genre from one period, region or 
Christian tradition as a much more negative assessment is likely to appear in 
another.   
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  Mu ḥ ammad as an anti-saint 

 Martyr saints and hamartiography of the Prophet  

 Perfectus was a monk of the St Aciscus Basilica just beyond the city walls of 
Córdoba, Spain. On a spring day in 850, while on a walk and tending to personal 
business, he was confronted by a group of Muslims who asked what he thought 
about Christ and Mu ḥ ammad. Th e monk was quick to acknowledge the divinity 
of Christ, but when it came to Mu ḥ ammad he was less than forthright, knowing 
the possibly hazardous repercussions of a response. He agreed to a pact of 
friendship with the Muslim inquirers that left  him free to speak his mind. And 
so he held little back in his opinion that Mu ḥ ammad was: 

  seduced by demonic illusions, devoted to sacrilegious sorcery, he corrupted with 
his deadly poison the hearts of many idiots and condemned them to eternal 
perdition. Lacking any spiritual wisdom, he made them subjects of Prince Satan, 
with whom he will suff er the most abominable punishments in hell.   1     

 For Perfectus, Mu ḥ ammad was a heretical false prophet. He was in league with 
Satan and, as Perfectus went on to say, he was a lecherous fool. For evidence, 
Perfectus cited Mu ḥ ammad’s marriage to Zaynab bint Ja ḥ sh, which we have seen 
was a Christian staple of the Prophet’s allegedly adulterous tendencies.   2    

 Th e Muslims surrounding him were obviously incensed with this assault 
upon their Prophet, but they allowed Perfectus to continue on with his 
business in accordance with their friendship pact. Several days later, the monk’s 
fortunes changed. Th e Muslim inquirers found him and accused Perfectus of 
blaspheming the Prophet. Th ey took him to the  qā ḍ ī . Realizing his fate, Perfectus 
denounced Mu ḥ ammad again and, aft er a month in prison, was brought before 
the  qā ḍ ī  on 18 April 850. He refused to renounce his abuse of the Prophet and 
was summarily executed. Within 15 months, similar examples began to occur 
with curious regularity. From 851 to 859, nearly 50 Christians – most of them 
born in Spain but a few from outside the Iberian Peninsula – were executed by 
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Muslim authorities for the crimes of apostasy and/or blasphemy of the Prophet 
Mu ḥ ammad. 

 Th e question of what motivated the martyrs to take the actions they did has 
understandably puzzled scholars. Was it a matter of communal, penitential 
angst? Was the movement a response to social unrest in ninth-century Córdoba? 
Further complexity comes from the relatively few sources that describe the 
events. Only two fi gures, as far as is known, wrote contemporary accounts about 
the martyrs: Eulogius, a priest from Córdoba who eventually joined the martyrs’ 
ranks in 859, and his friend, the layman Paulus Alvarus (d. c. 862). Eulogius’ 
relevant texts are almost entirely hagiographical and seek to honour the martyrs’ 
actions and deaths, connecting them to the early Christian martyrs of antiquity. 
He also devoted some texts to defending the martyrs since their actions drew the 
ire of some Christian communities in Córdoba.   3    Eulogius also threaded through 
his treatises a highly polemical view of Islam and Mu ḥ ammad. Alvarus wrote to 
defend the martyrs, too, in addition to producing a hagiographical account of 
Eulogius’ life and martyrdom. Like his friend’s work, Alvarus’ treatment of Islam 
and Mu ḥ ammad is highly antagonistic. Th ere is very little manuscript witness 
that accompanies their texts, which suggests that their work was not widely read. 
Th is casts some doubt as to how well the martyrs’ actions were known outside of 
ninth-century Córdoba, but even regardless of their notoriety, the texts Eulogius 
and Alvarus produced come to us in such arduous Latin that it is diffi  cult to 
imagine many readers making much sense of their writings.   4    So a fair bit of 
obscurity attends the authors, their texts and the martyrs.   5    

 In what follows I will not off er any further speculation on what motivated 
the Cordoban martyrs to seek their deaths in the ways they did, how we 
might best understand the texts devoted to them or how we might further 
categorize Christian communities in ninth-century Córdoba.   6    Instead, I would 
like to focus on how Mu ḥ ammad was depicted in texts related to the martyrs’ 
movement and its surrounding milieu, particularly how his life was set into the 
context of Christian hagiography as a means for understanding his person and 
prophethood. 

   Eulogius and Alvarus on Mu ḥ ammad  

 Taken together, much of the literature produced in connection to the Cordoban 
martyrs was written as martyrology and hagiography. Some texts were much 
more polemical in nature, but even these were written in order to defend the 
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executed Christians as saints worthy of martyrs’ crowns. So like other accounts of 
saints’ and martyrs’ lives, Eulogius followed a general pattern when he described 
the martyrs’ actions, their virtuous lives, the circumstances of their arrests by or 
betrayals to Muslim authorities, their valiant defences before their accusers and 
judges, their imprisonments and, fi nally, their executions.   7    Unique to his Islamic 
milieu, however, were the words Eulogius recorded the martyrs using in order 
to insult Mu ḥ ammad and earn their deaths. We catch a glimpse of this in the 
account of Perfectus and his description of Mu ḥ ammad. Alongside the martyrs’ 
words, Eulogius added his own descriptions of Mu ḥ ammad in order to bolster 
the martyrs’ actions and galvanize support for them. In these descriptions, 
Mu ḥ ammad was consistently portrayed as a false prophet who was possessed 
by a demon and led his followers to hell. He was licentious, a forerunner of 
the Antichrist and an enemy of the Church.   8    Th e martyrs’ actions were, in this 
view off ered by Eulogius, valiant. In turn, they were worthy of support and even 
emulation. 

 Eulogius also coupled his accounts of the saints with details about Mu ḥ ammad 
that framed his alleged wickedness as a foil to the martyrs’ sanctity. A  pre-
eminent example is a comment Eulogius made about Mu ḥ ammad and Mary, 
the Holy Mother. His hesitancy is palpable when he wrote: 

  I will not repeat the outrageous sacrilege … that the impure dog [Mu ḥ ammad] 
dared to say about Mary, Blessed Virgin, Queen of the World, holy mother of 
our venerable Lord and Saviour. In eff ect he declared – I speak with respect for 
so great a Virgin – that in the world to come he would violate her virginity.   9     

 In other words, Mu ḥ ammad would either consummate a marriage to Mary 
or simply defl ower her in Paradise. Th is is a shocking claim. Th at Eulogius 
purported to delicately  repeat  something Mu ḥ ammad said, however, is a clue 
that he was not inventing an outlandish accusation but somehow drawing upon a 
source for an Islamic tradition. In fact, there was some disagreement with   ḥ adīth  
collections about the rank of the Prophet’s wives in the aft erlife. According to 
one, the Prophet was reported to tell Fā ṭ ima, ‘You are the chief lady of Paradise, 
with the exception of Mary the daughter of ‘Imrān.’   10    Another reports that ‘Th e 
Messenger of God said, “God married me in Paradise to Mary the daughter of 
‘Imrān and to the wife of the Pharaoh and the sister of Moses”.’   11    Later traditions 
mention these  a ḥ ādīth  in order to draw into doubt their authenticity, but the 
tradition nevertheless circulated and was certainly known in Muslim circles in 
the ninth century.   12    It is not clear how Eulogius learned of the tradition and he 
referred to it without remarking on the seeming confl ation of the Holy Mother 
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with Moses’ sister, both called Mary. It is almost as if Eulogius chose to repeat a 
claim he came by way of hearsay. From wherever Eulogius gathered the tradition, 
he detached it from its context within an Islamic debate and used it in order to 
impugn Mu ḥ ammad in a manner that could hardly appear more iniquitous to 
Christian readers. And it made Mu ḥ ammad the very antithesis of holy martyrs 
whose aggressions Eulogius wanted to set out as noble. 

 It would hardly seem possible, but in comparison to his friend Alvarus, 
Eulogius’ remarks are almost restrained. Th ough Alvarus echoed Eulogius’ 
general denunciations of Mu ḥ ammad (although he mentioned nothing of the 
Holy Mother in Paradise), the layman also devoted roughly half of a thirty-fi ve-
paragraph polemical treatise to what he saw as the wretchedness of Mu ḥ ammad 
and Islam.   13    Th erein, Mu ḥ ammad was depicted as a forerunner of the Antichrist, 
a claim to which Alvarus gave exegetical support by tying Mu ḥ ammad to 
biblical passages and apocalyptic hermeneutics about those who opposed 
Christ.   14    Alvarus also went further in his characterization of Mu ḥ ammad as a 
lascivious man. Th ough Alvarus claimed to restrain himself due to the sheer 
embarrassment of the descriptions he intended to employ, he is in fact rather 
relentless in his portrayal of Mu ḥ ammad’s sexual prowess, some of which was 
the result of Alvarus’ own work and some of which is reminiscent of descriptions 
in Eastern sources like ‘Abd al-Masī ḥ  ibn Is ḥ āq al-Kindī’s  Risāla .   15    In short, 
Mu ḥ ammad was, in Alvarus’ estimation, utterly repulsive and nearly inhuman 
in his animalist lust. As a result, the martyrs were correct to insult him as they 
did and rightly earned their martyr’s reward for doing so.   16     

   Hagiography and anti-hagiography  

 Within the corpus of literature connected to Eulogius and Alvarus there also 
appear  vitae , biographical accounts of Mu ḥ ammad. Set alongside the Cordoban 
martyrs, these accounts do not function as mere biography. Th eir contents, 
some of it rather inventive and salacious, make this clear. But as we shall see, 
the manner in which they recount Mu ḥ ammad’s life suggests that they are not 
concerned with historical biography or, more importantly, the kind of traditional 
hagiography that was being written for the martyrs. Quite the opposite, the  vitae  
of Mu ḥ ammad come to us and to those who fi rst read them as anti-hagiography,   17    
or what I will call hamartiography. Here  hamartia  can be likened to a character’s 
tragic fl aw, or even sin. In such treatments we see Mu ḥ ammad, real or imagined, 
at his absolute worst so that we might see others as their very best. And the same 
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can be said in reverse: the Cordoban martyrs were portrayed in the most sacred 
hagiographical light so that Mu ḥ ammad could be utterly desacralized. 

 As Eulogius himself tells us in his fi nal work honouring and defending the 
martyrs, the  Liber apologeticus martyrum  (written c.  857), he found in the 
Monastery of Leyre in Navarre an anonymous  vita  of the Prophet Mu ḥ ammad.   18    
We know this short biographical account of Mu ḥ ammad’s life now as ‘Istoria 
de Mahomet’. Th ough a version of it appears in another manuscript, Eulogius 
also preserved it in his  Liber apologeticus martyrum .   19    Little is known about the 
text’s original provenance except what can be inferred from its own introductory 
remarks. Th ere, comments about ecclesiastical architecture in Spain suggest that 
the author was a cleric from southern Spain.   20    He was familiar with Islamic 
sources and, as I  discuss below, he appears to have adapted the biography 
for his polemical purposes along the lines of Eastern Christian biographical 
accounts of Mu ḥ ammad. So it seems he was familiar with this source material 
as well, perhaps even dependent upon it. Th e ‘Istoria de Mahomet’ was found 
in northern Spain, so the author may have migrated there from the south of the 
peninsula, or the manuscript itself had made its way there. 

 Examining the ‘Istoria de Mahomet’ as Eulogius copied it we read that 
Mu ḥ ammad was a ‘heresiarch’ ( haeresiarches ) born in 618 and a contemporary of 
Isidore of Seville (560–636). His rule lasted ten years, aft er which he was buried 
in hell. Going into more specifi c detail, the account related that Mu ḥ ammad 
was an orphan. He grew up and became a greedy businessman. In the course 
of his business travels, he found himself in the company of Christians and, 
shrewd as he was, began to commit some of the things they said to memory. 
In turn, he became wiser than all the other Arabs who were otherwise a rather 
uncivilized lot. Th ough he grew in (Christian) wisdom, he did not alter his 
natural lasciviousness and eventually developed a relationship with the widow 
who employed him. Soon aft er, an evil spirit appeared to him in the form of 
a vulture. It said that it was the angel Gabriel and convinced Mu ḥ ammad to 
present himself to his fellow Arabs as a prophet. 

 Pressed on by the vulture and by his own pride, Mu ḥ ammad preached 
unheard of things, moving his foolish listeners to abandon their cult of idols 
in favour of ‘a corporeal God in heaven’ ( Deum corporeum in caelis ).   21    He also 
ordered his followers to take up arms; those who opposed them were to be 
killed. With divine support, Mu ḥ ammad and his violent followers spread their 
kingdom widely. 

 Th ere are also some details in the ‘Istoria de Mahomet’ about Mu ḥ ammad’s 
revelations. According to the  vita , these were psalms composed by a false prophet 
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for animals, the author of the  vita  thinking here of the names of various  suwar  
in the Qur’ān.   22    Mu ḥ ammad wrote these so that, as the author charmingly puts 
it, the one animal could burp out disgust and the other could babble nonsense 
incessantly, a concoction ‘seasoned’ ( condimentum ) with stories of biblical 
fi gures like Joseph and Mary, the Mother of God.   23    

 While carrying on with his prophetic charade, Mu ḥ ammad continued 
to indulge his desire for women. Here, the author of the  vita  inserted the 
story of Mu ḥ ammad’s marriage to Zaynab and the claim that it was divinely 
sanctioned. In the  vita  the event is rooted completely in the Prophet’s lust and 
power:  Mu ḥ ammad wanted the woman and her husband could not refuse 
him. And the author even included a translated passage he claimed was from 
Mu ḥ ammad’s ‘law’ ( lege ). Th e revelation was, according to the author, ‘Since that 
woman was displeasing in the eyes of Zayd and he repudiated her, we joined her 
to our prophet in marriage, as an example to the others and to future followers 
wishing to do the same that it not be reckoned a sin.’   24    

 Th is story would become a topos of anti-Muslim polemic where it was used 
to highlight the unbecoming character of Mu ḥ ammad that seemed apparent to 
many non-Muslim interpreters of his life. But the use of the Zaynab story in the 
‘Istoria de Mahomet’ marks a very early appearance in a Christian text. One of 
the only earlier examples is in John of Damascus’s account of Islam in his  Pēgē 
gnōseōs . In fact, the account of the story in the ‘Istoria de Mahomet’ is strikingly 
similar to John’s account of and commentary on the marriage. Both even included 
alleged quotations from the Qur’ān regarding the marriage, though their 
quotations do not actually appear in the Qur’ān where there is only an allusion 
to Zaynab’s marriage and the accompanying revelation (Q 33:37). As I noted in 
 Chapter 2 , John seems to have been working from Muslim traditions alongside 
the Qur’ān. It seems likely, then, that the author of the ‘Istoria de Mahomet’, 
rather than simply inventing a qur’anic passage, incorporated elements from 
Muslim traditions of which he was aware, either directly or through Eastern 
Christian sources such as John of Damascus. His inventive interpretation is 
seen, then, not in the quotation but in his  use  of the quotation.   25    

 In fact, on more than just this occasion we see the author fl ipping traditional 
material on its head so that instead of praising the Prophet, he was slandered. In 
no place is this more apparent in the ‘Istoria de Mahomet’ than in its account of 
Mu ḥ ammad’s death, which follows the author’s reference to Zaynab. According 
to the account, Mu ḥ ammad, nearing death, predicted that three days aft er he 
passed, the angel Gabriel – or really the spirit who appeared to him as a vulture – 
would resuscitate him. Upon his death, guards were posted nearby. When no 
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resurrection took place and Mu ḥ ammad’s body began to rot, his followers 
suggested that perhaps Gabriel was afraid of the guards. So they left  Mu ḥ ammad’s 
body unguarded. But instead of the angel coming to him, dogs followed the scent 
of his rotting body, found him and devoured his side. Th e rest of his body was 
buried and left  to decay. In retribution, Mu ḥ ammad’s followers ordered dogs to 
be killed annually so that they might join him in death. Th e author determined 
that Mu ḥ ammad’s unsavoury end was appropriate for someone who had led 
so many to hell. He concluded, writing that many more of Mu ḥ ammad’s sinful 
deeds could be recounted, but that the details he shared were suffi  cient in order 
to help readers deduce Mu ḥ ammad’s character.   26    

 While it may seem that the author has invented this story of Mu ḥ ammad’s 
death in order to slander him – a deceptive prediction, the failure to resurrect 
aft er three days like Christ, a rotting body, a partially eaten corpse and a 
departure to hell – many of the details actually conform to Muslim traditions 
of the Prophet’s death. As I  discussed in  Chapter  4 , traditions surrounding 
Mu ḥ ammad’s death and delayed burial circulated among early Muslim 
communities where there was debate about his possible resurrection, ascension 
to heaven and the time that elapsed between his death and burial. Christian 
authors, some of whom we have met with the Ba ḥ īrā legend and others like 
al-Kindī, picked up the legends for use in their texts, too. In fact, the author of 
the ‘Istoria de Mahomet’ did not invent much of the death account, but instead 
merely preserved what was known from a variety of Muslim traditions. He did 
so, either by virtue of his direct acquaintance with these Muslim traditions or, 
as is more likely, indirectly by virtue of his familiarity with Eastern Christian 
sources.   27    Th e only details that appear to have been created by Christians, and 
again this likely originated among Eastern Christian authors, were those about 
the dogs devouring Mu ḥ ammad’s side. Th is seems to have been a deliberately 
slanderous invention.   28    

 In this light, although the author of the ‘Istoria de Mahomet’ may not have 
invented all of the details in his biography, he used and fashioned them in order 
to support his polemical agenda. Th is was a process begun by Eastern Christians 
from whom he at least indirectly had assistance. Th e same explanation can shed 
light on the author’s intriguing claim that Mu ḥ ammad’s followers, though they 
turned away from their idols – an admission many Eastern Christians conceded – 
nevertheless ‘worshiped a corporeal God in heaven’ ( Deum corporeum in caelis ).   29    
In both Christian and Islamic theology, God is said to be incorporeal, or having 
no physical substance. So the claim in the ‘Istoria de Mahomet’ that Muslims 
worshiped a corporeal God is an extremely odd one until we turn, once again, to 
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Eastern Christian sources. In approximately 870, Nicetas of Byzantium wrote a 
refutation of the Qur’ān in which he off ered commentary on much of its contents. 
Th erein, he refers to Q 112:2 where God is described as ‘the Eternal’ (  ṣ amad ), 
but he translated the Arabic   ṣ amad  into Greek as  holosphairos  (something like 
‘all-spherical’) in one case   30    and in another instance as  holosphuros  (‘made of 
solid beaten metal’).   31    Th e Greek translation at fi rst seems odd and, without 
careful consideration of the Arabic term and Muslim readings, could give the 
impression that Muslims worshiped a God that had physical form. In fact, this 
is very much the argument that Nicetas and other Byzantine theologians used in 
their polemical refutations of Islam.   32    At around the same time that Nicetas was 
writing his refutation, a Greek translation of the Qur’ān, now known to us only 
in fragments, was produced. It is not certain whether or not Nicetas was working 
with this translation, but he does incorporate the same Greek vocabulary for 
Islamic terms that it does and so it appears that he has failed to appreciate how 
the Greek may accurately represent what Muslims intended by   ṣ amad .   33    

 How the Greek may actually be a fair representation of   ṣ amad  becomes 
clearer by considering another text. In the same century, but likely earlier than 
Nicetas, a deacon named John compiled into a text refutations of Islam from the 
Melkite bishop Th eodore Abū Qurrah.   34    In one section on Mu ḥ ammad, Abū 
Qurrah argued that Mu ḥ ammad was a false prophet. Quoting from Q 112, Abū 
Qurrah asserted that Mu ḥ ammad was under the power of a demon when it was 
revealed to him that ‘God is one, barren-built ( steiropēktos  or  sphuropēktos ), 
who did not beget and was not begotten, who has no partner.’   35    Here again, the 
Greek is thought to be a confusing mistranslation of   ṣ amad , one with polemical 
potential. However, early Muslim readings of Q 112 include refl ection on the 
notion of God as   ṣ amad , as self-suffi  cient, an idea with connections to the idea 
of God as ‘barren-built’ or ‘solid’. In this light, it could be that Greek translators 
and those like Abū Qurrah were attempting to accurately represent   ṣ amad  and 
the Qur’ān’s notion of God’s eternal permanence, a concept with connections to 
notions of self-suffi  ciency and, in this sense, solidness, a concept shared by both 
the Arabic and Greek vocabulary.   36    

 Just as Nicetas and other Byzantine theologians misunderstood these nuances, 
so the author of the ‘Istoria de Mahomet’ misunderstood his Eastern Christian 
sources. Like Abū Qurrah, he wrote an account of Mu ḥ ammad in which the 
Prophet was under the infl uence of an evil spirit, but unlike Abū Qurrah he 
translated the Muslim conception of God as   ṣ amad  with the Latin  corporeum , 
representing the Byzantine misunderstanding in which God had bodily form. In 
turn, he had Arabs turning from their idols to an idolatrous form of God. Here 
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again, then, the polemic is not necessarily based upon an intentional, slanderous 
invention, but instead upon a mistaken and/or agenda-driven reading of the 
sources. 

 It must be said that other elements of the ‘Istoria de Mahomet’ seem to have 
their origin entirely in polemical twists. Such is the case with descriptions of 
Mu ḥ ammad as full of lust or as a power-hungry ruler. More signifi cantly, the 
notion of an evil spirit disguised as a vulture is diffi  cult not to understand as 
a foil of the Holy Spirit represented by a dove. In this way, it was a polemical 
invention intended to discredit any notion that Mu ḥ ammad had received a 
revelation from God. Taken together, both the twists of Muslim traditions and 
the outright inventions work to highlight the  hamartia  of Mu ḥ ammad and set 
these unholy characteristics against the lives of the martyr saints.  

   Desacralizing Mu ḥ ammad and creating an anti-saint  

 Intriguingly, further refl ection on the  vita  of Mu ḥ ammad in Spain can be added 
by referring to a note appended to a letter John of Seville sent to Eulogius’ friend 
Alvarus.   37    John does not tell us anything about how he acquired the information, 
only that ‘we direct to you this note of Mu ḥ ammad ( Mammetis ) the heretic’.   38    
And it is not at all clear what John intended for the note. In his letter, it awkwardly 
follows a grammatical discussion and it has no relationship to the rest of the 
letter’s contents.   39    

 It could be that he wanted to compare the information he had with what 
Eulogius had acquired, and so he included an abbreviated form of it, or it may be 
that he was in possession of another version.   40    But the note’s contents are almost 
identical to the ‘Istoria de Mahomet’ and I include it in its entirety here: 

  A note on Mu ḥ ammad, chief of the Arabs: in the time of Heraclius, in his seventh 
year and in the current era 656 (618), there arose the heretic Mu ḥ ammad, seal 
( sigillus ) of the false prophets of the Arabs, forerunner of the Antichrist. At that 
time Isidore of Seville excelled in our doctrine and Sisebut held the throne in 
Toledo. His followers say that this aforementioned wicked prophet shone out 
by his many miracles, such as that he took the wife of another by reason of 
the ardour of his lust and joined her to himself in marriage; and that, as we 
have read no prophet to have done, he held mastery over a camel, controlling its 
will. When death was approaching, he promised to rise up on the third day, but 
by negligence of the guards he was discovered devoured by dogs. He held the 
leadership for ten years, at the end of which he was buried in hell.   41     
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 Mu ḥ ammad appears in the same guise in John of Seville’s note as he does in the 
 vita  Eulogius preserved: he was a heresiarch and false prophet who suff ered a 
ghastly, unbecoming demise. 

 Conspicuously diff erent, however, is the manner in which some of the 
descriptions were ascribed to Mu ḥ ammad. For example, the marriage between 
Mu ḥ ammad and Zaynab, noted for its scurrilous nature in the ‘Istoria de 
Mahomet’, is cited in John’s note as an example Muslims use for one of 
Mu ḥ ammad’s miracles. In their native Islamic context, the story of the Prophet’s 
marriage and the subsequent revelations intended to justify it have a special 
function. According to one historical tradition,   42    Mu ḥ ammad unintentionally 
encountered Zaynab in a state of undress. He saw her and found her attractive, 
but he nevertheless humbly and respectfully turned away in order to preserve 
her honour. When Zaynab’s husband, Zayd, heard about the encounter, he 
visited the Prophet and wondered if he should, as a result of their meeting, 
take Zaynab as his wife.   43    Even aft er repeated interactions, Mu ḥ ammad refused 
and urged Zayd to continue his marriage to Zaynab. Despite these exchanges, 
a revelation came to Mu ḥ ammad (Q 33:37) allowing the Prophet to marry her. 
According to this account, the marriage was not so much a scandal as it was a 
blessing to those involved, an indication of the Prophet’s honour and a sign of 
his divine approval. In this way, Muslims could understand it as one of the ways 
in which Mu ḥ ammad ‘shone out by his many miracles’, to use John of Seville’s 
phrase. 

 In Christian contexts, however, the story is received quite diff erently as an 
outlandish aff air, unbecoming of anyone claiming to be sent from God. As we 
have seen, John of Damascus refers to the marriage in his  Pēgē gnōseōs , one 
of the earliest Christian discussions of the event. According to summary there, 
Mu ḥ ammad was attracted to his friend’s wife. ‘Sitting together, Mu ḥ ammad said 
to him: “God commanded me to take your wife’ ”, and so the story goes.   44    John 
of Damascus included all of the necessary elements, but his summary refl ected 
a Christian perspective in which the marriage is simply untenable. He made 
his perspective all the more plain by linking Mu ḥ ammad’s marriage in the  Pēgē 
gnōseōs  directly to other matters of Islamic marital and sexual ethics, which, as 
I pointed out in  Chapter 2 , appeared even more outlandish to John of Damascus 
than the relationship between Mu ḥ ammad and Zaynab. 

 Al-Kindī created the same link in his refutation of Islam and Mu ḥ ammad. 
In his  Risāla , the story of the marriage to Zaynab is summarized, not before 
unseemly sexual details like John of Damascus off ered, but aft erwards. Al-Kindī 
referred to traditions that report Mu ḥ ammad’s love of women and his alleged 
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sexual prowess and immediately linked them to the marriage to Zaynab, even 
quoting Q 33:37.   45    

 John of Seville, Alvarus and Eulogius surely read the details of Mu ḥ ammad’s 
relationship with Zaynab in much the same manner as John of Damascus and 
al-Kindī did. Intriguingly, though, the way the marriage is mentioned in John of 
Seville’s note carried echoes of the tension between the story’s original Islamic 
context and its reception in Christian contexts. Th is is likely because, in the note, 
the story came without a frame in which to mark out its function as biographical 
or polemical or part of any other genre of literature. John of Damascus, al-Kindī 
and the author of the ‘Istoria de Mahomet’ added their polemical frames to 
the story and used it accordingly. And so the marriage transitioned from a 
miraculous demonstration of Mu ḥ ammad’s prophethood for Muslims to an 
example of his pseudo-divinely sanctioned lust for Christians.   46    

 It could also be the case that reaction to the story in ninth-century Córdoba, 
and indeed by those like John of Damascus and al-Kindī, picked up on an internal 
Muslim debate. According to Muqātil ibn Sulaymān’s (d. 767)  interpretation 
( tafsīr ) of the relevant material in Q 33, not everyone in the Muslim community 
approved of Mu ḥ ammad’s marriage to Zaynab. In fact, some thought it might 
constitute incest since Mu ḥ ammad had adopted Zayd as his son. According to 
Muqātil, the fi rst portion of Q 33:38 – ‘Th ere is not to be upon the Prophet any 
discomfort concerning that which Allah has imposed upon him’ – represented 
the disapproval of unidentifi ed critics who were shocked by what amounted to 
Mu ḥ ammad’s marriage to his daughter-in-law. To them, the qur’anic revelation 
seemed to function merely to gratify the Prophet’s sexual desire. Th e larger 
context of Q 33, then, represents the legal ramifi cations of the marriage and an 
eff ort to placate discord within the Muslim community. In such a case, Christian 
use of the marriage story as ammunition in polemical attacks upon Mu ḥ ammad 
and the Qur’ān might actually refl ect and, much like our other examples of 
Christian polemic, conveniently draw upon Islamic tradition or, as in this case, 
an internal Muslim debate.   47    

 Th e note from John of Seville also mentioned a story of Mu ḥ ammad’s 
control of a camel. Again, John of Seville surely found the story ridiculous – no 
other prophet was said to have claimed such a feat. Nevertheless, the story of 
Mu ḥ ammad subduing a wild camel is attested in Islamic traditions.   48    Yet again we 
see Christians drawing on some authentic Islamic sources, but pulling them into 
entirely diff erent contexts where they are used not to support Mu ḥ ammad but to 
malign him. And adding to this denigration was the story of Mu ḥ ammad’s death 
with the addition of the dogs devouring his rotting body. Again, the story had a 
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native Islamic context that was grounded in Muslim traditions and debates, but 
the fl ourish of hungry dogs helped to add an interpretive frame ensuring that 
the biographical detail, now an element of hamartiography, could be used for the 
desecration of Mu ḥ ammad’s memory. 

 Th at so much of what contemporary authors wrote about the Cordoban 
martyrs appeared in or is connected to hagiography is signifi cant for how it 
framed their presentation of Mu ḥ ammad. For in this hagiographical context, 
the lives of the martyrs were glorifi ed and their deaths were sacralized. Quite 
the opposite for Mu ḥ ammad for whom Eulogius and his companions located 
 vitae  that nestled comfortably into their anti-Muslim agendas. Th e information 
at their disposal already cast Mu ḥ ammad in a dark shadow, but in their hands, 
they used the information as a jaggedly inverse mirror of the martyrs. And so 
the life of the anti-saint   49    Mu ḥ ammad was vilifi ed, not glorifi ed; his death was 
sullied, not honoured; and his soul made its way to hell.   
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   6  

  Mu ḥ ammad as a tainted vessel of Christ 

 An anonymous counter-chronicle of the Prophet  

 Eulogius, Paulus Alvarus and the Cordoban martyrs did not represent all 
Christian communities in ninth-century Córdoba. In particular, we know from 
various comments Eulogius made that there were those in Córdoba who were 
very much opposed to the martyrs and who represented views of Islam, Muslims 
and Cordoban society that were quite diff erent from the ones portrayed by 
Eulogius and Alvarus. It is diffi  cult to reconstruct the views of this segment of 
the Cordoban Christian community because, without any evidence coming 
from them directly, we are forced to discern their views upon the basis of what 
Eulogius and Alvarus wrote about them. According to Eulogius’ remarks, critics 
of the martyrs condemned their actions because they failed to live up to the 
ideals of the early Church’s martyrs. What they meant was that, not only were 
they not slowly and painfully killed, but more importantly, they were also not 
executed by polytheists, which is what the pagan Romans were. Instead, the 
Cordoban martyrs, as Eulogius put his critics’ words, were ‘quickly put to death 
… by men who venerate God and confess to heavenly laws’.   1    

 Th is one remark is not a lot on which to go, but it is a very revealing one. It 
tells us that, alongside their unwillingness to support the martyrs’ movement 
and honour those who sought their deaths as martyrs, some in the Cordoban 
Christian community were convinced that Muslims worshipped God. Moreover, 
they performed this worship of God on the basis of divine revelation. Such a 
position tore at the very centre of Eulogius’ position in which the martyrs were 
worthy opponents of those who followed a ‘disciple of Satan’.   2    

 So it would seem that there was a fracture in the Cordoban Christian 
community. Th ere were surely a handful of positions that this fracture created, 
some of which represented those who fretted very little about Islam and Muslims. 
But two positions appear rather stark and an allusion to these came in a letter 
written by Saul, a bishop from Córdoba, that he sent to Alvarus. Th erein, he 
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claimed that some Christians in the city rightly drew a hard line between them 
and other Christians who seemingly colluded with Muslims. Th at line created a 
break in Christian communion between those like Eulogius and Alvarus – they 
represented a view that saw Muslims as a creeping deterioration of Christian 
thought, society and culture – and those like secular priests in an urban centre 
for whom daily interaction with Muslims and Islamic government required, at 
least in their minds, a diff erent posture towards Muslim rule and belief.   3    For 
those from this latter position, Muslims were those ‘who venerate[d]  God and 
confess[ed] to heavenly laws’. 

 As I pointed out in the last chapter, Eulogius preserved a  vita  of Mu ḥ ammad, 
the ‘Istoria de Mahomet’, which helped to ground his disdainful views of the 
Prophet and his defi ant approach to Muslim life and culture. John of Seville and 
Alvarus had discussed a similar  vita , if not the same one. Unfortunately, there 
are no extant sources – no comparable  vita  – written or preserved by Christians 
who fell on the other side of the fracture in ninth-century Córdoba. What does 
exist, however, is a  vita  of Mu ḥ ammad that represents a very diff erent view of 
him than the ‘Istoria de Mahomet’. While there is no way to connect this  vita  to 
Cordoban Christians who thought Muslims worshipped God on the basis of a 
revealed law, the biography could nevertheless support such a position. 

   Th e ‘Tultusceptru de libro domni Metobii’ 
and a diff erent view of Mu ḥ ammad  

 Known as the ‘Tultusceptru de libro domni Metobii’, this  vita  of Mu ḥ ammad, 
like the ‘Istoria de Mahomet’, originated in Spain and was written by the tenth 
century, very possibly in the ninth century.   4    Despite these shared characteristics, 
the author of the ‘Tultusceptru’ off ered a very diff erent view of Mu ḥ ammad’s 
origins and prophetic function than what we fi nd in the ‘Istoria de Mahomet’. 
According to the ‘Tultusceptru’, an angel of the Lord appeared to a bishop named 
Osius, a possible confl ation of the fourth-century Bishop Osius of Córdoba 
(d. 359).   5    Th e angel instructed Osius to go to the people of a region known as 
Erribon who had fallen away from the true faith and into error. ‘But go and tell 
them,’ the angel said, ‘ “Be not unbelievers but believers”.’   6    Regrettably, Osius fell 
ill before he could leave on his journey in order to deliver the angel’s message. 
So he ordered a young monk named Ozim to go in his place.   7    Ozim listened to 
the message he was asked to proclaim in Osius’s place and set off  to deliver it. 
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Nearing the region of Erribon, Ozim encountered an ‘angel of temptation who 
resembled an angel’.   8    Standing by an oak tree, the evil angel asked Ozim, ‘What 
is your name?’ Ozim replied: 

  I am called Ozim. I  have been sent by my teacher Father Osius to speak the 
words that he spoke to me, for the angel of the Lord had ordered him to speak 
these words, but the day of his summons came and his spirit was called to the 
celestial kingdom.   9     

 So Ozim carried with him a divine message revealed by God. But the evil angel 
spotted his chance and cunningly fl ipped the narrative on its head. ‘I am the 
angel who was sent to Father Bishop Osius,’ he lied. ‘I will tell you the words that 
you are to preach to the satraps to whom you are sent.’ And then the evil angel 
gave the young monk a new name, almost as if he was commissioning him to 
off er his new message. ‘You are not called Ozim but Mu ḥ ammad ( Mahommad )’ 
he proclaimed.   10    

 Aft er changing Ozim’s name, the evil angel ‘ordered him to say, so that the 
satraps might believe:  “ Alla occuber alla occuber situ leila citus est mohamet 
razulille ” ’. Th is resembles the  shahādah , the Muslim profession of faith, which 
proclaims:   lā ‘ilāha ‘illā llāh mu ḥ ammadun rasūlu llāh  (‘Th ere is no god but 
God and Muhammad is the messenger of God’). So, while the author is clearly 
familiar with the Islamic creed, he represented it in a rather distorted form 
and inserted into it the frequently heard Muslim  takbīr , ‘ Allāhu akbar ’ (‘God 
is greatest’). Th e author of the ‘Tultusceptru’ also gave a new meaning to the 
creedal statement. He noted that ‘Th e monk did not know that by [saying the 
phrase] he was invoking demons, for every  alla occuber  is a summoning of 
demons.’   11    In eff ect, by uttering this phrase and by teaching others to say it Ozim 
was spreading an evil incantation. By implication, the more people who repeated 
the incantation and the more frequently they did so, the further the evil angel’s 
message spread and the more tightly it gripped its followers. 

 In case readers might wonder why Ozim, now Mu ḥ ammad, did not question 
the evil angel and his instructions, the author added that ‘already [the young 
monk’s] heart had been turned away by the unclean spirit and the words that 
the Lord had narrated to him through his teacher had been lost to oblivion’.   12    
In this, Mu ḥ ammad is not portrayed as a fool or a naïve catechumen. He had, 
more or less, arrived at the wrong place at the wrong time and fell victim to 
evil. Without any means for discerning truth from falsehood – and again, there 
is no indication in the ‘Tultusceptru’ that an older or wiser monk might have 
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fared better – Mu ḥ ammad had simply fallen under evil’s spell and the rest was 
history. 

 Th e closing lines of the ‘Tulusceptru’ are eloquent and telling, especially 
with respect to how readers ought best understand Mu ḥ ammad and Islam. Th e 
author concludes: 

  And so, although he was a vessel of Christ, [Mu ḥ ammad] became a vessel 
of Mammon to the ruin of his soul, and all who converted to this error and 
those whom they induced to do so by persuasion, are said to be sheaves for 
burning.   13     

 It is clear from this fi nal remark that Islam, according to the author of the  vita , 
was the creation of an evil angel and led those who followed it to hell. But more 
signifi cantly, Mu ḥ ammad appears in the account as an innocent soul. Even 
more, he was a ‘vessel of Christ’. It was the angel that was to blame; he changed 
Ozim’s name, corrupted his message and sent Mu ḥ ammad’s followers to hell. 
Th e author of the ‘Tultusceptru’ placed the accent, so to speak, on Mu ḥ ammad’s 
starting point as a God-follower with a divine message. When it came to the 
origins of Islam he was quite marginal. 

 Setting aside this fascinating assessment of Mu ḥ ammad for a moment, 
among the most immediately noticeable features of the ‘Tulusceptru’ are its 
author’s familiarity with bits of Islam and with sources devoted to Islam. As 
I have already pointed out, the author knew the  shahādah , or at least  of  it since 
he recalled it in a rather jumbled form. One wonders how familiar he may have 
been with the Qur’ān, not just because of his attempt to reproduce the  shahādah  
but also in light of what the original angel instructed Osius to preach to the 
inhabitants of Erribon. ‘Be not unbelievers but believers’, he said, a phrase with a 
rather qur’anic ring to it. Th e Qur’ān is, of course, replete with references to the 
unbelievers ( al-kāfi rūn ) and the believers ( al-mūminūn ), even devoting whole 
chapters to them.   14    

 Th e author of the ‘Tultusceptru’ was also familiar with Mu ḥ ammad’s 
connection to the city of Medina. Th is becomes clear when we reference the 
 Apocalypse of Pseudo-Methodius , originally written in Syriac in the late seventh 
century but translated into Greek and Latin by the following century. In this 
text, the author posited an explanation for the collapse of Christian hegemony 
and the rise of the Arabs (described as Ishmaelites). In the  Apocalypse , Arabs 
are linked to Ishmael who was described as fl eeing from the dessert of Yathrib 
or Ethribum, referring in all likelihood to what became known as Medina.   15    
Erribon, so it would seem in the ‘Tultusceptru’, was likely a form of Ethribum. 
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In this way, the author of the ‘Tultusceptru’ suggested that God intended for 
Osius to proclaim his message to the Arabs in Medina (i.e. Erribon), but that 
an evil angel sabotaged this mission. Similarly, Ozim (or Ocim as it is variously 
used in the ‘Tultusceptru’) was likely an attempt to represent Hāshim since 
the clan from the Quraysh tribe from which Mu ḥ ammad descended was the 
Banū Hāshim. Indeed, a Latin genealogy of ‘Saracens’ ( sarrazenorum ) in the 
late-ninth-century  Prophetic Chronicle  rendered Hāshim into Latin as ‘Escim’. It 
would not be diffi  cult to arrive at Ozim from there, and it is telling that the only 
known version of the ‘Tultusceptru’ appears in the Codex of Roda where, among 
other texts, the  Prophetic Chronicle  can also be found.   16    

 Perhaps more signifi cantly, there are also the readily apparent thematic 
similarities in the ‘Tultusceptru’ to features of the Ba ḥ īrā legend.   17    In  Chapter 1 , 
I  noted that Ba ḥ īrā was purportedly a Christian monk who recognized 
Mu ḥ ammad. In the ‘Tultusceptru’, Mu ḥ ammad was the monk. In Christian 
versions of the Ba ḥ īrā legend, Mu ḥ ammad is guided in his proclamation of Islam. 
In the ‘Tultusceptru’ the evil angel deviously guided him and in both texts there is 
a sense in which Mu ḥ ammad is towed into his role as prophet and leader, either 
by way of duping him or evil incantation. In the Syrian recensions of the Ba ḥ īrā 
legend, pre-Islamic Arabs were said to worship a false demon named ‘Awkbar’.   18    
In the ‘Tultusceptru’, demons were invoked when one uttered, wittingly or 
unwittingly, ‘alla occuber’. In fact, a common accusation in Eastern Christian 
texts was that Muslims invoked both Allāh and a god named Akbar when they 
proclaimed ‘ Allāhu akbar ’.   19    Finally, in the Muslim versions of the Ba ḥ īrā legend, 
Mu ḥ ammad is recognized as a prophet while sitting beneath a tree.   20    Trees were 
even reported to bow towards him. Curiously, in the ‘Tultusceptru’, the evil angel 
is found ‘standing by an oak tree’.   21    

 Far from inventing material by which to lampoon Mu ḥ ammad, then, it 
would seem that the author of the ‘Tultusceptru’ drew from a number of 
diff erent sources in order to weave together an explanation for Mu ḥ ammad’s 
emergence. Th is emergence was, according to the author, grounded in a divine 
concern for the spiritual well-being of Arabs, a spiritual state that hinged upon a 
divinely revealed message. It was only when an evil angel intercepted the young 
Mu ḥ ammad who carried that message that a lie was formed, perpetuated and, 
as a result, drew its followers to the condemning fi res of hell. But in all of this 
Mu ḥ ammad remained a relatively innocent youth. It could be that he was naïve 
and susceptible to manipulation, but that is not exactly straightforward in the 
‘Tultusceptru’. What is certainly clear is that, before his corruption by the evil 
angel, he possessed a divine revelation given by a messenger of God that was 
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meant to draw the Arabs towards pure worship of the one, true God. Th is was 
a completely diff erent view of Mu ḥ ammad than the one off ered in the ‘Istoria 
de Mahomet’, the one to which Eulogius, Alvarus and John of Seville looked for 
support of their view of Islam.  

   Th e ‘Tultusceptru’ and ninth-century Córdoba  

 As I have already pointed out, there is very little information that can be used 
to reconstruct the views of Christians who opposed the martyrs of ninth-
century Córdoba. Th ere are certainly no textual resources like those produced 
or transmitted by Eulogius and Alvarus and those like them. All we really 
know is that their Christian opponents refused to honour the martyrs and had 
concluded that Muslims ‘venerat[ed] God and confess[ed] to heavenly laws’. In 
light of this paucity of evidence, however, Kenneth Baxter Wolf has argued that 
the ‘Tultusceptru’, even if not a biographical source ninth-century Cordoban 
Christians produced or drew upon, nevertheless could  functionally  represent 
their views about Mu ḥ ammad in a manner directly inverse to the way in which 
Eulogius used the ‘Istoria de Mahomet’ to undergird his views of Mu ḥ ammad. 
In this way, Wolf suggests the author of the ‘Tultusceptru’ was attempting to 
address questions for a Christian community that may have looked upon Islam, 
Muslims and their Prophet with a degree of assent, or at least much less hostility 
than those like Eulogius and Alvarus.   22    His proposal becomes clear when we 
consider why the author of the ‘Tultusceptru’ wrote the  vita . Or, as Wolf asks, 
‘What were the conceptual needs of his audience that he aimed to address?’   23     

 Finding an answer to that question begins with a turn back to Eulogius 
and the ‘Istoria de Mahomet’. For Eulogius, the ‘Istoria de Mahomet’ helped to 
affi  rm his position that Mu ḥ ammad, despite his claims to monotheism, was a 
destructive force whose sheer ungodliness threatened Christian communities 
in ninth-century Córdoba. As a result, Christians should either follow along the 
pathway of the martyrs or, at the very least, support their eff orts.   24    Of course, 
Eulogius’ opponents saw matters diff erently. Th eir condemnation of the martyrs, 
as far as we can tell, was rooted, in part, in their view of Islam and its Prophet. 
For them, Islam was monotheistic and, though it may have been in some ways a 
corrupt monotheism, it had connections to pure, divine revelation. Such a view 
eff ectively mirrored the Islamic position that Christianity (like Judaism) was a 
corruption of pure monotheism. Christians espousing such a view were only 
claiming for Islam what Muslims claimed for Christianity. In this way, Islam’s 
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monotheism could become the basis for viewing Muslim rulers and a society 
that grew increasingly Islamic in a much more convivial way. It provided, as Wolf 
argues, ‘an ideologically grounded modus vivendi that served both [Christians 
and Muslims] in their day-to-day interactions’.   25    

 A text like the ‘Tultusceptru’ could provide the affi  rmation that Islam was not 
something to resist, as Eulogius and Alvarus saw the martyrs doing; since it was 
a derivative of Christianity, Christians could more comfortably participate in a 
society where they had become politically disenfranchised. Th e author of the 
‘Tultusceptru’ may well have been attempting to speak to an issue just like this 
by providing Christian readers in Spain with an understanding of Islam that not 
only affi  rmed their religious superiority to Islam but also provided a framework 
for accepting life under Muslims. Such a view pivoted on the way one understood 
Mu ḥ ammad and his origins. Hence, Eulogius’ opponents may not have known 
the ‘Tultusceptru’, but the  vita  does, functionally, support their concerns and 
lend credence to their view that Muslims could in some ways worship God and 
confess to what was originally a heavenly law. Th is interpretation would be much 
more likely if Mu ḥ ammad was not demonized, such as he was in the ‘Istoria de 
Mahomet’, and instead given some connection to pure monotheism, such as the 
‘Tultusceptru’ does.   26    

 Again, none of this is to say that the ‘Tultusceptru’  was  taken up by those who 
opposed the martyrs or that it was even necessarily known in ninth-century 
Córdoba. But analysis of the ‘Tultusceptru’ does help us to add further detail to 
Eulogius’ statement that his opponents saw Muslims as ‘venerat[ing] God and 
confess[ing] to heavenly laws’. What is more, it suggests that there were those in 
medieval Spain who were drawing upon older and geographically widespread 
evidence in order to assess Mu ḥ ammad.  

   Counter-chronicling the life of a prophetic vessel  

 Refl ecting on the reasons why the author may have written the ‘Tultusceptru’ 
helps us to see its probable, original function and can even lend some aid to 
understanding the position of Christians in ninth-century Córdoba who opposed 
Eulogius, Alvarus and the martyrs. It is still further interesting to consider the 
only surviving copy of the ‘Tultusceptru’ and its inclusion in the Codex of 
Roda, most of which dates from the tenth century. Th is codex consists largely 
of Latin chronicles. Two-thirds of the manuscript reproduces Paulus Orosius’s 
 Historiarum adversum paganos libri VII . Th ere is also Isidore of Seville’s  Historia 
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de regibus Gothorum, Vandalorum et Suevorum , genealogies of Jesus and Iberian 
rulers and chronicles of Arab and Christian kings from medieval Spain.   27    So 
the Codex served in large part to legitimize Christian rule in Spain, link it to 
the Visigoths who ruled before Muslims entered the peninsula and place into a 
historical context the shift ing zones of Muslim rule in Spain. 

 Curiously, the ‘Tultusceptru’ appears as folio 185v, sandwiched directly in 
between the  Chronicle of Alfonso III  and the  Prophetic Chronicle . In fact, it was 
added aft er the completion of the Codex and written on the empty page that 
separates the two chronicles. As a result, its insertion appears slightly awkward 
at fi rst glance and rather out of place. Th e  Chronicle of Alfonso III  attempted 
to demonstrate the continuity between the earlier Visigoths who ruled Spain 
and the later rule of Christian kingdoms. In this way, the Christian kings who 
vanquished Muslim rulers marked a return of pre-Andalusī rule. Th e  Prophetic 
Chronicle  alleged to predict the downfall of Muslim rule on the peninsula.   28    
Towards the beginning of the  Prophetic Chronicle , on folio 187r, there appears a 
genealogy of Arabs and, just below a miniature illustration of a serpent coloured 
in deep green, blue and yellow with a fl ickering red tongue, we fi nd a version 
of the ‘Istoria de Mahomet’ (ff . 187r–188r). How does the ‘Tultusceptru’ fi t in 
between these two ideological proclamations and the more vitriolic biography 
of Mu ḥ ammad? 

 If one of the functions of a historical chronicle was to document the events 
of signifi cant fi gures, political rulers in particular, so as to lend them legitimacy 
and solidify their place in a society’s record, then the inclusion of a brief  vita  of 
Mu ḥ ammad would seem to function as a counter-chronicle by delegitimizing his 
place vis-à-vis his counterparts. In this way, the author’s account of Mu ḥ ammad 
and the explanation for Islam that appears in the ‘Tultusceptru’, for all the 
credence it lends to Islam as a corrupted divine revelation, delegitimized the 
Prophet and added biographical credence to the prophecy of Muslim demise. 
Signifi cantly, Mu ḥ ammad may have been an innocent young man and a ‘vessel 
of Christ’, but he was exploited and his message corrupted. In turn, the Muslim 
claims that he functioned as the fi nal prophet of a revealed message needed to be 
contextualized and walked back. Mu ḥ ammad may not have been an anti-saint, 
as he was in Eulogius’ ‘Istoria de Mahomet’, but as a  tainted  vessel of Christ, he 
was, in the end, an illegitimate prophet.   
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  Mu ḥ ammad as a vanquished anti-hero 

 A convert, a translator and polemic exposing the Prophet  

 ‘Now when I was a pilgrim [in Mecca] in the time of my infi delity’.   1    So remarked 
the author of a medieval anti-Muslim treatise before his descriptions of the 
  Ḥ ajj . Nearer to the beginning of his text he condemned ‘the infi delity which 
the devil had stamped upon our hearts’, implying that he wrote as a convert to 
Christianity from Islam.   2    His claim is entirely plausible, especially since the text 
exhibits a clear familiarity with the Qur’ān and other Islamic sources, a feature 
to which I shall return below. It was not at all unknown, aft er all, for fi gures to 
convert from one religion to another and then to write scathing critiques of their 
former religion. For example, ‘Alī Rabban al- Ṭ abarī (d. c. 860), a ninth-century 
East Syrian Christian, converted to Islam, likely in his seventies, and then wrote 
his  Al-radd ‘alā l-Na ṣ ārā  ( Refutation of the Christians ).   3    And there was also Būlu ṣ  
ibn Rajā’ (d. c. 1020), a Muslim who became a Coptic priest and wrote  Kitāb 
al-Wā ḍ i ḥ  bi-l- Ḥ aqq  ( Clarity in Truth ) as an evaluation of Islamic origins and 
the Qur’ān.   4    

 But this particular author who claimed to be a convert is unnamed in the text 
and his identity has puzzled scholars, in large part because, until very recently, 
information about him was restricted to the only known manuscript of the 
work:  a sixteenth-century Latin manuscript originating in Italy with the title 
 Liber denudationis siue ostensionis, aut patefacientem , or  Th e Book of Denuding 
or Exposing, or Th e Discloser  (henceforth,  Liber denudationis ). 

 It is clear from this manuscript that its Latin represents both a translation 
and an abridgement of what was originally a longer Arabic treatise.   5    Th is can 
be deduced from a number of the text’s details, but its transmission history is 
particularly helpful here. We know that the Dominican monks Ramon Martí 
(d. c. 1284)   6    and Riccoldo da Monte di Croce (d. 1320),   7    as well as the Majorcan 
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intellectual Ramon Llull (d. 1316),   8    used the text as a source in their productions 
of polemical treatises. But in Martí’s work, his  Explanatio simboli apostolorum  
in particular, passages drawn from the text, though they contain the same 
content, references to the Qur’ān and arguments, are reproduced by Martí in 
rather diff erent language. Th e conclusion is that not only did Martí have a copy 
of  Liber denudationis  next to him as he wrote but that he was also reading the 
text in Arabic and translating it into Latin as he went along. Not only did he 
select diff erent Latin vocabulary for his translation but he was also referring to 
an Arabic text that, unlike the manuscript we have, was not yet abridged.   9    

 Given the reasonable certainty of an Arabic original and the  Liber denudationis ’ 
translation and circulation in the western Mediterranean, scholars assumed that 
the author also originated in the same region. Knowledge of Arabic and, as is 
evident from the text, familiarity with Islamic sources would seem to support the 
author’s claim to have converted from Islam. But there was something diff erent 
about the author who claimed to have been a pilgrim in Mecca and was now 
writing to condemn his former faith. To begin with, although he drew heavily 
from Islamic sources, the style of his argumentation and the topics he discussed 
make it clear that he was also very familiar with Eastern Christian sources. Some 
of the details he shared about Muslim pilgrimage practices are generic enough 
that they could be drawn from such sources instead of direct experience.   10    
What is more, the text not only circulated in the western Mediterranean, as 
I have shown, but also conforms to the manner in which a western Arabized 
individual might refer to Muslim intellectuals. Dāwūd al-I ṣ fahānī, for example, 
the Iraqī founder of the  Ẓ āhirite school of jurisprudence, is referred to by the 
author as ‘David the Oriental’ ( Dauid Orientalis ), the kind of reference that only 
a Western intellectual would make.   11    And so scholars have speculated, with 
reasonable certainty, that the author of the  Liber denudationis  must surely have 
been an Arabized Christian.   12    As such he would have been fl uent in Arabic and 
thus conversant with Muslims and Islamic sources as well as Eastern Christian 
literature. His claim to be a convert from Islam more than likely functioned as a 
rhetorical device used to lend authority and credibility to his text. 

 Th e most fi tting milieu for the author’s text is Toledo, a city that was a centre for 
Arabized Christian communities in the medieval period. From the text we know 
it was written between 1010 and 1132.   13    Within this period, it would then most 
likely have been written aft er Toledo’s recapture by Christian armies in 1085.   14    It 
was at this point that the author would have been less restricted in writing such 
a scathing work against Islam. Readers of the treatise would most likely have 
been fellow Arabized Christians. In post-conquest Toledo, such communities 
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would have found themselves in a reasonably precarious position. Muslims, 
with whom they shared matters of language and culture, would be leaving the 
city or fi nding ways to maintain their residence under new conditions. Latin 
Christians, with whom Arabized communities shared a religion, were moving 
to the city in increasing numbers. But Arabized Christians in Toledo were not 
Muslims and they were not like their Latin co-religionists. For this reason, their 
former Muslim rulers viewed them as outsiders because they were non-Muslims, 
but Latin Christians viewed them in the same suspicious manner because they 
looked and sounded like Muslims. As a result, Arabized Christians became a 
fi ft h column in post-conquest Toledo and tension emerged: they shared cultural 
and linguistic affi  nities with defeated Muslims and religious connections with 
victorious Latin Christians. With whom did their allegiance lie? 

 Th e  Liber denudationis  did not answer this question for its Arabized readers 
directly. Instead the text would have soft ened the tension by off ering to Arabized 
Christians a means by which to navigate their multireligious and multicultural 
milieu. Th ey read a text in a language they understood using thought forms 
with which they were familiar. But the text also articulated the diff erences 
between Christianity and Islam. In these ways, their cultural and linguistic 
distinctions were affi  rmed as much as their religious superiority.   15    And so the 
 Liber denudationis  exposed Islam and its Prophet for who they really were and, 
in so doing, disclosed the superiority of Christ and his followers, a function 
as potentially useful to Arabized Christian audiences as it may have been for 
Latin Christians encountering Islam in the western Mediterranean and perhaps 
reading the text in its Latin translation. 

 All of this speculation about the  Liber denudationis  and its author has been 
considered rather sound and very plausible. However, David Bertaina has 
recently shown that the author is in fact none other than Būlu ṣ  ibn Rajā’ and 
that the original Arabic treatise, of which the  Liber denudationis  is an abridged 
translation, is actually Ibn Rajā’’s  Kitāb al-Wā ḍ i ḥ  bi-l- Ḥ aqq .   16    As I  point out 
above, Ibn Rajā’ was an Arab convert to Christianity from Islam, making him an 
ideal candidate to write a text refuting his former faith built upon a familiarity 
with Islamic sources and Muslim intellectuals. And Ibn Rajā’ was alive and 
fl ourishing between 1010 and 1132, the range suggested by the text, though we 
can now assert that it was written towards the beginning of this range.   17    

 A comparison of the  Liber denudationis  and the  Kitāb al-Wā ḍ i ḥ  bi-l- Ḥ aqq  
reveals that they share the same structure, information and details. Th e text by 
Ibn Rajā’ is simply much longer and various details in the  Liber denudationis  
have felt the slight alterations of a scribe’s hand as he translated and abridged 
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the text for a new audience. For example, the translator was happy to refer to 
Dāwūd al-I ṣ fahānī as an ‘Oriental’, given his Western origins and perspective, 
but Ibn Rajā’ simply referred to him as one of the imams from Iraq.   18    Likewise, 
the translator’s abridgement and translation of descriptions pertaining to 
the   Ḥ ajj  accurately refl ect what Ibn Rajā’ related, but he has sharpened their 
polemical edge for a new context. In doing so, the details become less believable 
as the personal observations one would make in situ and cast doubt upon their 
authenticity. Th e details in the  Kitāb al-Wā ḍ i ḥ  bi-l- Ḥ aqq  are not all accurate – 
Muslim pilgrims throw seven, not seventy, stones (the translator has them 
throwing the stones at themselves, but Ibn Rajā’ did not write this) – but this 
does not necessarily mean Ibn Rajā’ never visited Mecca. He has simply come 
to view such piety with the scrutiny of an unbeliever.   19    More importantly, the 
diff erences between the  Kitāb al-Wā ḍ i ḥ  bi-l- Ḥ aqq  and the  Liber denudationis  
reveal some of the translator’s goals in producing an abridged translation. 
For while the  Liber denudationis  is a reasonably faithful thumbnail sketch of 
what Ibn Rajā’ wrote, the translator was clearly intent on maintaining the text’s 
polemical punch. He recognized in the  Kitāb al-Wā ḍ i ḥ  bi-l- Ḥ aqq  a useful and 
seemingly authoritative resource, culled from it what was most important with 
respect to a Christian understanding of Islam and highlighted, at times even 
embellished, details that he saw as particularly damaging to Muslim belief and 
practice. 

 With all of this in mind, the speculation about what was thought to be an 
anonymous Arabized Christian author from Spain can now be redirected and 
applied, not to the author of the text but to the likely identity of the scribe who 
translated and abridged Ibn Rajā’’s  Kitāb al-Wā ḍ i ḥ  bi-l- Ḥ aqq . We must continue 
to speculate, however, about how an early-eleventh-century Arabic text written 
in Fatimid Egypt by a Coptic priest made its way to the western Mediterranean 
and circulated among Christians reading texts in Arabic and producing 
translations in Latin. Ibn Rajā’ seems very far removed from an Arabized 
Christian in Toledo or Dominican monks in Spain and Italy. But, in fact, the 
channels for transmitting religious texts and knowledge back and forth from one 
end of the Mediterranean to the other were well worn. Monks from Palestine 
travelled to Córdoba in the ninth century, bringing with them religious treatises 
and knowledge about Islam. And Latin texts made their way to St Catherine’s 
Monastery in Sinai as early as the seventh century.   20    

 So it is not at all unlikely for a text from someone like Ibn Rajā’ to make 
its way west and his  Kitāb al-Wā ḍ i ḥ  bi-l- Ḥ aqq  would have as much utility in 
his own community as it would among other Christian communities for whom 
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interaction with Islam and Muslims was not uncommon. Ibn Rajā’ sought to 
provide clarity about the true religion between Christianity and Islam. He likely 
felt well positioned to off er such insight as a convert and many readers of his text 
surely found his analysis authoritative on the basis of his conversion. For this 
reason, the text transitioned from its origins as point of clarity for Ibn Rajā’ to a 
tool for exposing truth for the text’s translator and for those who read and used 
the text as it circulated in the western Mediterranean. 

   Exposing Mu ḥ ammad as an imposter  

 One of the main ways the allegedly true nature of Mu ḥ ammad was exposed 
in these texts was through an attack upon Islam’s authoritative sources:  the 
Qur’ān,  Ḥ adīth and interpreters of Islam ( al-fuqahā’ ).   21    So besides referring to 
Islamic traditions, the Qur’ān in particular was quoted repeatedly in the texts 
in an attempt to expose the seeming inconsistencies and lurid details that were 
unbecoming of a so-called sacred and revealed text. Th ese were two-pronged 
attacks meant to discredit the Qur’ān directly and to indirectly cast doubt upon 
the legitimacy of Mu ḥ ammad’s claim to be the bearer of divine revelation. How 
could a messenger sent by God proclaim what, in the  Liber denudationis  and the 
 Kitāb al-Wā ḍ i ḥ  bi-l- Ḥ aqq , was utter nonsense? Was Mu ḥ ammad a legitimate 
prophet or an imposter? 

 Th ere is also space in the texts alongside their two-pronged attack upon the 
Qur’ān to focus directly on Mu ḥ ammad. Th is focused barrage fi rst appeared 
in sections where Ibn Rajā’ and the translator assailed Muslim claims that the 
Bible foretold the Prophet’s arrival.   22    According to the argument, the coming of a 
universal prophet was an event foretold either by a person or by a book. Th e Bible 
certainly foretold true prophets – such was the case for Christ – but it did not 
mention Mu ḥ ammad. Here, the texts refl ected upon the popular Muslim beliefs 
that saw portions of the Bible as having been corrupted in order to erase any 
mention of Mu ḥ ammad. Th e claim was countered by drawing from the Qur’ān, 
observing that God instructed Mu ḥ ammad – he ‘pretends that God said to him’, 
the translator wrote in the  Liber denudationis    23    – to consult the scriptures that 
were sent down previously (i.e. the Torah and the Gospels) when in doubt about 
any revelation (Q 10:94). In other words, this verse, properly elucidated in the 
 Kitāb al-Wā ḍ i ḥ  bi-l- Ḥ aqq  and the  Liber denudationis , indicated that Christian 
scripture was meant to interpret the Qur’ān. If this was true, then the Bible could 
not be a corrupted text, which in turn signifi ed that Mu ḥ ammad was left  without 
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prophetic witness. Cut off  from this necessary lineage, Mu ḥ ammad could hardly 
claim to be doing anything more than impersonating God.   24    

 Having made this argument, the texts returned to the Qur’ān in order to 
demonstrate that the Bible was untainted. In fact, the Qur’ān’s only references 
to Mu ḥ ammad appeared when it referred to false prophets and, as the  Liber 
denudationis  added, ‘workers of iniquity’.   25    By comparison – and here we begin 
to see one of the texts’ dominant comparative strategies, a point to which I will 
return below – Christ stood uniquely apart from Mu ḥ ammad. He sent prophets 
before him so that they could herald his coming incarnation, virgin birth, 
death and resurrection and ascension to heaven. Th ese same prophets foretold 
Christ’s divine nature that worked the miracles only prophets could perform in 
order to validate their offi  ce.   26    Th e implication of the comparison is that biblical 
prophecy pointed solely towards Christ. Its silence regarding Mu ḥ ammad 
was matched only by the silence of evidence demonstrating any miracles 
Mu ḥ ammad performed.   27    Th ese were signifi cant shortcomings and readers are 
led to conclude that Mu ḥ ammad was not a real prophet but an imposter. 

 Besides lacking necessary scriptural support and the corroborating witness of 
prophets and miracles, the  Kitāb al-Wā ḍ i ḥ  bi-l- Ḥ aqq  and the  Liber denudationis  
also attempted to expose Mu ḥ ammad’s other personal defi ciencies. Accordingly, 
without the necessary qualifi cations of a true prophet, Mu ḥ ammad resorted to 
violence and deception in order to create followers.   28    To deal with Mu ḥ ammad’s 
violent tendencies, the texts drew from both Islamic traditions and the Qur’ān. 
Several Islamic traditions are cited in which Mu ḥ ammad justifi ed the murder 
of anyone who did not confess the  shahādah . Mu ḥ ammad purportedly claimed 
that anyone who performed such violence would enter paradise.   29    When some 
of Mu ḥ ammad’s followers asked for proof of his prophethood, citing the usual 
signs that would accompany such a calling, he replied that prophets were 
frequently taken for liars. For this reason, God sent Mu ḥ ammad, not with signs 
but with the sword. In turn, his followers became known for their fearlessness 
in battle.   30    As the text went on to argue, many Muslims did not genuinely follow 
Mu ḥ ammad since their conversions really came only out of fear for their lives.   31    

 Another strategy emerged here:  the frequent and consistent use of   ḥ adīth  
literature. Th ough these can usually be traced to authoritative collections, 
they frequently appear, in both the  Liber denudationis  and the  Kitāb al-Wā ḍ i ḥ  
bi-l- Ḥ aqq , in ways in which they were disconnected from their historical and 
interpretive contexts. In the case of Ibn Rajā’, his reference to Islamic traditions 
in the  Kitāb al-Wā ḍ i ḥ  bi-l- Ḥ aqq  refl ects the intra-Islamic debates with which he 
was familiar in twelft h-century Fatimid Egypt. Th e arguments applied to other 
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Muslim communities, oft entimes based on interactions with Islamic traditions, 
are re-applied by Ibn Rajā’ to Islam as a whole. In this way, the Islamic traditions 
suff er only a narrow detachment from the original interpretive framework. By 
the time we arrive at the  Liber denudationis , however, the translator strained the 
detachment even further by forcing the traditions to support arguments meant 
to convince a new audience of Christian readers.   32    In this way, Ibn Rajā’ and the 
translator used   ḥ adīth  literature to undergird the arguments  they  wanted them 
to make. 

 ‘Now’, the translator interpolated in the text, ‘to the violence of his message 
was added the seduction of supposedly divine advice’.   33    So Mu ḥ ammad deceived 
his followers, leading them to believe that he received revelations from God. 
A  few examples were given in order to substantiate this claim and portray 
Mu ḥ ammad as a charlatan. In the fi rst, the texts recounted how a Muslim 
once asked Mu ḥ ammad for advice. Mu ḥ ammad did not have an immediate 
answer but suggested that the angel Gabriel would come to him with God’s 
response. ‘He sat thus for an hour thinking’, the texts related. ‘And when an 
answer came to him, he fell on his face and twisted his hands and feet, and 
thus they saw him until he raised his head and said, “Where is the questioner? 
An answer,” he said, “to your question came to me through Gabriel, and it is 
such and such”.’   34    Intriguingly, the Islamic tradition from which Ibn Rajā’ drew 
the story portrayed the Prophet receiving a revelation from God via Gabriel, 
but without the description of physical contortions.   35    As a result, in both the 
 Kitāb al-Wā ḍ i ḥ  bi-l- Ḥ aqq  and the  Liber denudationis , Mu ḥ ammad looked 
like a trickster and his followers appeared gullible and foolish. It would seem 
doubtful in the text, as a result, that Mu ḥ ammad’s revelations were actually 
from God. 

 In a second example, both texts recount that ‘Ā’ishah, Mu ḥ ammad’s wife (she 
is mistaken as the Prophet’s daughter in the  Liber denudationis ), asked how he 
received his revelations. Mu ḥ ammad responded, ‘O daughter, just like the sound 
of a bell, and when it comes I cannot keep from falling on my face, and then 
it will withdraw from me; even on a cold day I remain in a profuse sweat.’   36    In 
general, this is an accurate account of the Islamic traditions,   37    but Ibn Rajā’ and 
the translator have added the description of Mu ḥ ammad falling on the ground. 
Th is addition, along with the description of Mu ḥ ammad’s spasms in the previous 
example, helped to suggest that Mu ḥ ammad may have had epilepsy – this is an 
explicit accusation in the  Liber denudationis  but only intimated by Ibn Rajā’ – 
and that this might explain the convulsive nature of the so-called revelations 
by which he deceived his followers.   38    Accordingly, Muslims not only followed 
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a swindler, they also foolishly believed a man whose claims were quite possibly 
rooted in a neurological disorder. 

 As a fi nal example of Mu ḥ ammad’s deceit, the story of the  mi’rāj , the Prophet’s 
night journey in which he ascended to the heavens, is recounted and particular 
attention is given to the event in which Mu ḥ ammad interceded for angels.   39    
Ibn Rajā’ considered the story a lie. In the  Liber denudationis , the assessment is 
embellished: ‘O unspeakable presumption and unrestrained lies!’   40    To both Ibn 
Rajā’ and the translator, the Muslim tradition was beyond reason and logic and 
even accounted for tens of thousands of Muslims leaving Islam.   41    Readers of 
the  Kitāb al-Wā ḍ i ḥ  bi-l- Ḥ aqq  are left  to draw the obvious conclusion as to what 
this would mean for Mu ḥ ammad’s claims to prophethood. Th e scribe translating 
and abridging the  Liber denudationis , however, did not leave anything to 
chance and made plain for his readers that Mu ḥ ammad’s deceit made him an 
‘imposter and pseudo-prophet’ ( impostorem atque pseudoprophetam ).   42    

 One of the basic claims of Islam is that Mu ḥ ammad turned his followers away 
from polytheism and pointed them towards the worship of the one God. Even 
some of the Christian authors I have examined thus far were willing to grant this 
to Mu ḥ ammad. Both Ibn Rajā’ and, following along, the translator disagreed with 
such a claim and attempted to expose the idolatry that lay beneath Mu ḥ ammad’s 
apparent monotheism. To do so, the traditions and practices surrounding the 
  Ḥ ajj  were subjected to criticism. Of particular interest was the Black Stone 
of the Ka’bah ( al- Ḥ ajar al-Aswad ). Th is stone was built into a corner of the 
Ka’bah, the large cube-shaped structure near the centre of the Sacred Mosque 
( al-Masjid al- Ḥ arām ) in Mecca. During the   Ḥ ajj , Muslims circumambulate the 
Ka’bah seven times and touch the Black Stone or gesture towards it. A number of 
Christian authors, including John of Damascus, seized upon this act of piety in 
order to accuse Muslims of worshipping a created object.   43    So, too, in the  Kitāb 
al-Wā ḍ i ḥ  bi-l- Ḥ aqq  and the  Liber denudationis  where idolatry was assumed 
to lay cloaked beneath the Black Stone. ‘What is the diff erence’, Muslims were 
asked directly, ‘between this stone and the statues or idols which [Mu ḥ ammad] 
prohibited you from adoring?’   44    In response, several explanations were off ered 
for the Black Stone’s origins, a few of which were drawn from Islamic traditions. 
For example, both texts observed that some Muslims considered the Black Stone 
to be ‘the right hand of God and an oath by which there will be atonement for 
sinners’.   45    Indeed, Ibn ‘Abbās (d. c. 687) reported that the Black Stone was God’s 
right hand on earth and that touching it indicated a renewal of God’s covenant 
with humanity. Ibn Qutaybah (d. 889) later attempted to clarify and emphasize 
the fi gurative nature of Ibn ‘Abbās’ report.   46    In his text, Ibn Rajā’ engaged some 
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of these traditions, subjecting them to scrutiny and, ultimately, disagreeing with 
them. His response to the notion that the Black Stone was God’s right hand did 
not interact with any of the Islamic traditions but was simply swept aside as 
illogical and idolatrous.   47    Th e translator of the  Liber denudationis  signifi cantly 
abbreviated this section, lopping off  any mention at all of Islamic traditions 
and the Muslim intellectuals who interacted with them, and proclaimed that 
Muslims simply made God a stone god.   48    

 Th ere was also the parochial nature of Mu ḥ ammad’s prophethood. In other 
texts we have seen, authors found ways to at least partially affi  rm some prophetic 
aspect of Mu ḥ ammad’s life and work by allowing that he was sent as an emissary of 
monotheism to the Arabs. Th e translator of the  Liber denudationis , abbreviating 
several sections from Ibn Rajā’,   49    picked up on this theme, too, but in a decidedly 
diff erent way. ‘If you say that he taught the Arabs with great eloquence in the 
Arabic language, which was his own, we will answer that in many places he used 
a foul manner of speaking.’ Th ree examples follow in the  Liber denudationis  in 
which the Qur’ān’s Arabic was deemed clumsily repetitive. Th e implication was 
that Mu ḥ ammad’s Arabic was far from eloquent.   50    

 Beyond mere linguistic inferiority, a far grander point is made with respect 
to Arabs and Arabic. ‘Previously you were saying that you were a prophet sent 
to the Arabs, since they had not had a messenger of God.’   51    But had not the 
Arabs already heard from the Holy Spirit at Pentecost (Acts 2:11)? Here, Ibn 
Rajā’ and the translator of the  Liber denudationis  found what they thought was 
a damning argument. Th e translator of the  Liber denudationis  went further and 
interpolated another argument, observing that prophets like Moses were sent to 
their own people; ‘Th e Hebrew Moses was sent to the Hebrews alone’, he wrote.   52    
But the Apostles, ‘to whom the Spirit gave all knowledge of languages necessarily 
were sent to the totality of nations’.   53    Where other authors might have grounded 
Mu ḥ ammad in a monotheistic prophetic tradition by linking him to those like 
Moses, the translator of the  Liber denudationis  exposed the parochial limitations 
of such a move. For him, and for Ibn Rajā’, too, Mu ḥ ammad was only as valid as 
the extent of his linguistic abilities and geographic presence. Th e benchmark was 
the Holy Spirit’s work through the Apostles who were sent to ‘all nations’ ( omnes 
gentes ), not simply to the one that could understand them.   54    

 Taken together, the examples of Mu ḥ ammad’s shortcomings  – the 
contradictions in his Qur’ān, the lack of prophecies foretelling him, his inability 
to perform miracles  – along with his reliance upon violence, the idolatrous 
underpinnings of Muslim worship, his parochial limitations and the way he 
deceived his followers, even by possibly covering over epileptic seizures with a 
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mask of divine revelation, exposed Mu ḥ ammad’s true identity. For Ibn Rajā’ and 
the translator of the  Liber denudationis , Mu ḥ ammad was nothing more than a 
liar and an imposter who masqueraded as a prophet from God.  

   Exposing Mu ḥ ammad’s perversion  

 In both the  Kitāb al-Wā ḍ i ḥ  bi-l- Ḥ aqq  and the  Liber denudationis , it was 
Mu ḥ ammad’s alleged predilection for sex that was perhaps his greatest personal 
defi ciency. Th e texts turned for evidence to Mu ḥ ammad’s marriages and 
supporting material from both the Qur’ān and Islamic tradition. Of course, the 
marriage to Zaynab made an appearance for all the same reasons it appeared 
in other works I have looked at thus far.   55    But the texts also noted the marriage 
to Māriyah the Copt ( al-qub ṭ iyah ),   56    referred to as a Jacobite ( Iacobitam ) in the 
 Liber denudationis ,   57    and introduced the story by quoting Q 66:1–2: 

  O prophet, why do you anathematize or prohibit those things which God has 
conceded regarding that which you seek, [that is], to do the will of your wives? 
God is well-disposed and merciful. God has already laid down a law for you so 
that you may break your oaths.   58     

 Th e texts explained the origins of these revelations by referring to common 
explanations drawn from  tafsīr  literature.   59    Accordingly, Māriyah’s father 
presented her to Mu ḥ ammad. Th e Prophet’s other wives became jealous, especially 
when he was caught by some of them having sex with Māriyah. Embarrassed, 
Mu ḥ ammad vowed to keep himself from Māriyah, but he was unable to keep his 
vow, and in turn, the revelations were sent that allowed Mu ḥ ammad to sidestep 
what he had promised. Th e texts’ engagement with Muslim explanations of 
the verses is limited, though even a more vigorous interaction with  tafsīr  may 
not have diminished the resulting shock for Christian readers, many of whom 
may well have concluded, as the translator of the  Liber denudationis  put it, that 
Mu ḥ ammad ‘perjured himself and had sex with [Māriyah] again. See how 
much impiety he offi  cially established on account of this in order that he might 
commit adultery freely.’   60    Th ese unseemly relationships and the link they had to 
related revelations in the Qur’ān only seemed to expose an inborn shortcoming 
in Mu ḥ ammad’s character:  he was licentious, a perversion he gave merit by 
ascribing to it divine approval. 

 In both the  Kitāb al-Wā ḍ i ḥ  bi-l- Ḥ aqq  and the  Liber denudationis , there was 
more to Mu ḥ ammad’s perversion than his marriages and the way he made God 
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approve them. In a chapter devoted to ways in which Mu ḥ ammad contradicted 
himself (primarily in the Qur’ān),   61    the texts raised the subject of Paradise. 
Th ey balked at the notion that Paradise was ‘the width of … the heavens and 
the earth’ (Q 3:133) and that those who resided there would eat and drink in 
the hereaft er just as they did on earth.   62    Of course, the physical dimensions of 
Paradise were a preoccupation not only of   ḥ adīth  literature but also of Christian 
anti-Muslim literature. Likewise, the activities in Paradise were also a concern. 
Christians, for whom the aft erlife would largely be an ascetic experience, were 
troubled by Islamic notions of Paradise where earthly joys would be experienced 
in the aft erlife as well.   63    In his text, Ibn Rajā’ discussed some of the allowances 
that Islamic traditions ascribed to the hereaft er and even wondered where there 
might be time for fasting if one does so much eating in Paradise.   64    

 Th e translator of the  Liber denudationis  abbreviated this discussion, but both 
texts use the absence of heavenly fasting as a springboard to launch into an attack 
on Muslim sex in Paradise. For Ibn Rajā’, this followed the illogical notion that 
one might engage in sexual activity while in a period of fasting; for the translator 
of the  Liber denudationis , sex was just one more example of Muslim gluttony 
carried forward from earth into Paradise. ‘And they will devote themselves to 
this work in Paradise’, the translator wrote with an almost palpable shake of 
the head, ‘and they will have beautiful and chosen women.’   65    For support of 
his claim, both texts turned to the Qur’ān (36:55), the  Liber denudationis  with 
a rather curious Latin rendering, ‘Today … the lords of paradise are fruitful’ 
( Hodie  …  domini paradise sunt fructifi cantes ).   66    Ibn Rajā’ quoted what one might 
expect:  ‘Th e companions of Paradise, that Day, will be busy in their rejoicing’ 
( inna a ṣ  ḥ aba al-jannati al-yawma fī shughulin fakihūn ).   67    

 To what ‘work’, exactly, would Muslims devote themselves in Paradise with 
such fruitfulness or, following Ibn Rajā’, for what reason would Mu ḥ ammad’s 
companions be so happily busy upon their entry into Paradise? For an answer the 
texts turned to an intriguing bit of exegesis attributed to the Muslim intellectual 
al- Ḥ asan al-Ba ṣ rī (d. 728). Th e author of the  Liber denudationis  wrote: 

  And [al- Ḥ asan al-Ba ṣ rī ( Elhassen Elbassari )] responded [that the ‘work’ was], 
‘the joining of male and female’. It is also related [by al- Ḥ asan al-Ba ṣ rī] that he 
said that the length of the instrument [for impregnating] a woman from among 
those who are in Paradise will be  berid imberid , which is said about a horse 
recently exhausted in [another] horse, and the manly rod will be elongated to 
that measure. And because a Muslim will not be able to carry the burden, he will 
compel seventy from the Jews and seventy from the Christians to carry those 
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rods. Even if it were a question of a paradise of horses and mules and asses or any 
other of the brutes, it would be vile even to think of such things.   68     

 Ibn Rajā’’s reference is a bit diff erent: 

  Al- Ḥ asan al-Ba ṣ rī was asked and it was said to him:  ‘What makes them busy 
that day?’ He said:  ‘Sex’. It was reported from him further that he said:  ‘Th e 
length of the clitoris of the virgins is a sizable distance ( ibarīd fī ibarīd ). God 
lengthened the penis of every one of them on the Day of Resurrection so that its 
length would be so sizable ( barīdā ) that he is not able to hold it. Th en God would 
employ seventy Christians and Jews to carry his penis’. If its length is sizable 
( barīd ), then God should employ the people of his own religion to carry it, since 
they have more right to be employed than Christians and Jews. Such minds that 
would accept this are inferior minds. How amazing!   69     

 Th ere are some intriguing discrepancies between what Ibn Rajā’ wrote and 
attributed to al- Ḥ asan al-Ba ṣ rī and what the translator placed in the  Liber 
denudationis . Th e translator left  aside Ibn Rajā’’s reference to the female 
anatomy, a comment reminiscent of the generic remarks in the long Arabic 
recension of the Ba ḥ īrā legend and of the more graphic descriptions in Bar 
 Ṣ alībī’s twelft h-century  A Response to the Arabs .   70    However, he followed along 
with the reference to male anatomy, adding to this the comparison to horses, an 
addition reminiscent of a comment Paulus Alvarus made in his ninth-century 
 Indiculus luminosus .   71    Both Ibn Rajā’ and the translator noted the number of 
Christians and Muslims responsible for carrying the oversized male member in 
Paradise – seventy – and both concluded that the attribution of such a tradition 
to Mu ḥ ammad made him infamously unlike any other prophet and, in turn, 
unfi t for such an offi  ce.   72    

 What seems clear, in light of these similarities and discrepancies, is that Ibn 
Rajā’, like others before and aft er him (e.g. compilers of legendary Bā ḥ īrā material 
or Bar  Ṣ alībī), was drawing from Islamic traditions about Paradise and using 
them to assail the sanctity and prophetic viability of Mu ḥ ammad. Th e places in 
which the translator strayed from Ibn Rajā’ further suggest that he was either 
working from a manuscript of the  Kitāb al-Wā ḍ i ḥ  bi-l- Ḥ aqq  for which we no 
longer have access or, perhaps more likely, that he was interpolating information 
known to him from other sources, either Muslim ones or Christian ones, at the 
same time he was translating and abridging the  Kitāb al-Wā ḍ i ḥ  bi-l- Ḥ aqq . Th ese 
particular passages would seem ripe opportunities to add graphic details in 
order to bolster the desired eff ect of repulsion. Intriguingly, since the translator’s 
interpolations are also drawn from Islamic traditions (even if Eastern Christian 
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sources were a link between the traditions and the translator), the speculation 
that he was an Arabized Christian familiar with sources in Arabic seems all the 
more sound. 

 Both Ibn Rajā’ and the translator, in their own ways as there are discrepancies 
in how this passage was concluded, are clearly shocked and repulsed, not only by 
what they have found intimated in the Qur’ān but especially by what they have 
understood from the literature meant to interpret it. Th e literature in question is, 
of course, attributed to al- Ḥ asan al-Ba ṣ rī, and many traditions, especially those 
pertaining to the aft erlife, are attributed to him. Nevertheless, I have not been 
able to fi nd any tradition from al- Ḥ asan al-Ba ṣ rī or related to him that reports 
the exact details that Ibn Rajā’ and the translator of the  Liber denudationis  
shared in this passage.   73    What is certain, as we have seen in connection with 
the legend of Sergius Ba ḥ īrā, a fi gure mentioned by Ibn Rajā’ and in the  Liber 
denudationis ,   74    and the treatise of Bar  Ṣ alībī,   75    is that Islamic descriptions of 
Paradise  – particularly its special features and measurements, as well as the 
physical descriptions and sexual stamina of its occupants  – are bountiful. As 
I  have mentioned, many of these descriptions are off ered using numbers like 
seventy, which are suggestive of cosmological perfection.   76    In a similar light, and 
also noteworthy, Muslim descriptions of those in Paradise are oft en given in 
exaggerated terms. Th e houris, for example, are large and luminous, a ‘rhetorical 
allegory’, Maher Jarrar suggests, ‘built around a sensuously embellished spatiality 
and luminosity’.   77    In such literary contexts, fi gures ‘lose their substance in order 
to hint at a reality that transcends worldly existence and is greater than it’.   78    It 
would not be surprising, with this in mind, to fi nd in   ḥ adīth  or  tafsīr  literature 
the description that Ibn Rajā’ and the  Liber denudationis  refer to above. In their 
case, however, the tradition is disconnected, perhaps even unintentionally, 
from its eschatological interpretive framework and off ered at face value where 
the description surely struck Ibn Rajā’, the translator and their readers as both 
shocking and demeaning. 

 Equally intriguing is the language employed to refer to the length of genitalia 
in Paradise. It will be ‘ berid imberid ’, according to the  Liber denudationis . 
Th omas Burman, before he was aware of the connection between the  Liber 
denudationis  and Ibn Rajā’, suggested that the translator may have mistakenly 
read what would have been  mazīd al-mazīd , an idiom meaning, generically, ‘the 
greatest possible extent or length’ and one that fi ts the text’s context. Indeed, the 
notion of ‘surplus’ ( mazīd ) is also an expected one in commentary on relevant 
qur’anic passages pertaining to visions of the aft erlife.   79    One can imagine a 
scribe mistaking the Arabic  mīm s for  bā’ s and the  zāy s for  rā’ s (making  barīd 
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al-barīd ). Further scribal corruption or negligent misreading could then yield 
‘ berid imberid ’.   80    

 Burman’s speculation is certainly plausible as far as it goes, but it may only 
be a red herring in light of the  Kitāb al-Wā ḍ i ḥ  bi-l- Ḥ aqq . In fact, ‘ berid imberid ’ 
follows Ibn Rajā’, though ‘ imberid ’ and its ‘m’ are unusual. Has the translator 
misread a  hamzah  beneath the  alif  as a  mīm ? Th is would be an odd mistake for 
someone who knew Arabic, just as it is odd that the phrase is left  untranslated 
and reduced to a clumsy transliteration. It may be that the terms related to size 
suff ered from the passage being abridged. Indeed, Ibn Rajā’’s three references to 
size are reduced to a single reference in the  Liber denudationis . And so  ibarīd 
fī ibarīd ,  barīdā  and  barīd  are confl ated by the translator. With continued 
deterioration under a copyist’s misreading, by the time the text found its way 
to the scribe who produced the manuscript we have of the  Latin denudationis , 
a poor transliteration representing an amalgamation of terms or even a simple 
haplography was all that could be produced. 

 Whatever its origin, the odd Latin transliteration nevertheless reveals the 
consistency in which these texts refl ected Islamic traditions.   Ḥ adīth  literature is 
full of similarly generic references with respect to size and shape. For example, 
Abū Hurayrah (d. 681), one of the Prophet’s companions, reported Mu ḥ ammad 
stating that the scent of Paradise could be detected from ‘such and such’ ( kadhā 
wa-kadhā ) a distance, clearly indicating a very great length.   81    Similarly, the long 
Arabic recension of the Ba ḥ īrā legend described the physical dimensions of the 
houris as ‘so-and-so much’ ( kadhā wa-kadhā ), indicating that its author was 
not censoring his descriptions but likely following his Islamic source, which, 
like so many references, employ such generic phrases like  kadhā wa-kadhā .   82    
So, too, with Ibn Rajā’ and the  Liber denudationis  who, as I pointed out above, 
drew upon a   ḥ adīth  in order to explain the origins of Mu ḥ ammad’s revelations, 
quoting an answer given to the Prophet by Gabriel as ‘such and such’ ( talis et 
talis  in the  Liber denudationis  and  kadhā wa-kadhā  in the  Kitāb al-Wā ḍ i ḥ  bi-l-
 Ḥ aqq ).   83      Ḥ adīth  literature also employs vocabulary like  barīdā  and  barīd  with 
respect to units of measurement   84    and so their use by Ibn Rajā’ and, however 
clumsily, in the  Liber denudationis  continues to suggest their recollection of 
  ḥ adīth  and  tafsīr . 

 Th e use of Islamic sources by Ibn Rajā’ and in the  Liber denudationis  
is signifi cant. To begin with, it indicates that they were not necessarily or 
haphazardly fi ring wildly invented accusations at Muslims in order to malign 
their Prophet. Instead, they appear to have had Islamic sources close to hand 
as they wrote or translated and were using the information they found within 
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them. But also signifi cant are the ways in which their use of these sources is 
oft en disconnected from the ways Muslims used them. As a result, references to 
descriptions of Paradise, for example, are not linked to Muslim eschatological 
hermeneutics and rhetoric, but instead skim the surface of their meaning 
and were subsequently made available as examples in which Mu ḥ ammad 
was nothing more than a pervert whose licentiousness during life on earth 
was carried forward to life in the hereaft er. For this reason, Ibn Rajā’ and the 
translator rhetorically questioned whether St John the Baptist or any of the 
Hebrew Prophets ever longed for a carnal eternity.   85    Mu ḥ ammad’s perversion, 
once it was exposed and put on display for others to see, fell far short of a truly 
prophet-like ideal.  

   Mu ḥ ammad versus Christ  

 Mu ḥ ammad fell short of more than just prophets like St John the Baptist. In 
fact, one of the main features that is especially apparent in the more succinct 
 Liber denudationis  is the way in which Mu ḥ ammad is pitted against Christ in a 
comparative match, a strategy we have already seen with references to Christ’s 
miracles, prophetic lineage and the Apostles’ universal mission. Adding to this 
competition is the examination of Mu ḥ ammad’s uniquely indecorous qualities 
that I consider above. As a result, when Mu ḥ ammad did compete against Christ 
in a focused manner, he is already well behind. Th e goal of such a match was to 
demonstrate in a conclusive manner the ways that Mu ḥ ammad was infi nitely 
inferior to Christ.   86    

 Th e chapter’s comparative match began with a rather garbled paraphrase 
of the Qur’ān (2:134, 141), off ered as ‘God said, “do not inquire regarding 
those who are in hell” ’ (the Qur’ān has ‘who have passed away’). Th ose in hell 
were identifi ed as the ‘forefathers of the fi rst Muslims’. With respect to these, 
Mu ḥ ammad purportedly responded, ‘Would that I knew what their work is.’   87    
Th ere is an important implication here about the eternal destiny of Mu ḥ ammad’s 
parents that will become important later on in the text. 

 But early on, both Ibn Rajā’ and the translator refer to Mu ḥ ammad’s parents 
as a means of scrutinizing his past. ‘For they do not dare to say’, the texts say 
of Muslims, ‘that he prophesied until aft er forty years. What, therefore, was he 
doing for those forty years?’   88    Th e texts provide their own answer along with 
further quotations from the Qur’ān, explaining that prior to his fi rst revelation 
Mu ḥ ammad was an infi del who taught idolatry to others. What, for Muslims, 
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was evidence of a shift  from polytheism to monotheism is used in the texts 
to highlight Mu ḥ ammad’s idolatrous, and therefore ultimately damning, 
beginnings. 

 From here the texts go on at length with direct comparisons between 
Mu ḥ ammad and Christ, many of which were based upon quotations from 
the Qur’ān. Accordingly, Christ’s mother, Mary, was a pure and holy virgin; 
Mu ḥ ammad’s parents – and here the texts were able to return to the opening 
claim – were unclean idolaters.   89    Christ was sinless; Mu ḥ ammad was not since 
he required forgiveness.   90    Christ produced innumerable miracles; Mu ḥ ammad 
performed none.   91    Christ cast out demons; Mu ḥ ammad, had he tried an 
exorcism, the translator of the  Liber denudationis  interpolated with an almost 
palpably malevolent grin, would invariably have only succeeded in casting 
a demon from himself.   92    Christ had a miraculous virgin birth and was the 
culmination of Abraham’s inheritance through Isaac; Mu ḥ ammad was allegedly 
the descendent of Ishmael who was only related to Abraham by the maidservant, 
Hagar. Th rough Christ, Abraham’s blessing would spread to all the nations; 
Mu ḥ ammad would only carry on Ishmael’s legacy as a warring wild man.   93    In 
the end, it was through Christ that his followers had ‘the certain promise of the 
kingdom of God, if we continue as worshippers of Him’.   94    Th ey would not be like 
Mu ḥ ammad who, though he acknowledged that Christ was the Spirit and Word 
of God, nevertheless did not worship him as such. Instead, for Mu ḥ ammad, 
Christ was nothing more than ‘clay’ ( limum ) and so he worshipped ‘a god without 
a word and a spirit’.   95    With this, the comparison between Christ and Mu ḥ ammad 
is complete, but one wonders if the implication of this fi nal remark was that 
Mu ḥ ammad and his followers, in light of their false worship of created matter, 
were destined for hell very much like their pre-Islamic, idolatrous forebears with 
whom the comparison began. In any case, the result of the comparative match 
was a horrible loss for Mu ḥ ammad who was exposed as simply and utterly 
inferior.  

   An anti-hero defeated on the fi eld of prophets  

 In the  Liber denudationis  and the  Kitāb al-Wā ḍ i ḥ  bi-l- Ḥ aqq  Christ was the 
ultimate victor. He was not, like Mu ḥ ammad, an imposter on the fi eld of 
prophets for he had scriptures to foretell his arrival. He had no need for violence 
or trickery in order to obtain followers. Like a true prophet, his message was 
universal and unrestricted by language or geography. His lineage was as pure as 
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his life on earth and in the hereaft er. In this comparative match Christ was the 
victorious hero. Th at made Mu ḥ ammad a vanquished anti-hero. More than just 
inferior to Christ and authentic prophets, for Ibn Rajā’ and the translator of the 
 Liber denudationis  Mu ḥ ammad lacked all of the necessary characteristics of the 
champion.   96    

 Th e  Kitāb al-Wā ḍ i ḥ  bi-l- Ḥ aqq  and the  Liber denudationis , on their own, 
remain relatively obscure texts. Brought together, however, we can see how 
widely the text by Ibn Rajā’ travelled and that it had profound infl uence as a 
source for Christian information about Islam. In fact, as I  mentioned above, 
it had tremendous, though indirect, infl uence upon the thirteenth-century 
Dominican monk, Riccoldo da Monte di Croce, who used the  Liber denudationis  
as one of the central sources for his  Contra legem Saracenorum , an attack 
upon the Qur’ān and Islam. In fact, Riccoldo quoted or paraphrased the  Liber 
denudationis  fi ft y times in his work.   97    Riccoldo’s text went on to become one of 
the most infl uential Latin treatises devoted to Islam in the medieval period.   98    It 
was translated into other languages including, in the fourteenth century, Greek. 
Th is Greek translation was later retranslated back into Latin, a version that saw 
several reprintings. Notably, it was this Latin version that formed the basis for 
Martin Luther’s (d. 1546) translation of  Contra legem Saracenorum  into German 
in the middle of the sixteenth century.   99    And, at the beginning of the twenty-
fi rst century, Luther’s German translation of the  Contra legem Saracenorum  
was translated into English by Th omas Pfotenhauer.   100    In this way, the  Kitāb 
al-Wā ḍ i ḥ  bi-l- Ḥ aqq  and the  Liber denudationis  had infl uence far beyond their 
original audiences.   
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   8  

  Mu ḥ ammad as a powerless Prophet to 
the Arabs 

 Paul of Antioch and letters written to Muslims  

 It is not unreasonable to suggest that when it comes to the texts considered 
thus far their authors’ chief intention was for them to be useful to Christian 
communities. Th ey likely wrote, in other words, for fellow Christians. Of course, 
Muslims may well have been listening in, too, as it were, but the texts functioned 
primarily in order to say something to specifi c Christian communities and their 
concerns about life vis-à-vis Islam and the Prophet Mu ḥ ammad. 

 It is intriguing, therefore, to consider Christian texts that purported to be, 
or actually were, delivered to Muslims. One of the most signifi cant examples is 
the correspondence that emerged around the  Letter to a Muslim Friend  and  Th e 
Letter from the People of Cyprus . Taken together, these two letters form one of the 
most provocative and fascinating exchanges in the history of Christian–Muslim 
relations and the fi gure of Mu ḥ ammad was fi xed front and centre in them. 

    Paul of Antioch and his  Letter to a Muslim Friend  

 It must have been in the early thirteenth century when Paul of Antioch, Melkite 
bishop of Sidon in what is today Lebanon, undertook a western journey around 
the Mediterranean. He wrote about his travels in a letter to an unnamed Muslim 
friend. In it, he shared about his visit to Constantinople, south-eastern Italy and 
Rome. Apparently his Muslim friend, being fully aware of the bishop’s journey, 
wanted him to inquire among the people he met about what they thought of 
Mu ḥ ammad.   1    What remains of the letter – the bulk of it, in fact – is comprised 
of the opinions and discussions the bishop encountered. 

 Little else is known about Paul or his alleged journey. From his own writings it 
would seem that he was active in the fi rst half of the thirteenth century. While it was 
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certainly possible for him to undertake an expedition around the Mediterranean 
basin and seek opinions about Islam from local intellectuals, it seems much more 
likely that the journey was a rhetorical device wherein the intellectuals were used 
as mouthpieces for Paul’s own arguments. Th ese arguments are far too closely 
linked to the topics that Arabic-speaking Christians and Muslims discussed and 
the adept use of the Qur’ān refl ects a familiarity better suited, in this period, to 
an Arabic-speaking Christian as opposed to a European.   2    So Paul may or may 
not have actually went on his journey. He may not have actually consulted with 
intellectuals in Constantinople, Rome and other Mediterranean cities. So did he 
actually send his letter to a Muslim friend? It is, of course, entirely possible and 
the contents of the letter make such an occasion very provocative.   3    It is equally 
possible, however, that framing the text as a correspondence with a Muslim and 
inventing a panel of Christian intellectuals with whom he could dialogue only 
helped to lend creative credence to what was otherwise a religious treatise. 

 Paul wrote early on in the letter that his Muslim friend ‘asked me to give 
you a clear account of what the people I met, and with whom I spoke, thought 
of Mu ḥ ammad, peace be upon him’.   4    Th e intellectuals he encountered claimed, 
‘When we heard that a man whose name was Mu ḥ ammad had appeared among 
the Arabs saying that he was God’s messenger and that he brought a book, 
mentioning that it was sent down to him from God … we set about getting 
possession of the book for ourselves.’   5    So they heard that a prophet had been 
sent with a book from God. Off ering their due diligence, then, they acquired a 
copy of the Qur’ān in order to see what it had to say. Th is would surely suggest to 
readers that the judgements they were about to read were given with authority 
and aft er having considered the primary source in its own words. 

 Paul responded to the intellectuals’ claim by asking, ‘Since you have heard of 
this messenger ( rasūl ) and you have made an eff ort to get for yourselves the book 
which he brought, what is the reason why you have not followed him?’ Aft er 
all, Paul went on to quote directly from the Qur’ān, ‘Whoever wants a religion 
other than Islam, it will not be accepted from him; in the hereaft er he will be 
among the losers’ (Q 3:85).   6    Th ere follows in the letter seven reasons, each one 
based on qur’anic text, why the intellectuals, even aft er having read the Qur’ān 
and considered Mu ḥ ammad, did not become Muslims. First, they said that the 
Qur’ān was in Arabic and not in their own language (Q 12:2; 20:113). Second, 
they noted that God only sent messengers to people of specifi c language groups 
(Q 14:4). In other words, to Greek speakers God sent Greek-speaking prophets; 
to Arabic speakers, he sent an Arabic-speaking prophet. Th ird, Mu ḥ ammad was 
raised up for a scripture-less people in order to purify them (Q 62:2). Fourth, 
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Mu ḥ ammad was sent to those for whom no one had previously been sent (Q 
32:3). Fift h, Mu ḥ ammad was sent with an Arabic Qur’ān specifi cally for those 
in Mecca (Q 42:7). Sixth, Mu ḥ ammad was sent to those whose forebears had 
not previously been given divine revelation (Q 36:6). And fi nally, the seventh 
reason the intellectuals considered and declined Islam was that Mu ḥ ammad was 
specifi cally sent to preach to those related to him, that is, the Arabs (Q 26:214).   7    

 In sum, God sent Mu ḥ ammad and his message specifi cally to Arabic speakers 
who had no previous knowledge of the one, true God. As the intellectuals 
concluded based upon their reading of the Qur’ān, 

  When we considered [these quotations from the Qur’ān], we knew that he was 
not sent ( yursal ) to us, but to the pagan Arabs ( al-jāhiliyyah min al-’Arab ) … . 
We are not bound to follow him because messengers had already come to us 
before him, addressing us in our own languages. Th ey warned us and they 
handed over to us the Torah and the Gospel in our own vernacular languages.   8     

 Intriguingly, though the emphasis in the intellectuals’ conclusion was that 
Christians were excused from following Mu ḥ ammad, the statement logically 
implied that Mu ḥ ammad was actually sent by God. Paul even employed here the 
verb  arsala  – and one thinks here of  rusul , the Messengers sent by God with his 
revelation – which seemingly suggests a conscious nod by Paul to the validity 
of Mu ḥ ammad’s role as prophet.   9    He may not have been sent to  Christians , but 
Mu ḥ ammad was, nevertheless, sent in some authentic way. Th ere was a place, 
then, for Mu ḥ ammad in God’s eternal plan.   10    

 Th is recognition of Mu ḥ ammad as a prophet, though it stops well short of 
the way Muslims describe him,   11    is notable. In Paul’s estimation, Mu ḥ ammad’s 
ministry may have been limited, but he was a prophet nonetheless. As signifi cant 
as such an assessment must have been, it was not without precedent. It must have 
had some currency in contexts where Jews, Christians and Muslims encountered 
one another because it appeared in Andalusī Muslim juridical ( fi qh ) discussions 
concerning punishments for blaspheming the Prophet. Th e Mālikī  qā ḍ ī  Ibn Sahl 
(d. 1093), citing the opinion of Malik ibn Anas (d. 795)  and his companions, 
said that if a  dhimmī    12    proclaimed ‘Mu ḥ ammad was not sent to us but to you; 
our Prophet is Moses or Jesus’ or other claims along those lines, then the  dhimmī  
should not be executed, a typical punishment for blasphemy. If, however, a  dhimmī  
blasphemed the Prophet in the usual way, such as denying him prophethood 
entirely or slandering his name, then the customary penalty applied.   13    

 An entire sea and more than a century separated eleventh-century 
al-Andalus and Mālikī jurisprudence from Paul of Antioch. Was he aware of 
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these kinds of legal discussions in his own surroundings? Did he know if his 
view of Mu ḥ ammad could be a legally acceptable one to Muslims? We can only 
speculate, but the legal discussion nevertheless suggests a context in which non-
Muslim views of the Prophet were shared. It further suggests that these views 
could impact intercommunal relations, and possibly to control those relations, 
Muslims considered the extent to which blasphemy could be punished. 
Granting that Mu ḥ ammad was a prophet to some extent was, according to some 
rulings, an acceptable position for a Jew or a Christian to hold, for it honoured 
the commitments they had to their revelations and made space for a new one 
intended for another monotheistic community. 

 Th is new revelation was, of course, the Qur’ān, a text that Paul treated 
with as much provocation as he did Mu ḥ ammad. On the one hand, Paul’s use 
of the Qur’ān refl ects, even if indirectly, a subtle nod to its authenticity as an 
authoritative text because he – or, perhaps, the intellectuals to whom he spoke 
on his journey  – used the Qur’ān in order to substantiate nearly every claim 
made about Mu ḥ ammad and Islam and in eff orts to excuse Christians from 
following Mu ḥ ammad. Th e key to the Qur’ān’s authority, on the other hand, was 
correct interpretation. By allowing the Qur’ān to have a claim on authority, Paul 
made a way for proving Christian truth. So, aft er the conclusion the intellectuals 
off ered that I quote above comes what would be the fi rst of a litany of Christian 
interpretations of the Qur’ān. Referring back to their use of Q 3:85, Paul 
recounted their reading of it: 

  So, according to the demand of justice, the quotation ‘Whoever wants a religion 
other than Islam, it will not be accepted from him; in the hereaft er he will be 
among the losers’ would mean, the book’s own people to whom it came in their 
own vernacular language, and not anyone to whom it did not come – and this 
according to its own testimony.   14     

 What the Qur’ān really meant, then, was that eschatological condemnation 
was not for just anyone who rejected Islam but specifi cally for pagan Arabs 
who rejected Mu ḥ ammad’s message. Th is hermeneutic typifi es the approach 
taken throughout the  Letter to a Muslim Friend . Passages from the Qur’ān are 
either used to support Christian claims, irrespective of their context or history 
of Muslim interpretation, or qur’anic material is veritably pressed through a 
Christian sieve, stripping it of its Muslim meaning so that it might yield Christian 
truth. It is a shrewd Christianization of the Muslim text.   15    

 As I have mentioned, Paul’s letter consists almost entirely of these Christian 
interpretations of the Qur’ān. Some are more complex than others; some 
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interpretations are very literal and simplistic. But they are all used in order to 
prove Paul’s arguments that Christianity was given favour by God in the Qur’ān, 
that its doctrines can be found in the Qur’ān or that Christians are somehow 
excused from the explicit claims made in it about Mu ḥ ammad. I will highlight 
here one example that deals specifi cally with the claim that Mu ḥ ammad was sent 
as a messenger. In this argument, the intellectuals quoted a portion of Q 57:25, 
which Paul recounted, accurately, as, ‘We have sent Our messengers with clear 
signs, and the Book was with them, so that people might stand up for fairness.’ 
Muslims understand the verse to indicate that God sent his messengers – those 
like Moses, Jesus and Mu ḥ ammad – with a revelation for the sake of just guidance. 
But the  correct  understanding of this verse, as Paul revealed it, was that God sent 
the Apostles  – they were the ‘messengers’ (Paul highlighted the shared plural 
grammar between ‘Apostles’ and ‘messengers’) of whom the Qur’ān spoke – and 
he sent them with ‘the Book’, that is, the Gospel (Paul highlighted the shared 
singularity). Had God intended to indicate messengers like Abraham, Moses, 
David or Mu ḥ ammad, then he would have referred to ‘books’.   16    In this way, the 
notion of Mu ḥ ammad’s universal prophethood is defl ected onto Christ’s apostles. 

 In a few places, Paul attempted to anticipate the diffi  culty Muslims might have 
in response to this kind of reading of the Qur’ān. For example, Paul wrote that 
he counselled the intellectuals, ‘If we argue based on what is in their scripture, 
Muslims will say, “If you are going to argue based on part of it, you must accept all 
of it”.’   17    In other words, verses from the Qur’ān should not be plucked at will here 
and there in support of claims that are not native to its context. In response, the 
intellectuals demurred. ‘Th is is not the case’, they said, and then they introduced 
a short parable. Suppose a man had a bill of debt, which he paid and for which 
he possessed a receipt of payment. If a creditor produced the bill and demanded 
a payment, would not the man show him his receipt? And in response, would 
it be reasonable for the creditor to say that, just as the man acknowledged his 
receipt, so also he should continue to acknowledge the bill and pay it again? 
Th is would of course not be the case. In a similar way, the intellectuals asserted, 
‘because of the arguments on our behalf we fi nd in the Qur’ān, we reject what 
ever else is said in it and urged against us’. Essentially, the bits of the Qur’ān that 
are supportive of Christians and their faith are given precedence over bits that 
contradict them; the passages of the Qur’ān that support Christian truth are the 
receipt of payment. One might even see in the parable an argument that some 
verses abrogate others.   18    But which ones? Paul does not address this and it is 
diffi  cult not to view the parable as ultimately (and unintentionally) illustrating 
his cherry-picking of the Qur’ān.   19    
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 In any case, the resounding assessment is that Mu ḥ ammad was a prophet 
only for the Arabs. Was Islam, by implication, a religion only for the Arabs? 
Paul’s answer to such a question is placed near the end of the letter when the 
intellectuals asserted that a new religion ( sharī‘ah ) aft er Christianity was 
unnecessary and superfl uous. 

  Whereas everything that preceded [Christianity] demanded it, there would 
be no need for anything to come aft er it, because nothing could come aft er 
perfection and be superior in grace. Rather, it would be beneath it or derived 
from it; and the derivative is a kind of grace for which there is no need.   20     

 Islam, then, was no more than derivative of Christianity. With this conclusion, 
the authenticity granted to Mu ḥ ammad’s prophethood and the validity off ered 
to the Qur’ān are both limited by their relative impotency. Mu ḥ ammad may have 
been sent with a message from God, but that message, insofar as it was derivative 
of Christianity, was unneeded. Th e best the Qur’ān could do, when it was correctly 
understood, was to confi rm Christian truth. In this way, Mu ḥ ammad’s role as a 
prophet, though Paul did not say so explicitly, seems to have been to reveal to 
Arabs what they had as yet been unable to see. And this was only made plain 
in the light of Paul’s qur’anic exegesis. Th is made of Mu ḥ ammad a very small 
prophet. He could only be said to underwrite Christianity when his message was 
properly interpreted – or, better, Christianized – and so his prophethood was, in 
the view of Paul of Antioch, rather powerless.  

    A soft ened reprisal in  Th e Letter from the People of Cyprus  

 In the early fourteenth century, perhaps one hundred years aft er Paul of Antioch 
wrote his  Letter to a Muslim Friend , the bishop’s letter, or at least a form of 
it, re-appeared in a very unique way. An anonymous author based in the 
Mediterranean island of Cyprus somehow came across the letter and, editing 
some portions of it and revising many other parts, sent a very similar letter to two 
notable Muslim intellectuals in Damascus: the  Ḥ anbalī scholar Ibn Taymiyya (d. 
1328) was sent a copy in 1316 and the intellectual Mu ḥ ammad ibn Abī  Ṭ ālib 
al-Dimashqī (d. 1327) received one on 11 March 1321. Ibn Taymiyya was easily 
one of the most prominent Muslim scholars of the period, so sending a version 
of the letter to him is noteworthy. Al-Dimashqī was much less widely known, 
but renowned in the city of Damascus and its surroundings. Th is indicates the 
anonymous Christian author likely had connections to Damascus, perhaps 
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even being from there, and further suggests that his strategy for the letter had 
something to do with engaging both well-known Muslims and those with clout 
in Damascus. Ibn Taymiyya and al-Dimashqī wrote lengthy texts in response to 
the letters they received, the nature of which I address a bit further on below.   21    
It is also noteworthy that, though there is some speculation as to whether or not 
the  Letter to a Muslim Friend  was authentic correspondence, there is no doubt 
that  Th e Letter from the People of Cyprus  was truly intended for Muslim eyes. 

  Th e Letter from the People of Cyprus  is closely structured around the  Letter to 
a Muslim Friend  and incorporates a great deal of its content. As a result, there are 
numerous similarities between the two letters. Both incorporated the concept 
of a journey, though the Cypriot letter only included travel to Cyprus, in order 
to inquire with European intellectuals about their knowledge of Mu ḥ ammad. 
Both letters made ample use of the Qur’an and employed a similar hermeneutic 
whereby a Christian interpretation of the Muslim text helped to reveal its 
authentic meaning. In particular, both letters conceived of Mu ḥ ammad and his 
prophethood in similar ways, contending that he was a local, parochial prophet 
sent only to the Arabs with a message that, when adequately understood, 
endorsed Christianity. 

 As in Paul’s letter, the author of the letter from Cyprus also wondered why 
the intellectuals he consulted did not follow aft er Mu ḥ ammad even though 
they had heard of him and acquired a copy of the Qur’ān. Th e answer provided 
in the Cypriot letter came with diff erent and more precise quotations from 
the Qur’ān – a revision to which I will return – but the message was, overall, 
very similar. Mu ḥ ammad had been sent to the pagan Arabs ( al-jāhiliyyah min 
al-’Arab ), a people for whom there had not yet been a prophet, with a message in 
Arabic that they had not yet received.   22    In this way, the same kind of recognition 
Paul granted to Mu ḥ ammad and the Qur’ān is also granted by the author 
of the letter from Cyprus. Similarly, much of the author’s reasoning for why 
Mu ḥ ammad is restricted to the Arabs and not applied to Christians is derived 
from the Qur’ān.   23    And both letters concluded that, since Christ represented 
the apex of revelation ( al-kamāl ), no further revelation was required; it would 
only be derivative of perfection.   24    Like Paul, the author writing from Cyprus 
proclaimed that his letter should draw Christians and Muslims together in 
agreement.   25    

 Despite the ways in which  Th e Letter from the People of Cyprus  closely 
followed the overall design of Paul’s letter, even pulling in much of Paul’s content, 
it is much more than a lightly edited edition. Th e anonymous author altered 
Paul’s letter in signifi cant ways.   26    Th e main divergences in terms of content can 
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be seen even at the very beginning of the Cypriot letter. Th ere, the anonymous 
author wrote: 

  You have asked me to make a full inquiry for you of what the Christians, followers 
of Christ, who are diverse in languages and scattered over the four corners of the 
earth from east to west, south to north, inhabiting the islands of the sea and 
established on the dry land stretching as far as the setting sun, believe.   27     

 Th e author seems eager to highlight here at the very beginning, both in detail 
and in eloquence, the universality of Christianity. Its followers covered the 
earth  – both the islands of the sea and the expanse of dry land  – and spoke 
a multitude of languages. Readers unfamiliar with Paul’s letter would not fully 
appreciate the Cypriot letter’s introductory remarks. But for those aware of how 
both letters limited Mu ḥ ammad’s prophethood to Arabia and Arabic speakers, 
these comments come as an early, potent jab. And the jabs continued throughout 
the letter, in between remarks about Mu ḥ ammad being sent only to the Arabs; 
Christians are those ‘scattered over all the world and in all their languages, as 
they received [biblical prophecies] from the pure Apostles ( al-rusul al-’a ṭ hār ), to 
this day a single message’.   28    

 Many other revisions, however, when compared to Paul’s letter, surface as 
attempts to soft en arguments and perhaps make them more palatable to Muslims. 
For example, it was the question of what intellectuals thought of Mu ḥ ammad 
that focused Paul’s journey. In the Cypriot letter, the unnamed scholar – he is 
called  shaykh  and  sayyid , a hint that perhaps the Cypriot letter aimed to make 
its protagonist into a more sympathetic fi gure than a Christian bishop   29     – 
inquired, much more generally, about what Christians believed.   30    All of the same 
information about Mu ḥ ammad followed, but the Cypriot letter came with a 
much more gentle and less pointed intent, or so, at least, it might have seemed. 

 More signifi cantly, the qur’anic evidence the intellectuals used in order to 
rationalize their decision not to follow Mu ḥ ammad is altered in the Cypriot 
letter. In Paul’s letter, seven passages from the Qur’ān are off ered, each one 
without reference and sometimes not given in full. Some, as can be noted in my 
description of them above, are repetitive of each other. Th e Cypriot letter also 
listed seven verses from the Qur’ān. Th e fi rst followed Paul’s letter directly and 
the rest were, like Paul’s, repetitive in their reasoning. But they are a diff erent 
selection of verses that are given with the names of their  suwar  intact.   31    Th e 
intellectual’s defence does not change – they did not follow Mu ḥ ammad because, 
according to their reading of the Qur’ān, he was sent only to Arabs who had not 
yet had a prophet – but the result of the anonymous author’s alteration is a much 
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more polished and presentable response.   32    It is almost as if he was making a 
more sincere appeal, a more irenic gesture, to Muslims with the hope that they 
might give serious consideration to his letter. 

 Other divergences reinforce this observation. For example, in Paul’s letter he 
summarized the qur’anic account of Jesus’s childhood miracle, writing that ‘He 
made clay into the shape of a bird and breathed into it and it fl ew away, by God’s 
permission’ (Q 3:49; 5:110). Jesus was, therefore, ‘God’s Spirit and His Word’.   33    
Paul followed the general qur’anic description of the miracle, but in his retelling 
he wrote that Christ ‘made ( ‘amala ) clay into the shape of the bird’ instead of the 
Qur’ān’s ‘create ( ākhluqu  or  takhluqu ) clay into the shape of a bird’. Th e shift  in 
vocabulary for the operative verb is signifi cant. In the Qur’ān, creation is reserved 
only for God and so we see  khalaqa . In Paul’s letter, this is demoted to  ‘amala  – 
Christ simply made the clay into a bird, an act that God allowed. One senses in 
Paul’s revision an attempt to provide a qur’anic image of Christ’s two natures at 
work in unison – the human that made the clay and the divine that allowed it to 
come to life.   34    Th e Cypriot letter reproduced the summary of the miracle, but the 
vocabulary followed the Qur’ān where Christ ‘created ( khalaqa ) from clay the 
likeness of a bird’   35    and the Christological implication disappeared. Th e Cypriot 
letter marked in this way a return to the Qur’ān that, in turn, indicated at least 
some hesitancy to meddle with the Muslim text.   36    

 Th ere are also a number of signifi cant additions and omissions that the 
Cypriot letter introduced. Some of the additions comprised quotations from 
the Hebrew Bible, many of which the author used in order to add more 
biblical credence to Paul’s argument about the Jews stumbling into idolatry 
or ignoring their prophecies.   37    Th e author also added extra and more precise 
quotations from the Qur’ān. Th e longest revision shows the author omitting 
large chunks of Paul’s letter and replacing them with scriptural additions. Here 
we see the author hard at work, once again, smoothing out the pointedness of 
Paul’s letter in order to off er an argument that was soft er and more inviting to 
consider. Similarly, in his letter, Paul devoted several paragraphs to discussion 
of God having a Son and the Incarnation. Th ese passages consisted largely of 
theological propositions that are off ered with relatively brief explanation.   38    Th e 
author of the Cypriot letter omitted these passages almost entirely and replaced 
them with a series of biblical quotations.   39    Th ese added quotations worked to 
demonstrate that Christ’s coming was the culmination of Hebrew prophecy and 
had, therefore, been anticipated for quite some time.   40    In place of a complex 
theological exposition, then, readers found a scriptural account drawn from the 
prophets that attempted to demonstrate the steadfast commitment Christians 
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showed to their doctrine. Th e narrative is still used to explain why Christians did 
not need to pay heed to a new prophet with a new message,   41    but the argument 
was, nevertheless, relaxed in comparison to the original brusque presentation.   42    

 All of these elements made  Th e Letter from the People of Cyprus  more than 
a simple reworking of Paul’s  Letter to a Muslim Friend . Th e Cypriot letter was, 
instead, heavily edited. Even with all of its omissions, additions and revisions, 
however, Mu ḥ ammad was to the author of the Cypriot letter, as he was to Paul, a 
prophet. In this way, both authors managed to fi nd a place for Mu ḥ ammad in the 
grand scheme of God’s plan. It was just that Mu ḥ ammad did not have a unique 
function, instead only serving to confi rm Christian truth. In this, validation of his 
prophethood did not pose a problem to the claims Christians attached to religious 
superiority because, according to  Th e Letter from the People of Cyprus , and to 
Paul of Antioch, Mu ḥ ammad actually represented the fi nality of Christianity.   43    
Th is kind of recognition of Mu ḥ ammad essentially made him redundant. And 
because Christianity had no need for him, he was a powerless prophet. 

 Most intriguingly, then, it would appear that the anonymous author’s heavy-
handed revisions for the Cypriot letter had most impact on the letter’s function. 
For as David Th omas surmises, ‘Paul was writing to force Muslim readers to 
acknowledge the compelling truth of his arguments and bow to his rational and 
scriptural proofs that Christianity is the true religion, the anonymous Cypriot 
was making the gentler attempt to invite Muslims to see the truth of Christianity 
by persuasive quotations from scripture and rational arguments.’   44    And, in 
particular, the author from Cyprus used the letter in order to invite Muslims into 
a discussion, which was itself based upon sacred text.   45    Building from here, it may 
not be unreasonable to suggest that the author, having granted to Mu ḥ ammad 
what he thought at least met a legally acceptable threshold – that ‘Mu ḥ ammad 
was not sent to us but to you; our Prophet is Jesus’, as Paul had acknowledged – 
considered himself to have come a certain ways towards Muslims. In turn, he 
could perhaps hope for some reciprocal recognition of Christianity beyond what 
Muslims were normally prepared to grant.   46     

   Interreligious and intergenerational 
correspondence about a powerless Prophet  

 Taken together, the letters from Paul and the anonymous author in Cyprus are 
at once provocative and puzzling. It is diffi  cult to imagine that either of the 
authors could have hoped to accomplish anything more than to needle Muslim 
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readers. Th is is surely the case with Paul’s ‘deceptively reasonable Qur’anic 
re-interpretations’, as David Th omas calls them, and his seemingly diplomatic 
evaluation of Mu ḥ ammad.   47    As we now know, the Cypriot letter was more 
restrained, but the status of the Qur’ān and Mu ḥ ammad remains much the same 
in it. How could these Christians have reasonably expected Muslims to sincerely 
consider their petitions since one of the essential premises of their letters was 
that they could tell Muslims how to understand their own Prophet and sacred 
text? It is diffi  cult to imagine either author expecting anything less from Muslims 
than a scandal even with the concessions they allowed for Mu ḥ ammad.   48    

 To consider fi rst the case of Paul, he left  open the possibility that his Muslim 
friend might not be satisfi ed with his letter. He was open to sharing the Muslim’s 
disfavour with the intellectuals he met in order to solicit their feedback.   49    Th is 
may simply be a rhetorical fl ourish, especially if Paul invented the intellectuals 
and Muslim friend, but we know that one Muslim in particular came across 
the letter, read it and was as provoked by its contents in the ways we might 
expect. Shihāb al-Dīn A ḥ mad ibn Idrīs al-Qarāfī (d. 1285), the Egyptian Mālikī 
jurist, responded to the letter and spared very little in his disapproval in the 
fi rst chapter of his  al-Ajwiba al-fākhira ‘an al-as’ila al-fājira  (‘Splendid Replies 
to Insolent Questions’). He dismantled each of Paul’s arguments in a devastating 
reply that sought to reorder a proper, Islamic understanding of the universality 
of the Prophet and his message.   50    One of his overall assessments was that 
Christians were ‘a blind nation and an ignorant sect, which servile conformism 
has overcome’.   51    

 What, then, are we to do with the letter’s function and Paul’s deceptively 
generous approval of Mu ḥ ammad? Paul went much further in his view of 
Mu ḥ ammad than many other Christians. Patriarch Timothy I, for example, 
argued that Mu ḥ ammad only functioned  like  the prophets; Paul concluded 
that he  was  a prophet with a message from God. It was just that Mu ḥ ammad’s 
prophethood was very parochial – he was only sent to the Arabs with a book in 
Arabic – and he was only meant to confi rm the truth of Christianity, inasmuch as 
the Qur’ān could do, for it was Christianity that boasted the fullness of universal 
truth. Th is layering of provocation beneath Paul’s irenic tone seems to obscure 
any indication of the letter’s function. But perhaps a clue is discernible in this 
layering as well. At the outset of the letter, Paul wrote to his Muslim friend, 
‘May God grant us and you the benefi t of refl ection ( i’tibār ) and may He make 
it conducive for you and for us to gain insight in the works that lead to Paradise 
and deliver one from Hell-fi re.’   52    Again, a measure of courtesy seems clear on the 
surface, but beneath this is also what seems to be an admonition that proper and 
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rational deliberation will lead to salvifi c knowledge of God ( i’tibār ). Salvation and 
the Paradise that follows, in other words, will be found by those who understand 
correctly.   53    And it was Paul’s intention to demonstrate a precise understanding 
of relevant qur’anic text and the nature of Mu ḥ ammad’s prophethood. Th is was 
all for the benefi t of his Muslim friend who might, as a result, fi nd the truth of 
Christian teachings come into focus.   54    

 So this explanatory function formed the provocative layer of Paul’s letter, 
for he was surely aware that any Muslims who read what he wrote would not 
accept his interpretation of the Qur’ān or his assessment of the Prophet. Th e 
layer of irenic, much like the intellectuals who Paul doubtless invented, helped 
to give his letter an air of certainty to Christian readers. Paul even confi dently 
declared at the end of his letter that, as a result of what he wrote, God ‘will have 
made quarrelling cease between His servants the Christians and the Muslims’.   55    
Polemicizing Mu ḥ ammad made him into a threat from which to keep distance. 
A seemingly irenic approach, though, neutralized such a threat by explaining to 
Christians why Islam had come into the world – to confi rm Christian beliefs – 
and convincing them that Mu ḥ ammad and his message were not things about 
which they needed to be concerned.   56    And so Paul’s closing sentiment leaves one 
with the impression that he considered the question of Mu ḥ ammad’s effi  cacy, 
at least as far as any Christian readers might be concerned, closed. Mu ḥ ammad 
was simply not sent to non-Muslims. Armed with proof from the Qur’ān itself, 
Christians need not bother with his message and, with a satisfactory sigh of 
relief, could move on to other concerns. It would seem, then, that Christian 
readers might have benefi tted most from Paul’s letter, despite the ‘deceptively 
reasonable’ way in which it reached out to Muslims. 

 What about the anonymous author who wrote from Cyprus? In this case, 
the author  intended  for specifi c Muslims to read what he wrote because, as 
I mentioned above, the letter was actually sent to Ibn Taymiyya and al-Dimashqī 
in Damascus. Th e letter was, in this sense, an invitation for interreligious 
consideration.   57    Could it be that the author was attempting to create a space 
for innovative thinking that he hoped the Muslim recipients of his letter would 
enter as well? He had found space for Mu ḥ ammad in Christianity. Would 
Muslims reciprocate in some way, too? Such questions are as provocative as the 
letter and the author’s creative revisions to it, but what kind of discussion could 
he possibly have hoped to initiate when Mu ḥ ammad was, in his estimation, a 
parochial prophet completely subservient to the fi nality of Christian truth? 

 We know from the lengthy responses written by Ibn Taymiyya and 
al-Dimashqī that  Th e Letter from the People of Cyprus  stirred up two of the most 
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antagonistic responses from Muslims to Christian treatises in existence. Th ey 
were neither moved by the Cypriot’s appeal nor inspired to rethink how they 
might conceive of Islam vis-à-vis Christianity. Instead, the treatises they wrote 
in reply shattered the Cypriot letter and its attempt to place Mu ḥ ammad within 
a Christian frame of view. For them, Mu ḥ ammad was a universal prophet with a 
fi nal, universal revelation. On this point there could be no room for fl exibility.   58    

 In this light, another possibility emerges for the function of the deceptively 
interreligious letter. Could it be that the author sent the letter to two well-known, 
even famous, Muslim intellectuals, hoping to provoke a response and to ensure 
that his letter would circulate and draw attention? Doing so would ensure that, 
besides Muslims noticing his text, Christian communities would hear word of it, 
too. Having done so they could read a very polished text that might help them 
make sense of their faith with respect to Islam and to understand how someone 
as eff ective as Mu ḥ ammad fi t into their religious world view where Christianity 
was supreme. In such a case, Mu ḥ ammad’s prophetic function, particularly 
his powerless limitations, could be thrown into its proper subservience to 
Christianity. 

 Th at the letter was meant to function in this way is not at all unimaginable. 
Aft er all, we know that al-Qarāfī came into possession of a version of Paul’s letter. 
Th e anonymous author in Cyprus was also able to obtain a copy. So it would not 
be impossible for the Cypriot letter to circulate widely, beyond Ibn Taymiyya 
and al-Dimashqī, across diff erent religions, generations and geographies. In fact, 
Ibn Taymiyya mentioned in reference to Paul’s letter that ‘Th eir scholars hand 
it down among themselves, and old copies still exist.’   59    So sending the letter in 
such a way that it garnered notice may have been the most eff ective strategy for 
an author in Cyprus to speak to issues of concern for Christian communities in 
Damascus where they might benefi t from the kind of triumphalist nourishment 
that the notion of a powerless Prophet Mu ḥ ammad off ered.   60      
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   9  

  Mu ḥ ammad as a Prophet and colonial goad 
for persecutors 

 Mary Fisher and a notorious encounter with a Sultan  

 It was not just Paul of Antioch and  Th e Letter from the People of Cyprus  travelling 
around the Mediterranean basin considering the prophethood of Mu ḥ ammad. 
Th ere was also Mary Fisher, an English Quaker from Yorkshire. Her life in 
England and her travels in Europe are not what interest me here, but instead 
the travels she took much further afi eld. In 1658 Fisher made her way to the 
Ottoman Empire in order to preach to the Turks she encountered there. Along 
with fi ve other Quakers, she travelled through southern Europe and into 
Adrianople, present-day Edirne in northwest Turkey. In Adrianople she met a 
sixteen-year-old Sultan Mehmed IV (d. 1693)  whereupon they discussed not 
only her Quaker message but the Prophet Mu ḥ ammad as well. Her encounter 
became the stuff  of legend, which made its way, along with Fisher herself, to 
Colonial New England.   1    Th ere, it took on new life in support of the Society of 
Friends as a marginal, oft entimes persecuted religious community.   2    

   Mary Fisher and the context of Quakerism  

 Th e details of Fisher’s encounter and the claims that she made before the 
Sultan are best understood within the context of seventeenth-century Quaker 
particularities. Th is takes us from Adrianople where she met Mehmed in 1658 
back to England where Fisher was born and where Quakerism, or the Society of 
Friends as Quakers called themselves, began. In the seventeenth century, England 
endured a civil war during which time a number of religious dissenting groups 
emerged. Dissatisfi ed with the Christian establishment, the Church of England 
in particular, many of these dissenters sought to reaffi  rm what they thought 
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was a true form of Christianity. Among these seventeenth-century dissenters 
was a young man named George Fox (d. 1691). Like other religious dissenters, 
Fox became convinced of religious ideas that put his Christian faith in a new 
light. He regularly preached these ideas that cut across the grain of established 
Christianity and was imprisoned on several occasions as a direct result of what 
he preached. Th e charge against Fox and others like him was usually blasphemy, 
an umbrella term for a wide variety of claims that contradicted recognized 
dogma. One such case came for Fox in 1650 when he travelled to Derby in central 
England to visit a few other Friends, as his sympathizers were known. When a 
lecture convened in the town, Fox attended and ‘spoke to [those in attendance] 
what the Lord commanded me’.   3    Th e details of Fox’s message are not given in 
his autobiographical account, but an offi  cer who heard Fox’s remarks asked that 
Fox accompany him to the local magistrate. Under examination, Fox denounced 
‘their preaching, baptism and sacrifi ces [that] would never sanctify them’ and 
admonished his examiners to ‘look unto Christ within them, and not unto men; 
for it is Christ that sanctifi es’.   4    Fox’s testimony triggered pandemonium among 
those who listened to him and he was subsequently imprisoned. According to 
Fox’s own account, it was in this Derby prison where one of the justices fi rst 
‘called us Quakers, because I bade them tremble at the word of the Lord’.   5    

 Rufus Jones, the editor of Fox’s autobiographical journal, made the note that 
this reference from Fox about the name ‘Quakers’ constitutes the extent of what is 
known about the origins of the term and its application to members of the Society 
of Friends. Yet the manner in which the term is applied suggests that it may have 
already been in use as a pejorative reference. If this was indeed the case, then the 
term would have been readily available to the justice who dismissed Fox and his 
followers as such.   6    Th ose who disapproved of religious dissenters along with their 
beliefs and their actions could thus call them collectively, regardless of their specifi c 
identities, ‘quakers’. In fact, other religious sects known for their literal trembling 
in response to their alleged divine encounters were already being called ‘quakers’. 
Th ere was, accordingly, ‘a sect of women (they are from Southwark) come from 
beyond the sea, called Quakers, and these swell, shiver and shake, and, when they 
come to themselves – for in all this fi tt Mahomet’s Holy Ghost hath been conversing 
with them – they begin to preach what hath been delivered to them by the Spirit’.   7    

 Several things emerge from the description of Fox’s imprisonment in Derby 
and the origins of the term ‘Quaker’. Perhaps most intriguing is the connection 
made between supposed direct encounters with God (or divine revelation), 
subsequent physical shaking and Mu ḥ ammad. Th ose who claimed to have a 
direct encounter with God were accused of conversing with ‘Mahomet’s Holy 
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Ghost’. Likely in view here was not only the apparent doubt that one might 
hear directly from God, such as Mu ḥ ammad claimed to have done (though this 
was facilitated by the angel Gabriel), but also the descriptions of Mu ḥ ammad’s 
physical response to revelation, perhaps even the accusation that what he 
really experienced was epilepsy.   8    Th e entire description, neatly packaged in 
the phrase ‘Mahomet’s Holy Ghost’, cut down the claim that Mu ḥ ammad had 
a divine encounter – he was really just mentally unstable – but this assessment 
of Mu ḥ ammad’s claim to prophethood was also used in order to discredit other 
religious dissenters who claimed to hear something directly from God. In this 
way, the Society of Friends were considered ‘quakers’, whether because they 
literally trembled in response to an alleged word from God, exhorted others to 
tremble (literally or fi guratively) in response to God’s presence or were simply 
dismissed as spiritually and religiously suspect.   9    

 More generally, the description of Fox’s time in Derby also reveals something 
of the Society of Friends’ basic beliefs and practices, some of which are signifi cant 
to what follows with respect to Mary Fisher. To begin with, we see Fox seeking 
out an opportunity for verbal, or perhaps prophetic, confrontation. Th is was not 
uncommon in the Society of Friends,   10    but it had less to do with a proclivity for 
verbal hostility than it did with an emphasis upon prophetic preaching. It was the 
basic belief among Friends that, refl ecting the book of Joel in the Hebrew Bible, 
the Spirit had in their time been poured out on all men and women.   11    In turn, 
any individual could be a prophet because God taught everyone directly. Th is 
made Quaker thought and practice highly experiential and very individualistic. 
As a result, the Friends eschewed any kind of mediation, such as ordained clergy, 
organized ecclesial hierarchy, religious rituals or sacraments. For them, anyone 
could experience God’s presence by simply responding to what they called the 
Seed or Light of Christ within them. 

 Th is view meant that Quakers did not need a priest, for example, to mediate 
God’s presence through sacraments in the context of a religious gathering. 
Further, although the Bible was a sacred text incorporated into the Friends’ 
religious life and spirituality, it nevertheless remained inferior to the living Word 
of God within individuals.   12    As a result, Friends ought to wait upon the Lord 
in order to experience direct inspiration from him.   13    When such inspiration 
occurred, it became incumbent that they proclaim the message they were given, 
do so in the context in which they were given it and then simply depart. It was 
in this light that Fox set himself to address a group of people who had gathered 
in Derby in 1650 to hear a lecture that was otherwise unrelated to the Society of 
Friends or Quaker thought and practice. 
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 Besides the emphasis upon a personal, unmediated encounter with God, 
there was a variety of other practices in which the Friends engaged that marked 
them out as peculiar. Together, these practices are what Richard Bauman calls 
a ‘rhetoric of impoliteness’ that distinguished the Friends from wider society.   14    
Th is peculiarity was intentional, for the Friends wished to be seen as deliberately 
set apart. Th eir ‘rhetoric of impoliteness’ included the refusal to swear oaths 
or observe holidays such as Sunday and Christian feast days like Christmas. 
Th ey insisted on plain clothing and speech, especially resisting language that 
conformed to social class norms.   15    Th ey also refused to use normal greetings, 
honorifi c titles or customs of social politeness like the tipping of a hat. Th ey were 
not, as we have seen with Fox, deterred from publicly denouncing what they saw 
as egregious religious and spiritual behaviour. Th ese kinds of social and religious 
norms, for the Society of Friends, were considered vain, a mark of idolatry (they 
gave too much deference to humans instead of God) and lent themselves to the 
kind of social and ecclesial hierarchy that they found distasteful, sinful and a 
departure from the true Church.   16    

 Undergirding these characteristics was the Society of Friends’ particular 
eschatology. As I have already mentioned, the heart of Quaker thought was the 
view that the Holy Spirit had been poured out on all people in their day and 
age. Th e time was ripe in the mid-seventeenth century, then, for proclaiming 
the messages God was giving those who were attentive to his voice. To do so 
would be to fi nally worship in spirit and in truth.   17    And absolutely anyone 
could receive this revelation from God, this Divine Light, as the Friends called 
it. As a result, the Friends were not shy of confronting others with their beliefs 
and condemning what they saw as spiritual aff ronts. Further, if the Divine 
Light was truly universal in this age – available to anyone regardless of gender, 
social class, religious hierarchy or spiritual persuasion  – then the notion of 
social class or custom was meaningless. Th e Friends, then, did not need to 
conform to custom or class. Instead, it was more important in the context of 
this eschatological levelling of society to proclaim the messages they received 
directly from God.   18    

 Of course, one of the results of this eschatological view of the world was 
that Quakers were frequently ridiculed and persecuted for their beliefs. But the 
Friends’ confrontations with civil and religious authorities and their subsequent 
torture and imprisonment only fuelled their eschatological expectation, for what 
lay on the line for them was martyrdom.   19    And so, driven by their eschatological 
urgency, the Friends threw aside caution and class and made their way 
throughout England, Europe, beyond the Mediterranean Sea and even across 
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the Atlantic Ocean in order to proclaim the message of the Divine Light’s wide 
accessibility. As Fox wrote to his fellow Friends: ‘walk cheerfully over the world, 
answering to that of God in every one; whereby in them ye may be a blessing and 
make the witness of God in them to bless you’.   20     

   Mary Fisher and the possibility of 
prophethood for Mu ḥ ammad  

 It was this context to which Mary Fisher converted and that which she helped to 
shape when she became a Quaker in the early 1650s. Fisher was born sometime 
around 1623 in Yorkshire. At about the age of thirty she lived in Selby, just to the 
south of York, where she worked as a servant in the household of Richard and 
Elizabeth Tomlinson. All three of them became Quakers. In 1652, not long aft er 
Fisher’s conversion, she was imprisoned in York Castle aft er having interrupted 
the sermon of a Selby priest and shouting, ‘Come downe, come downe, thou 
painted beast, come downe. Th ou art but an hireling, and deludes the people 
with thy lyes.’   21    Fisher pleaded guilty for her crime. A fi ne was imposed, which 
she likely could not pay, and so she was imprisoned. 

 Fisher met other Quakers while serving her sentence and composed along 
with them a small tract. Th e Friends gave it the title  False prophets and false 
teachers described . Th e tract outlined for its readers the means by which they 
could discern a true prophet from a false one. English ministers typifi ed the 
latter category and the Quaker authors equated them to the Scribes and Pharisees 
described in the Gospels: 

  Do they not sit in the same Seats that the Scribes and Pharisees had? Th ey had 
the chiefest place in Assemblies, have not your Priests so now? Th ey had the 
uppermost rooms at Feasts, have not your Priests so now? Th ey went in long 
Robes, do not your Priests so? Th ey were called of men Masters, are not your 
Priests so now, do they not hold the same things that they did, and yet they are 
sent of Christ?   22     

 Drawing upon St Paul’s epistles, the imprisoned Quakers noted the qualities of 
true ministers of Christ. Such authentic prophets, 

  gave no occasion of off ence in any thing, that their Ministerie should not be 
blamed … . But in all things approved themselves as Ministers of God, in much 
patience, in affl  ictions, in necessities, in distresses, in stripes, in prisons, in 
tumults, in watchings, by fastings, by puritie, by knowledge, by long suff ering, 
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by kindesse, by the Holy Ghost, by love unfeigned, by the word of truth, by the 
Power of God.   23     

 Aft er her imprisonment in York, Fisher continued to travel throughout England, 
confronting priests and facing imprisonment for her message. In 1655, she 
travelled across the Atlantic to the island of Barbados where she preached. By 
the summer of 1656 she arrived in Boston, Massachusetts, likely one of the fi rst 
Quakers to visit New England.   24    Her arrival in Boston was at fi rst refused. Her 
luggage was confi scated and her books were seized and burned. She was again 
imprisoned and subjected to an aggressive search for witch marks. Aft er fi ve 
weeks in prison she was sent back to Barbados. Her reception there was more 
positive, but she nevertheless returned to London in 1657. From there she wrote 
to Friends who remained in Barbados, ‘Dear hearts go on in the power and 
might of our God, that you may conquer the whole earth, and rule over the 
inhabitants thereof, go on, look not back, press forwards.’   25    

 Such an exhortation certainly refl ected Fisher’s Quaker eschatological 
sensibilities in which the Divine Light, poured out upon all, should go out over 
all the earth. But her exhortation also surely informed her own transatlantic 
journeys and, signifi cantly, the trip she took with fi ve other Friends to the Levant 
in July 1657. Th e original intent of the journey may have been to preach to Jews 
and Muslims in Jerusalem, but the group altered its plans in Leghorn, present-
day Livorno in northwest Italy. In Leghorn, the Friends planned to redirect 
their eff orts from Jerusalem to Rome. Th ere, they would confront the Pope and 
eventually move on to the Ottoman Empire. Once in Constantinople they would 
also preach to Sultan Mehmed IV. But from Leghorn Fisher and the others 
travelled to an island off  the western coast of Greece where they split up. Fisher 
made her way with three others to Turkey, arriving in Smyrna, present-day 
Izmir, in the later months of 1657. Th e original group of six eventually reunited 
in Turkey where they caused enough of a disturbance with their preaching 
and their intention to convert the Sultan, or at least to meet with him, that the 
English ambassador had them sent to Venice. With their original plans deterred, 
they aimed to preach to Jews in Venice.   26    Before they reached northeast Italy, 
however, the group split up once again with Fisher and another woman, Beatrice 
Beckley, heading for Adrianople. As it happened, the Sultan was encamped there 
with his army. 

 In Adrianople, according to one account, Fisher, 

  acquainted some of the citizens with her intent [to meet with the Sultan], and 
desired some of them to go with her; but, when none of them dared to go, 
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fearing his displeasure, she passed alone, and coming near the camp, procured 
a man to inform at the tent of the Great Vizier, or chief general of the army, that 
there was an English woman who had something to declare from the Great God 
to the Great Turk, who soon sent her word that she should speak with him the 
next morning.   27     

 Th e scene has, so far, all the patterns of an encounter that we might expect from 
Fisher and the Friends:  she dismissed hierarchy and traditional etiquette by 
presenting herself to an authority that, according to the norms of the time, far 
outmatched her social standing. All this was done so that she could deliver a 
word given to her directly from the Lord. 

 Th e following day, Fisher returned to the Sultan’s camp and waited. Eventually, 
Mehmed sent word for her and when she arrived he asked, ‘Whether it was so 
as he had heard, that she had something to say to him from the Lord?’   28    She said 
that it was true and the Sultan, with three interpreters by his side, urged her to 
speak, a gesture we are not accustomed to when it comes to Fisher’s meetings 
with authorities. Fisher stood before Mehmed in silence, ‘waiting on the Lord 
as to when to speak’, the account relates in typical Quaker fashion. Assuming 
she was afraid, the Sultan inquired whether she might want anyone to leave so 
she would feel more comfortable. When Fisher said no, he urged her to ‘speak 
the Word of the Lord to them, and not to fear, for they had good hearts, and 
could hear it’.   29    One senses that the Sultan and his entourage were not necessarily 
bracing themselves for whatever religious onslaught that might be coming their 
way, but that they were customarily prepared to graciously tolerate whatever it 
was that Fisher felt so compelled to share. In fact, the Sultan and his entourage 
listened, according to the account, to what Fisher had to say and she asked 
Mehmed whether he had understood her. ‘Yes, every word’, came the reply. So 
there could be no doubt, from Fisher or from those reading the account of her 
meeting, that the Sultan’s response came in light of his complete comprehension 
of what she had said, not a misunderstanding or a half-hearted interest. 

 We are not told the contents of Fisher’s message. If she said anything similar 
to what she normally preached to others then it certainly did not meet with the 
same ferocious response and punishment. Instead, the Sultan responded and 
said that what Fisher had to off er ‘ “was the truth”, and [he] desired her to stay in 
that country, saying “Th at they could not but respect such an one as should take 
so much pains to come to them, so far as from England, with a message from the 
Lord” ’.   30    He then proposed to have a guard accompany her to Constantinople. 
Fisher declined and assured the Sultan that the Lord’s protection would be 
suffi  cient. Nevertheless, Mehmed promised that she would not be hurt for as 
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long as she remained in Ottoman territory, ‘a worthy expression’, the account 
tells us, ‘of so great a prince’.   31    

 Sultan Mehmed and his entourage were apparently eager to hear more from 
Fisher and so ‘they asked her, “What she thought of their prophet, Mahomet?” ’ 
Th e question hints at what Fisher may have previously said to the Sultan in order 
to prompt an inquiry about Mu ḥ ammad. She must surely have had something 
to say about the divine revelation God intended for all people and their resulting 
obligation to proclaim God’s word. What else might have prompted a question 
about a fi gure who, for the Sultan, was  the  Prophet? Th inking of Mu ḥ ammad, 
Fisher replied: 

  ‘Th at she knew him not; but the Christ, the True Prophet, the Son of God, 
who was the Light of the world, and enlighteneth every man that cometh into 
the world, Him she knew’; and further said, concerning Mahomet, ‘Th at they 
might judge of him to be true or false, according as the words and prophecies he 
spoke were either true or false’; saying ‘If the word that the prophet [Mahomet] 
speaketh come to pass, then shall ye know that the Lord hath sent that prophet; 
but, if come not to pass, then shall ye know that the Lord never sent him’; to 
which they confessed and said, ‘It was truth’.   32     

 Here, the scene departs dramatically from what we have come to expect from 
Fisher and Quaker religious encounters with others in the seventeenth century. 
Unlike many of Fisher’s other confrontations  – even some in Constantinople 
that resulted in the ire of the English ambassador – the meeting with the Sultan 
was remarkably amicable. She did not seem to have shouted the Sultan down 
from what she likely saw as his perch of usurped, artifi cial authority. Th e result 
of the meeting was also extraordinary. Aft er other encounters, Fisher was 
publicly ridiculed, tortured and imprisoned. Th e Sultan and his entourage, on 
the contrary, received Fisher peacefully, listened to her message in its entirety, 
found her responses to their questions satisfactory and, though they may have 
been unmoved by her message, sent her on her way with the promise of safety. 

 I will return a bit further on to the marked diff erences in how Fisher was treated 
by the Sultan and the manner in which Quakers were traditionally handled. But 
fi rst, is it reasonable to imagine that when it came to Mu ḥ ammad Fisher really 
‘knew him not’? What about the availability of information concerning Islam 
in English during the period, the time she had already spent in the Ottoman 
Empire before her meeting with the Sultan or even Fox’s interaction with 
Muslims and the topic of Islam of which she might have been familiar?   33    Perhaps 
she was masking her knowledge for the sake of congenial diplomacy. But this 
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seems unlikely given what we know of unwavering Quaker boldness in the face 
of authority. It would not be impossible to have some awareness of Muslims and 
Islam but still lack suffi  ciently detailed knowledge of Mu ḥ ammad. And yet one 
of the most basic and oft -repeated Muslim claims was that Mu ḥ ammad’s central 
identity came to life as God’s Final Messenger. Was Fisher really unacquainted 
with these details? 

 In fact, Fisher’s response conforms in its entirety to the Quaker context as 
I have outlined it above. Th is is more apparent in the latter portion of her reply. It 
was possible, in Fisher’s assessment, that Mu ḥ ammad was a prophet. One needed 
only to examine what he said and consider whether or not it had come to pass. 
If it had, then he was from God; if not, then he was not from God. Of course, 
Mary had spent a great deal of time considering the marks of a true prophet. She 
had helped to write the tract  False prophets and false teachers described  and, like 
most Quakers, she had ample opportunity to defend her own claims to being 
a messenger of God when she stood before examiners and judges preparing to 
imprison her for her audacious preaching. John Perrot, a fellow Quaker and one 
of Fisher’s companions on the journey to Turkey (though he was in Venice by 
the time Fisher met with the Sultan) addressed the matter of prophetic criteria 
in his  A visitation of love and a gentle greeting of the Turk . He wrote the tract in 
1657 from Venice while awaiting entry into the Ottoman Empire, so Fisher was 
surely aware of it, perhaps even contributing her thoughts to it as well.   34    Th erein, 
Perrot employed many of the stock biblical texts Quakers used to defend their 
prophetic claims and to discriminate among true and false prophets within the 
Society of Friends.   35    Among the texts, Perrot quoted Deut. 18.18-19 in which the 
promise of a prophet is foretold and he singled out Jesus, though he only named 
him as ‘the Prophet’, as the one to come. Th e Quaker understanding was that later 
prophets would come in the same spirit as those discussed in Deuteronomy who 
would minister in the light of the Prophet, Jesus. He also asserted, in a nearly 
veiled reference to Deut. 18.18-19, that a true prophet can be distinguished from 
a false one by the outcome of his or her prophecies.   36    

 Fisher’s response to Sultan Mehmed essentially matched what Perrot outlined 
in  A visitation of love . She, too, referred to Deut. 18 and paraphrased verses 21-22 
in which a true prophet is distinguished by his or her prophecies actually coming 
to pass. Curiously, 18.20, in which a prophet who proclaims something not from 
God or speaks in the name of other gods is condemned, was seemingly glossed. 
Th is would seem to have been a pertinent consideration for Fisher, but it went 
unmentioned. What she did note was that Christ was the ‘True Prophet, the Son 
of God, who was the Light of the World’,   37    a phrase very reminiscent of Perrot 
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in  A visitation of love ,   38    but in the end, the possibility that there might be other 
prophets seems relatively unguarded for Fisher. Th e basis for such a conclusion 
came down to Fisher’s Quaker views in which the Spirit of God had been poured 
out on everyone, including Mu ḥ ammad. Th e possibility for prophethood was as 
much available to him as it was to Fisher or to anyone else. 

 Th e same Quaker frame applies to Fisher’s claim to not know Mu ḥ ammad. 
She may or may not have heard about him; she may or may not have been aware 
of the Muslim claim that he was a prophet. What mattered most were the things 
Mu ḥ ammad said and did as a prophet. If those stood up to the Quaker test, 
then that is what mattered most. And these were the things of which Fisher 
was apparently unaware. Th e only clarifi cation was that Christ, the Light of the 
world and the True Prophet, to use Fisher’s words, informed one’s prophethood. 
Taken on face value, this might not be unacceptable to Muslim ears, though her 
acknowledgement that Christ was the Son of God would be problematic. But 
this apparently did not bother the Sultan and his entourage, perhaps because 
they expected it from what they may have known about Christian beliefs. In the 
end, Fisher’s curious remarks about Mu ḥ ammad were enough for them to affi  rm 
that what she said was true.   39    

 In all of this, there is a sense in which the Quakers’ harshest criticism was 
reserved for their co-religionists, fellow Christians who had lost the way of the 
true Church. In a time of heightened eschatological awareness, however, there 
was perhaps room to reconsider the place of non-Christians.   40    Perhaps it was in 
this light that Fisher felt there was a possibility that Mu ḥ ammad was a prophet. 
She simply needed to consider him in more detail, but for the time being, in the 
presence of Sultan Mehmed, it just might be the case that Mu ḥ ammad was who 
Muslims said he was.  

   Mary Fisher, the Sultan and Mu ḥ ammad 
against colonial persecutors  

 As Fisher made her way from Adrianople back to England and eventually to 
Charleston in present-day South Carolina where she died in 1698, so the story 
of her meeting with the Sultan made its way around the world.   41    More than 
just a famous story of an unlikely encounter, however, Fisher’s meeting with 
the Sultan became noteworthy for its contrast with the ways in which Quakers 
were normally viewed and treated. Intriguingly, this diff erence was noted and 
later Quaker authors were able to use Fisher’s encounter with the Sultan and the 
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contents of their discussion as a goad against their persecutors, hoping to alter 
the treatment of Quakers as a religious minority in Colonial America. 

 Th is use of Fisher’s story is especially apparent in the account provided by 
George Bishop (d. 1668) in his  New England Judged . Bishop’s text is a veritable 
 testimonia  of evidence, showing how Quakers had been treated around the 
world and in New England. In fact, it was written in response to the execution 
of four Quakers in Boston. By 1661, when Bishop’s text was originally published, 
the profession of Quakerism had been deemed a capital off ence in New England. 
Famously, the Quaker Mary Dyer, who was repeatedly sent away from Boston 
by authorities, was hanged in 1660 for her beliefs and for disregarding the 
laws that restricted her presence in the area.   42    Th us, Fisher’s experience with 
Sultan Mehmed in Adrianople stood in stark contrast to what Quakers might 
experience with offi  cials in Boston. In Adrianople, Fisher was warmly received. 
She was treated well. She was given space to say what she thought was necessary. 

 Th e story also upended the many traditional conceptions of Muslims as 
stereotypically violent and lascivious. On the contrary, the Sultan and his 
companions were generous and kind. Th ey welcomed her in their midst and 
helped her to feel safe, quite the opposite of the invasive search to which she was 
subjected in Boston. Th ey listened to Fisher – a single woman travelling with only 
one other woman and in the presence of the Sultan by herself – and made sure 
she had communicated everything that she felt she had to say. Th ey told her that 
they were satisfi ed with her replies to their questions. Th ey recognized the Word 
of the Lord was with her, unlike some of her Christian examiners who, in one 
instance, had mockingly probed her and asked, ‘how many Gods there were?’   43    
Both their demeanour and their treatment of Fisher were markedly diff erent 
than the descriptions used to relate other Quaker experiences with authorities in 
all diff erent parts of the world. In this way, the entire event is employed as a foil 
for the ways in which Quakers were received generally and for their treatment in 
Colonial New England in particular. In New England Quakers were persecuted 
and the Puritans who rejected them were brutal and dishonourable, quite the 
opposite in the Ottoman Empire under the noble Sultan Mehmed IV. 

 Can the same be said of Fisher’s assessment of Mu ḥ ammad? Was it, too, used 
by later Quakers as a kind of foil? It is possible to tell Fisher’s story of her meeting 
with the Sultan and recount the details of her treatment without referencing the 
Sultan’s follow-up question to Fisher about Mu ḥ ammad or her corresponding 
reply. Th is part of Fisher’s story seems relatively tangential to the task of 
employing the Sultan’s tolerance as a foil to New England persecution. Even so, 
all of the main accounts of Fisher’s encounter include reference to the Sultan’s 
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question and her answer. Could it be that Fisher’s assessment also said something 
about her as a Quaker that might nudge authorities to refashion their policies 
concerning the legal status and treatment of those like Fisher? In fact, Fisher 
appeared calm in her reply to the Sultan. Her response seems measured. It drew 
upon the Bible as a means for evaluating prophets and prophetic claims and she 
framed the nature of prophecy with Christ as the ‘True Prophet’, acknowledging 
him as the ‘Son of God’.   44    Perhaps, readers might think, Fisher was not all that 
diff erent from them aft er all. And, if such an amicable encounter and peaceful 
exchange over a delicate topic was possible with the so-called Great Turk and 
his entourage, then surely Christians could do the same, perhaps even better, in 
their own realms when discussing matters about which they ought to have more 
room to agree. Th us, the question of Mu ḥ ammad, much like the encounter itself, 
became a point from which to draw a comparison. Th ough it could have been 
the cause for Fisher’s downfall, it became a sign of religious tolerance. In turn, 
Fisher, the Sultan and Mu ḥ ammad are used to push back against harsh religious 
policies.   45      
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  Mu ḥ ammad as a redundant Gabriel and 
missionary conscript 

 Samuel Ajayi Crowther and West African mission to Muslims  

 Having traversed the eastern Mediterranean and crossed the Atlantic Ocean to 
Colonial New England, we now return eastward but this time to the continent 
of Africa. Th e story of Islam in sub-Saharan Africa, well south of better-known 
centres like Egypt and the Maghreb, is oft en given less attention in the literature 
concerning Islam and the Prophet Mu ḥ ammad. One story, of course, is well 
known: the fi rst  hijrah , or seventh-century migration to Axum in present-day 
Ethiopia. When the early Muslim community faced persecution in Mecca, 
Mu ḥ ammad advised them to go to Axum for protection.   1    Islamic sources even 
record an encounter in 615 between an envoy from Mecca and the Christian 
king who ruled the area where the Muslim migrants lived. Th e king reportedly 
wept when he heard one from the envoy recite a passage from  Sūrah Maryam  (Q 
19) that sounded to him so very much like the Gospel.   2    

 But beyond the encounter of this early Muslim community and the Christians 
of Axum, the development of Muslim communities in sub-Saharan Africa is paid 
relatively less attention. Subsequent to the conversion of Berber communities, 
Islam spread from northern and eastern Africa alongside trade and Muslim 
missionary networks. Muslims were present in West Africa as early as the eighth 
century. By the thirteenth century and into the sixteenth century great empires 
like the Mali Empire, the Kingdom of Kanem and the Mande Songhay Empire 
emerged. While these states were multi-ethnic and multireligious, and while 
Muslim rulers oft en incorporated indigenous religious practices, Islam was 
considered the state religion. Reform and colonial movements in the nineteenth 
century pushed a wider awareness of Islam throughout West Africa, and slave 
trade, long present on the continent, meant that people, Muslim and non-
Muslim alike, were displaced throughout the region as well as across the Atlantic 
Ocean. Sufi  orders also worked to spread Islam throughout the region.   3    
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 Th e great movement of Islam on the continent of Africa and the introduction 
and spread of Christianity southward, away from its historic centres in the 
north, did relatively little to engender notable interaction between Christian 
and Muslim communities. By the nineteenth century, however, West Africa in 
particular exhibited a period of noteworthy engagement, in large part due to 
the work of one individual: a Yoruba convert to Christianity and former slave, 
Samuel Ajayi   4    Crowther (d. 1891).   5    

   Samuel Ajayi Crowther and the making of 
a missionary bishop and linguist  

 Crowther, according to Andrew Walls, was ‘probably the most widely known 
African Christian of the nineteenth century’.   6    Ajayi, Crowther’s Yoruba birth 
name, was born around the year 1807 in the town of Ośogun in Yorubaland, 
present-day western Nigeria.   7    Crowther’s youth marked a period of transition 
and violence in the Yoruba states as the Muslim Fulani empire expanded. Yoruba 
communities were oft en victims of raids and were, in turn, subjected to slave 
trade. Th e slave trade was, by this time, illegal, but was nevertheless maintained 
by those who continued to seek a profi t from it. 

 In Crowther’s early teenage years, Fulani and other Muslim groups raided 
his town of Ośogun. Th ey surrounded the town with relatively little resistance 
from the otherwise surprised inhabitants. Despite attempts to fl ee, many were 
captured and Crowther was taken along with his mother, two sisters and a 
cousin.   8    Many other family members were taken and separated.   9    Aft er a day of 
marching with a rope wrapped around his neck, Crowther was separated from 
his family and traded for a horse. Over the following months, Crowther was 
sold to others and moved to various locations until he was fi nally purchased 
by Portuguese slave traders.   10    In order to avoid this fi nality, Crowther made 
several suicide attempts, but was never able to complete the task.   11    

 Crowther’s Portuguese owners tried to leave the West African coast on several 
occasions, but the British, who opposed the slave trade, were patrolling the 
coast. On 7 April 1822, a British naval squadron intercepted and commandeered 
Crowther’s vessel. All 187 slaves were brought up from the vessel’s hold, 
distributed among the British and given clothing. Th e Portuguese crew was 
arrested and bound, except for the cook who prepared the now-former slaves’ 
breakfast.   12    When Crowther encountered his former Portuguese owner on a ship, 
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he ‘had the boldness to strike him on the head, while he was shaving by his son’.   13    
Aft er cruising for nearly two months, enduring storms and the loss of several 
ships, crew and former slaves, Crowther landed at Sierra Leone on 17 June 1822.   14    

 Sierra Leone, on the western coast of Africa, was a colony founded by those 
with anti-slavery interests, many of whom were evangelical Anglican Christians 
connected to the Clapham Sect, a group that included William Wilberforce and 
concerned itself with social reform and the abolition of slavery. Members of 
their group established Sierra Leone in 1787 as a settlement for freed slaves. As 
a result, the colony became a centre for ‘thousands of … uprooted, disoriented 
people from inland Africa’.   15    Some of its inhabitants, like Crowther, had never 
actually left  the continent, but many returned as free people from places across 
the Atlantic Ocean where they had been sent to live and work as slaves.   16    Sierra 
Leone became the ‘Province of Freedom’ and its emphasis on freed slaves was 
linked inseparably to Christian mission both on the coast and further inland.   17    

 In Sierra Leone, Crowther came under the care of the Church Missionary 
Society (CMS). He learned to read the New Testament and was baptized on 
11 December 1825, at which point he took the name Samuel Crowther aft er a 
member of the CMS.   18    Crowther received an English education in Sierra Leone 
and later became one of the fi rst students at the new Fourah Bay College. He 
eventually entered the service of the CMS as a schoolmaster, missionary to 
inland West Africa and was sent to England for further study and ordination. He 
was eventually consecrated Anglican bishop of ‘the countries of Western Africa 
beyond the limits of the Queen’s dominions’.   19    

 One of the unique features of Crowther’s ministry was his aptitude for and 
use of languages. Not only did he speak Yoruba and English, but he was also 
convinced that the use of indigenous languages, as opposed to emphasizing 
English, was key to engaging non-Christians on his missionary expeditions. 
Many of his encounters include his use of multiple languages in his eff ort to 
communicate and he worked tirelessly to learn new languages and to produce 
written versions of languages he already knew, like Yoruba. Crowther’s linguistic 
work was used not only in his missionary engagement with others but also in his 
eff ort to help produce Bible translations.   20    

 Crowther’s view of the importance of language was especially apparent when it 
came to his engagement with Muslims. ‘I believe in this part of Africa,’ Crowther 
wrote in a journal entry during an expedition on the Niger River, ‘where the 
knowledge of Arabic is so imperfectly known, the use of the Arabic character, 
combined with teaching in Roman or Italic characters in the native tongues, 
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would be the means of counterbalancing the rapid spread of Mohammedanism 
among the rising generation’.   21    He continued with a lament, warning that, despite 
the warmth and hospitality of the Muslims they encountered, 

  as long as the use of the Arabic character is excluded from our schools, and 
left  to the use of the ignorant followers of Mohammed alone, [Muslims] will 
take advantage of this to continue their deception upon the ignorant heathen 
by holding these letters as more holy than any others in the world; but by 
these letters being brought into common use, their artful cheat would be laid 
open.   22     

 Crowther’s observations about Islam, Arabic and Muslims in West Africa 
are revealing for several reasons. On a practical level, they refl ect the sanctity 
Muslims ascribe to the Arabic language. At times, especially in Crowther’s 
context where Arabic was not always known or well known among Muslims, 
this meant that prayers were memorized and, as I look at more extensively below, 
many Muslims with whom Crowther interacted were impressed with the holy 
books he had in their indigenous languages. On another level, it would seem 
that Crowther missed a theological distinctive between Islam and Christianity, 
whereby the former places value on the fi xed sanctity of God’s holy language 
and the latter subscribes to a translatable sanctity in which the sacred can be 
made to speak diff erent languages. For Crowther, the appearance of Arabic 
marked the spread of Islam and a ruse that Muslims used to hold non-Arabic 
speakers in the grip of a religion with which they were not suffi  ciently familiar. 
If he could harness the use of Arabic, not restricting it to Muslim usage, then he 
might be able to use it to his advantage. More positively, Crowther also knew 
that by appealing to ‘Islam’s admirable bookishness’ – a phrase Stephen Ney uses 
to describe Islam’s emphasis upon the sanctity of a revealed word, or book, and 
the resulting emphasis that literature had in the West African Islamic milieu – 
he could assert the primacy of his own sacred text, the Bible.   23    And so, time and 
time again in his journals and published texts, Crowther appeals to the Bible and 
never strays from it in his engagement with Muslims. 

 With respect to Mu ḥ ammad, one catches a glimpse in the spaces between 
Crowther’s view of Islam and Arabic of a prophet who might be parochial and 
linguistically restricted to his own people. Crowther’s eff ort to unlink Arabic 
from Islam and make it useful for conversion to Christianity makes one wonder 
about how he saw language impinging upon Mu ḥ ammad’s role as a prophet and 
messenger. Did he consider him hampered by linguistic restrictions and, in this 
way, somehow inferior in his claims to prophethood?  
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   Crowther and a West African approach 
to Islam and its Prophet  

 Crowther did not answer this question directly, nor did he address the notion of 
Mu ḥ ammad’s alleged particularity as other Christian authors did. Nevertheless, 
Crowther’s views of Mu ḥ ammad can be seen in both his more systematic 
treatment of Islam as well as in the offh  and remarks he recorded in his journals. 
It is diffi  cult to say which of these sources provides a more accurate view of 
what Crowther thought, though it must be said that the comments found in his 
journals are much more severe and refl ect views not at all uncommon among 
Christian communities throughout history.   24    Th ey suggest that when it came to 
articulating views on Islam and Mu ḥ ammad there could be a tendency to resort 
to fi xed language as opposed to fresh perspective. For example, in a journal 
entry from January 1853, Crowther related the story of a girl ‘who was born 
to a Mohamedan when the mother was in slavery’. It was intended that the girl 
be ‘brought up in the religion of Mahomed’, but the mother, whom Crowther 
described as a ‘heathen’, the term he reserved for adherents of traditional 
religions, refused. As a result, the girl was sent to a Christian school where both 
she and her mother converted to Christianity. Crowther marked this shift  with 
gratitude and described the serendipity of the girl’s conversion from Islam as the 
moment ‘when the Lord is pleased to administer the antidote of his saving health 
to the soul poisoning doctrine of this great imposter of mankind’, a reference 
clearly meant to describe Islam and Mu ḥ ammad.   25    

 In another example, this one from 1855, Crowther described his experience 
of being near a market where those observing his group looked on with curiosity 
as they spoke English. Crowther took advantage of the moment and called the 
onlookers together and told them that Jesus, the one whom he preached as 
saviour and judge of the world, would call all the multitudes, just like the crowd 
gathered near the market, to account for their works. ‘A priest of Shango came 
forth,’ Crowther wrote, ‘in defence of his god as being the most powerful among 
the gods.’ Aft er some shouting and debate, Crowther repeated his claims about 
the authority of Christ. ‘I only preached Christ and made no personal attack’, 
Crowther recorded.   26    At that point,  

  A Mohammedan priest also stepped forward in defence of his religion, as it was 
of no manner of use to argue with either me or the others in the marketplace, 
I repeated my short sermon, that Christ whom we preach … before whom both 
Mohammed and all his followers also shall fall and render account to him, that 
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every one may receive according to his works. At this the Mohammedans were 
indignant and went away in contempt, shouting the praises and power of their 
false prophet.   27     

 In these examples, Mu ḥ ammad appears as an imposter, a recalcitrant 
peddler of a poisonous doctrine and as, quite simply, a false prophet. None of 
these descriptions represent anything new in the history of Christian views of 
Mu ḥ ammad. Crowther does not relate whether he inherited such views from 
other Christians, though he could have done in either Britain or among CMS 
missionaries in West Africa, or if they represent his own logic. In any case, we 
glean very little from them beyond the reminder that these perspectives connect 
Crowther the missionary with his intention to assert the uniqueness of Christ in 
a context where Islam and traditional religions predominated.   28    In this sense, the 
comments are unlikely to denote Crowther’s considered appraisal of Mu ḥ ammad 
and his prophethood. 

 Far more intriguing, especially in light of the paucity of remarks about 
Mu ḥ ammad in Crowther’s journal entries, is the more focused commentary 
that comes from Crowther’s published work that focuses on Islam and his 
engagement with Muslims. Th e remarks found here, while some of them 
refl ect customary views, are situated within a framework of fresh perspective. 
Th is is most apparent in Crowther’s booklet  Experiences with Heathens and 
Mohammedans in West Africa , published posthumously in 1892.   29    Completing 
this work was something Crowther resisted, especially since some of the 
experiences already appear in published journals. But he persisted and eventually 
wrote the material for the booklet so that it might be off ered as a guide for 
West African teachers, particularly those dealing with older Muslims and 
traditional religionists who were already predisposed against Christianity and 
despised young Christians.   30    When it came to Muslims, Crowther pinpointed 
this anti-Christian predisposition as a certainty that Christ was not the Son of 
God as Christians claimed, a view derived directly from the Qur’ān. Th is made 
Muslims, in Crowther’s estimation, not only especially resistant to Christians 
but also adherents of a ‘poisonous doctrine’; dependent upon their own merits 
for salvation, Muslims were essentially impervious to Christianity, the only ‘true 
religion’.   31    And so Crowther set out to off er a guide for successfully engaging 
Muslims that was derived from his experiences. Th e result is a tract-like booklet 
of related stories, wisdom and missionary strategy. 

 Crowther began relating some of his failures, which he used in order 
to generate what he thought, and what he experienced as, a more successful 
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approach to engaging Muslims. Th ese experiences also shaped his response 
to the prophethood of Mu ḥ ammad. One story concerned his experience as a 
schoolmaster. A  Muslim student was sent to school ‘with a charm sewn in a 
piece of leather tied to his neck as a protective’. Crowther cut the charm off  from 
the boy’s neck and sent him home with it along with instructions to relate to his 
father that such superstition was not welcome ‘in any Christian school’.   32    Th is 
naturally upset the boy’s father who found Crowther at his home and demanded 
an explanation for ‘meddling with his religious belief ’. Crowther’s response was 
to forestall a discussion for a time in which the father was more composed, and 
so a meeting was arranged between Crowther and ‘the elders of [the father’s] 
profession’.   33    

 Th e following evening Crowther met with the elders and discussed Islam and 
Christianity in an anger-free environment. ‘I tried to convince my opponents 
by arguments from the Bible, and from the translations of [George] Sale’s 
Koran’, Crowther wrote.   34    In particular, he argued that the Bible was internally 
consistent and did not contradict itself, a point that ‘Mohammed could not have 
denied … if he had carefully studied, and compared one passage to another’.   35    
But Crowther’s Muslim listeners were impenetrable and they were steadfast in 
their affi  rmation of the Qur’ān’s denial that God could have a son. ‘We had to 
separate,’ Crowther admitted, ‘when they said no human being was able to settle 
the matter in this world till the day of  Alkiama  ( al-qiyāmah ), judgment.’   36    Th is 
encounter aff ected Crowther who suspected that ‘a more friendly and persuasive’ 
approach might be more fruitful.   37    

 His suspicions were confi rmed when he observed the actions of a Wesleyan 
missionary who preached the Gospel to Muslims every Sunday in Freetown, 
Sierra Leone. Each Sunday the missionary and members from his church would 
go to a Muslim village and enter the mosque. Th ey would hold a Christian 
service and the missionary would preach a sermon, focusing on ‘the errors of 
Mohammedanism’. Th inking of one such Sunday in particular, Crowther recalled 
that the Muslims listened to the sermon and remained quiet until the Christian 
group returned to their homes. Th e following Sunday, the Christians returned 
and found that the ‘Mohammedans, who would not be converted to Christianity 
by storm, had secured the sacred precincts of their mosque by a strong fence, 
to exclude the zealous missionary and his followers from further profanation of 
their holy ground’. Th e missionary and his group eventually gave up attempting 
to preach at the Muslim village and considered the endeavour a failure.   38    

 Crowther concluded that the approach to Muslims to which he was accustomed 
and the ways in which Christians known to him framed their response to Islam 
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were insuffi  cient. Clearly, part of this insuffi  ciency refl ected a weakness in the 
mechanism for Christian mission – a focused Gospel presentation or, at times, 
heated apologetic was not successful – but for Crowther, it also had something 
to do with the West African Muslim disposition. ‘One cannot reason eff ectually 
with these uneducated people,’ he concluded, ‘because Mohammedanism, 
according to their belief, is superior to all other existing religions.’   39    In this way, 
Crowther faced not only what he perceived to be the shortcomings of previous 
Christian approaches to Muslims but also the Muslim intransigent commitment 
to their faith, in particular that God could not have a son and that, in turn, their 
religion was superior. Th is particular belief Crowther considered a ‘fatal weapon’ 
by which Muslims came ‘to regard Christianity with abhorrence as blasphemy’.   40    
Christians were powerless against this Islamic belief, even though, in Crowther’s 
estimation, it was ‘contrary to the doctrine of the Koran, which teaches, “Th ere 
is no God but God, and Mohammed is his prophet” ’.   41    Crowther felt that in the 
 shahādah  there was an implicit recognition of Christ’s divinity – if there is only 
one God and Christ can be shown to be his Son via Scripture, then he must be 
the one God – but Christians without training in how to use the Bible were left  
powerless before Muslims. 

 In Crowther’s experiences with Muslims and traditional religionists, he also 
faced a challenge of theological mediation. For him, Christ alone was a mediator 
between God and humankind and his divine sonship, the basis of his mediatory 
role, was uncreated, not granted to him by an external source. Many others 
around him, however, saw things diff erently. For many traditional religionists, 
material objects could work to protect against evil. Both Christian and Muslim 
communities drew upon this tradition of superstition and incorporated it into 
their own piety. So Crowther’s Muslim student, as we have seen, wore a charm, 
possibly with a passage from the Qur’ān embedded inside, around his neck. 
Christians, too, had similar practices but Crowther honed in on the ‘Roman 
Catholics … with their erroneous doctrine of Mariolatry’.   42    Th is was problematic 
for Crowther, not only because such an elevation of Mary, in his mind, suggested 
that Muslims were correct in their accusation that Christians worshiped multiple 
gods   43    but because it seemed to function as a substitute for Christ. 

 With this in mind, Crowther was convinced that a new missionary approach 
was required that would more adequately respond to the challenges of previous 
missionary shortcomings and the dogged nature of Muslim belief. Crowther 
summarized his new approach as ‘employ[ing] the Scriptural examples for their 
information and instruction, without  rudely  and  contemptuously  attacking their 
superstitious objects of worship or their erroneous creed’.   44    In other words, 
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Crowther would make sole use of the Bible to make his claims and he would rely 
completely upon the Holy Spirit, not apologetic debate, to convince Muslims 
of his claims. Intriguingly, the distinctive element of this strategy, especially 
for our concerns, was Crowther’s foregrounding of the Bible’s descriptions of 
the angel Gabriel when it came to discussions of scriptural revelation and the 
prophethood of Mu ḥ ammad. 

 Crowther provided personal illustrations in his booklet that showed what this 
new strategy looked like in practice. Two of them are especially relevant for what 
they reveal about his assessment of Mu ḥ ammad. Before relating the fi rst personal 
experience, Crowther noted that the Qur’ān made Muslims a special challenge, 
especially when compared to tradition religionists. It was, he observed, ‘the last 
revelation from God through the ministry of the Angel Gabriel to Mohammed 
his messenger’. For this reason, Crowther reasoned, ‘the Mohammedans … can 
only be argued with upon the ground of what the Koran admits … . Islamism 
admits the miraculous conception of Christ, and that he was a great prophet; 
also that the Angel Gabriel was God’s faithful messenger to this world from time 
to time’. He concluded, ‘well, we must build upon this foundation’.   45    

 With this caveat in mind, Crowther related his encounter in 1872 with a 
Muslim king in Ilorin, western Nigeria. Th e king invited Crowther to meet with 
him and to answer a series of questions, before which Crowther ‘got them to 
acknowledge that they believed in the Koran of the Angel Gabriel (Yibirila), 
who was always the faithful messenger of God to this world, and was sent to the 
prophet Mohammed with portions of the Koran from time to time; all this they 
readily admitted’.   46    Armed with this recognition – and here Crowther slipped 
into the kind of extra-biblical apologetic technique from which he seemed to 
want to distance himself – Crowther asked the king and his entourage, which 
included a chief imam, or Lemamu,   47    ‘whether Gabriel was capable of making 
a mistake, and whether having delivered one message in the morning, and 
another in the evening he could deny his having done so in the morning?’   48    
Th e king replied, ‘It was impossible for him to do so.’   49    On this basis, Crowther 
opened up a discussion of Islamic and Christian doctrines, ‘commencing with 
the miraculous conception of Christ, and in consequence his Sonship of God, 
declared by the Angel Gabriel, more than six hundred years before Mohammed 
commenced his mission’.   50    Th e implication was that Gabriel had been sent with 
a message from God long before Mu ḥ ammad claimed to have received one 
from him; since Gabriel would not contradict himself, it would be prudent to 
inquire about his earlier message in order to see what he said. Th is was found in 
the Bible. 
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 Having made this assertion, Crowther opened his bag and took out several 
books:  an English Bible with Yoruba translations, an English prayer book 
(presumably the  Book of Common Prayer ) with Yoruba translations, a pocket 
English dictionary and a book of Yoruba vocabulary. Using these, Crowther 
read several passages from the Bible, fi rst in English and then in Yoruba. Th e 
fi rst several passages concerned the sonship of Christ, all of which ‘had been so 
before the era of Mohammed’.   51    Th is prompted the Muslim king to ask ‘whether 
Anabi Isa (Jesus the Prophet) was not to be the Judge of the world?’   52    Crowther’s 
response was that his answer would come directly from the Bible. And so he 
read several more passages, fi rst in English and then in Yoruba. Th ese readings 
prompted other questions and more passages from the Bible in response until 
a contemplative silence fell upon the group. Aft er a while ‘some one near the 
king suggested the question: what does your (Litafi ) Bible say of Mohammed?’   53    
Crowther’s response to this came without derision but was nevertheless 
dismissive, almost as if he off ered it with a shrug: ‘I replied that, as it was not till 
six hundred and twenty-two years aft er Christ that Mohammed established his 
doctrine, our Bible is quite silent about his name.’   54    

 Crowther’s listeners then inquired ‘which was the fuller, our (Litafi ) Bible, or 
the Koran?’   55    Crowther responded, telling them ‘our Bible is very full’ and then 
he detailed its contents, even showing them the various sections in the English 
Bible he had on hand and telling them that the Qur’ān drew upon these various 
sections. He went on, saying that Muslims in places like Constantinople, Egypt 
and Smyrna examined the Bible and desired to know it. Christian missionaries 
were also in these places, and in many more locations, in response to Christ’s 
command to ‘Go ye therefore, and teach all nations’.   56    Th e implication seems very 
much to be that Christ, his message and his followers were universal in nature 
and that even Muslims found further afi eld were interested in their message. 

 With this in mind, it is diffi  cult not to make a comparison to accusations in 
which Islam and Mu ḥ ammad appear as parochial and geographically restricted, 
especially since Crowther has already set Christianity out has having historical 
primacy, which reduced Islam to an erroneous aft erthought. So it was with 
Mu ḥ ammad. When asked directly about the Prophet, Crowther had very little to 
say, not because he had not given him any thought but because Mu ḥ ammad did 
not fi gure, either chronologically or theologically, in his missionary approach. 
In other words, the Bible did not have anything to say about Mu ḥ ammad and so 
Crowther did not have anything to say about him either. In Crowther’s experience, 
as far as can be known from his own refl ections on the matter, Muslims off ered 
no rejoinder to the notion of Mu ḥ ammad’s scriptural absence.   57    In all of this, 
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Mu ḥ ammad seems rather unworthy of much consideration. Crowther’s was 
very much an argument from silence that nevertheless spoke rather loudly about 
the status of Mu ḥ ammad.  

   A redundant Gabriel and missionary conscript  

 Aside from the Bible, which Crowther used as his main source – much of his 
 Experiences with Heathens and Mohammedans in West Africa  is essentially 
 testimonia  of verses supporting Christ’s divine sonship   58     – the centrepiece 
of Crowther’s approach to Islam and response to Mu ḥ ammad was the angel 
Gabriel. As ‘Protestant Christianity on the West Coast of Africa’ was poised to 
engage Muslims in the region, Crowther proclaimed, ‘Th is is the time to bring 
in the Angel Gabriel, who stands in the presence of God, as a faithful messenger 
from God to the Virgin Mary.’   59    In Crowther’s context, where traditional 
religions and Islam had long been predominant, it was paramount to assert one 
messenger over and against others. As one man commented at one of Crowther’s 
services, ‘Truly Jesus Christ came fi rst, and Mahomet last, but wherever one goes 
throughout this country, whether to a large town or to a small village, one fi nds 
more or less Mahommedans in each of them … the messengers whom Jesus 
Christ sent at fi rst were too slow so the messengers of Mahomet have taken the 
country’.   60    Th ese remarks certainly help to frame Crowther’s view of Islam as a 
‘soul poisoning doctrine’ and Mu ḥ ammad as a ‘great imposter’, but they also shed 
light on Crowther’s determined insistence that the angel Gabriel was the key to 
sorting out the true religion and that revelation’s true messenger. In Crowther’s 
estimation it was the angel Gabriel who was sent fi rst. His message, when 
understood correctly, positioned Jesus as the divine Son of God. What Gabriel 
was said to have brought Mu ḥ ammad could be little more than misconstruals. 
And so we encounter Mu ḥ ammad in Crowther’s accounts as a distraction to 
a focused missionary endeavour in which the Prophet did in a much poorer 
way what the angel Gabriel had already done well. In this way, Mu ḥ ammad was 
merely redundant to Gabriel, and rather poorly so. 

 Curiously, there was yet one achievement that could be granted to Mu ḥ ammad 
in West Africa. Crowther noted that ‘Mohammedanism … is superior to the 
religion of the heathens’. For this reason, traditional religionists converted to 
Islam.   61    In one sense, then, Islam represented a source of competition for 
souls, but in another sense, the successful spread of Islam in West Africa also 
represented a progression of religious thought due not only, as I have pointed out, 
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to the emphasis it put upon the centrality of a book but also to its monotheism.   62    
As Crowther admitted, Muslims ‘abolished the worship of idols and off ering of 
human sacrifi ces’.   63    In turn, Islam could be conceived as a means for preparing 
a way in West Africa for Christianity, which was considered by proponents of 
such a view as ‘the pinnacle of human development and religious truth’.   64    For 
Crowther, this meant correcting and honing local traditions, not abolishing 
them, so that they conformed and submitted to Christian truth, the fl owering 
and perfection of religious truth.   65    

 Crowther’s view was made even more explicit in a tract written by one of 
his sons. In it, the younger Crowther illustrated the variations of religions in 
Yorubaland in a way that suggested an evolutionary progression of religious 
thought and development. In the fi rst image appeared ‘the heathen bowing down 
to his god of thunder and lightning called Shango’, a rather primitive depiction. 
Th e second sketch portrayed ‘the Mahomedan sitting in the street praying and 
counting his beads in the midst of numerous spectators’; this was more refi ned, 
but the Muslim still refl ected the self-centredness of his religion. Th e third and 
fi nal illustration showed ‘the Christian praying to God in penitence and humility’; 
here we see the refi nement of religion.   66    Th is was essentially a transplantation of 
a very old idea in which, as we have seen, Mu ḥ ammad preached against idolatry, 
drew his listeners towards monotheism and unknowingly prepared them to hear 
about the divine Christ. In the West African context, then, Mu ḥ ammad, even if 
he was sidelined and redundant, could be conscripted into service for Christian 
missionaries, supporting those like Samuel Ajayi Crowther in their eff orts to 
preach Christianity.   
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  Mu ḥ ammad as a signpost for fellow pilgrims 

 Lamin Sanneh and Christian appreciation 
for the Prophet’s biography  

 Well to the west of Nigeria, where Samuel Ajayi Crowther was born, and north 
of Sierra Leone where Crowther was baptized a Christian, lay the small, sliver-
shaped country of Th e Gambia. Th ere, in 1942, on a small island in the River 
Gambie, Lamin Sanneh was born to a Muslim family with a royal lineage. 
Sanneh eventually became a convert to Christianity, fi rst as a Methodist and 
then a Roman Catholic. A scholar of both Islam and Christianity, especially in 
West Africa, he went on to become one of the world’s most renowned experts in 
the fi eld of World Christianity. He held academic posts in West Africa, the UK 
and the United States and, on the occasion of his untimely death on 6 January 
2019, he was a professor at Yale Divinity School. 

 Religion was a part of nearly every aspect of Sanneh’s life and certainly took 
centre stage in his infancy.   1    On the eighth day aft er his birth, a kettle drum, 
usually used to call worshippers to prayer on Fridays, was beaten in order to 
announce a ceremony for infants and mothers. In the presence of the local 
imām, Sanneh’s head was shaved and water was poured over it. Facing east, all 
those present recited the  Fāti ḥ ah , the fi rst chapter of the Qur’ān, aft er which 
the imām recited the  shahādah . Th en the imām spit into each of Sanneh’s ears, 
pronounced a blessing on him and announced the name given to him by his 
parents: ‘Ma-Lamin’. Sanneh’s name was a variant of Mu ḥ ammad al-Amīn, one 
of the names given to the Prophet Mu ḥ ammad in recognition for his trustworthy 
and upright character, but it was simply ‘Lamin’ that stuck.   2    

 With Sanneh’s name announced to the gathered community, the imām raised 
him in the air and off ered a prayer for his safety. A feast followed the name-giving 
ceremony, with men and women dressing in their fi nest clothes. Refl ecting on 
the entire event, Sanneh commented, 
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  Th e birth of this Mu ḥ ammad as another Ma-Lamin was occasion for communal 
jollifi cation as much as for honouring anew God’s exalted Envoy whose own 
birth brought glad tidings to the world. In that way, the Prophet’s  barakah , his 
grace and virtue, was celebrated on the numerous occasions when fi rstborn sons 
received his name in public collective ceremonies. Th us Mu ḥ ammad became 
the established rule of social conduct, the rule that made fi rst claim on the pride 
of the tribe. Th e Prophet’s grand historical mission of bringing God’s message 
to humanity was thus affi  rmed on the numerous occasions when families and 
communities dedicated to him male children to obtain his  barakah  and to 
express their gratitude.   3     

 In this way, religion permeated most aspects of Sanneh’s life in general, but his 
birth and identity were intrinsically connected to the Prophet Mu ḥ ammad in 
particular, a link that extended to Sanneh’s family and community. Since the 
Prophet earned the title al-Amīn, the trusted one, those who came aft er him 
could draw upon his  barakah , his virtue, as a defi ning characteristic of their 
lives. Th e Prophet, then, was an archetype whose virtue was re-embodied in 
Ma-Lamin Sanneh of Th e Gambia who, in turn, would be a blessing for his 
community. 

 With religion imbuing his life, religious questions naturally surrounded 
Sanneh as well. He eventually took up religious studies as an academic pursuit, 
but his religious identity became a more primary dilemma. Sanneh was 
irretrievably drawn to Christian claims and wrestled early on with the notion 
of Christ’s crucifi xion. Ingrained in his Muslim psyche was an adamant denial 
of Christian beliefs about Christ’s death on a cross. But a Christian friend of 
Sanneh’s circumvented the challenges presented by the crucifi xion and asked 
questions about Christ’s resurrection. Th ese questions and the notion of 
resurrection deeply provoked Sanneh. Grappling with the possibility of Jesus’s 
resurrection and the implications that lay ahead of it, Sanneh eventually relented 
and, as he put it, surrendered to God in the same way that Jesus did.   4    Th is 
decision did not mean that Sanneh was subsequently welcomed with open arms 
into the Christian community. Protestants and Catholics who knew him were 
pleased with the new way in which Sanneh had devoted his life to Jesus but 
were seemingly ambivalent about receiving him into the Church. In the end, 
Sanneh’s entry came by way of the Methodists but he was later received as a 
Roman Catholic.   5    

 Th e trajectory of Sanneh’s life – beginning as Ma-Lamin and continuing 
as a religious inquirer and Christian scholar  – gave his work a particular 
concern when it came to Christians and World Christianity, on the one hand, 
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and the intersection these had with Muslims and Islam on the other. Th ere 
is a sense in which his scholarship, much like his life, was dialogical. His 
attention to Islam, more than just a nod to his childhood, carried with it a 
concern for the ways in which Christians saw Muslims and their faith. But 
more than mere dialogue, which he saw as a ‘word game … tantamount to 
nothing more than a monologue’, Sanneh sought to cultivate the company of 
Muslims as fellow pilgrims.   6    Seeing one another as companions who walked 
a path together was, to Sanneh, authentic, meaningful dialogue. In turn, his 
scholarship, specifi cally when it came to Mu ḥ ammad, was devoted to helping 
Christians see aspects of Mu ḥ ammad’s life that many Christians would not 
otherwise be able to discern. 

    Seeing  barakah  live in Muslim devotional life   

 Sanneh’s most focused treatment of the Prophet Mu ḥ ammad and his meaning 
for Christians appear in two essays:  ‘Mu ḥ ammad, Prophet of Islam, and Jesus 
Christ, Image of God’,   7    which was published in 1984, and ‘Mu ḥ ammad’s 
Signifi cance for Christians’,   8    which appeared in 1996. In both essays, Sanneh 
used his personal biography as a foundation upon which to build a Christian 
refl ection upon the Prophet’s biography. Th is was surely a natural strategy given 
the nature of Sanneh’s birth and the choice of his name, but Sanneh’s biography 
also linked to his awareness of how Mu ḥ ammad functions in Muslim devotional 
life and the ways in which biography as an oral, intellectual and literary genre 
could inform a Christian appreciation for the Prophet’s life. 

 Looking back to his childhood, Sanneh acknowledged early on that it was 
‘through Mu ḥ ammad that we (i.e. his Muslim community in Th e Gambia) came 
to God as a moral, ethical and eschatological reality’.   9    Teetering on the edge of 
exalting Mu ḥ ammad to a divine status by making him a kind of mediator, ‘God 
the abstract being [nevertheless] arrived by the agency of the Prophet as the 
judge, the avenger and the benefactor of humans. Th e Prophet was the human 
measure of an otherwise unapproachable transcendence, the unerring beacon 
in the vast sea of divine infi nitude.’   10    It was through Mu ḥ ammad that the Qur’ān 
came to the rest of humanity. His name even appeared in the  shahādah , fusing 
his identity with God’s and ensconcing him, not as the revelation of God but 
as the one who pointed to the revelation of divine reality. Even in the call to 
worship God ( adhān ), one heard the name of Mu ḥ ammad as God’s ‘human 
instrument’, as Sanneh put it.   11    
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 Th is awareness in Sanneh’s life, and his acknowledgement that Mu ḥ ammad 
functions in this way for many Muslims, fl irted, Sanneh admitted, with  shirk  
for it threatened to ascribe a divine quality to Mu ḥ ammad. But this threat, and 
the Islamic jurisprudence that worked to dampen it, actually only served to 
underscore its reality. And in reality, Muslims, at least in Sanneh’s observations 
and experience, saw Mu ḥ ammad as standing in between them and God, not 
only pointing the way to him but also signifying the ways in which God’s 
message came down to them. In response, the  fuqahā  reminded the  ummah  that 
Mu ḥ ammad was not God and the latter should not be personifi ed, which only 
emphasized that, mortal human though he was, Mu ḥ ammad remained a very 
special kind of human. In fact, he may indeed have died, but he was venerated 
nonetheless, almost as a consequence of his death.   12    

 Naturally, then, Mu ḥ ammad became a fi xture in Muslim devotional life 
and his followers developed a rich devotional literature centred upon him. 
Mu ḥ ammad was, as Sanneh described, the ‘ primus mobile ’ of   Ḥ adīth  literature. 
His name was encircled with elevated titles, including not only the oft -uttered 
epithets like   ṣ allā llāhu ‘alayhi wa-sallama  but also mystical titles like ‘the Perfect 
Man’ ( al-Insān al-Kāmil ). Invocations of blessing upon the Prophet were also 
off ered in addition to obligatory prayers, a practice even commanded in the 
Qur’ān (33:56). And there were the annual  mawlid al-nabī  celebrations in which 
the Prophet’s name was a special theme of devotion. ‘Consequently,’ Sanneh 
inferred, ‘God’s statesman,’ the instrument chosen by God for his revelation, 
‘became our spiritual pioneer as well. By concentrating on him, Muslims have 
been able to carve themselves devotional niches in the obligatory duties ( wājibāt ) 
of the faith.’   13    

 In this way, Mu ḥ ammad ‘was more than a juridical fi gure’, Sanneh refl ected, 
and his importance ‘exceeds that of a mechanical transmission of the religious 
code’. Th ose who worshipped a God who was ultimately beyond them could 
also fi nd in Mu ḥ ammad a ‘sense of Muslim identity’ that bridged the distance 
between them and God and engendered a spiritual devotion.   14    And so the 
Prophet became for Sanneh more than the passive, unlettered recipient of 
revelation; Mu ḥ ammad became the means by which he followed God. Sanneh 
prayed to him for help in his daily life. Parents held up the Prophet before their 
children as the ‘accessible model of moral, religious and ethical conduct’.   15    
Naturally, then, Sanneh imitated the Prophet’s example by respecting his parents 
and by being courteous, generous, honest, loyal, courageous and modest. All of 
this provided the frame in which Mu ḥ ammad was viewed and understood. It 
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justifi ed emulation of the Prophet and made him a fi xture in Muslim devotional 
life. It was the impetus for the ceremony that gave Sanneh his name and activated 
Mu ḥ ammad’s biography as a resource and blessing for Muslim communities. 
And most importantly, all of this meant that, for Sanneh, Mu ḥ ammad ‘made 
 barakah  live’.   16    He was the embodiment of virtue and the means by which virtue 
came alive in his followers.  

    Embodied  barakah  and appreciating Mu ḥ ammad as a signpost   

 Th e realities that Mu ḥ ammad’s biography had for Muslims also had, in Sanneh’s 
mind, important implications for Christians. One of these implications was that 
Christians ought to rethink the division they inserted between biography and 
history in light of the Muslim attitude towards Mu ḥ ammad. Sanneh’s remarks in 
this regard were chiefl y aimed at Western Christians. Th is is especially apparent in 
his comments about the favouritism shown towards historical-critical methods 
in the West and the ways in which these divide history and biography. Sanneh 
saw in this favouritism a certain ambivalence about the kind of mysticism that 
would fuse the virtue of someone in the past with a community in the present. 
As a result of such ambivalence, Sanneh reasoned, saints’ lives were reduced to 
simple moral tales. 

 According to Sanneh, then, when it came to the Prophet’s biography, 
especially as it is preserved in the traditions attributed to him in   Ḥ adīth  literature, 
Christians dismissed what was to them an unfamiliar source. Th ey found its 
details repetitive, ‘tedious and monotonous’. Where Muslims found ‘reason 
for confi dence’, Christians merely located foreign irrelevance. Looking for the 
logical coherence they oft en found in historical-critical readings of sources, they 
could not see in Mu ḥ ammad the product of ‘logical demonstration’. Th ey could 
not discern, as Muslims like Sanneh had done, that Mu ḥ ammad’s ‘voice vibrates 
throughout the range of Muslim life and action, his outward manner and 
demeanour the very meaning of inward  barakah ’. Missing this, Christians could 
not see that it was the things Mu ḥ ammad was reported to have said and done 
that demonstrated the validity of what he claimed. In turn, all the seemingly 
mundane descriptions of his life and words were ways of bringing Mu ḥ ammad 
into the lives of his followers. But for Christians who were keen to analyse a 
source, Mu ḥ ammad seemed to only fall further and further away, beyond the 
divide that separated reality from myth.   17    
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 But for Sanneh, the confl ict ‘between history and myth’ did not exist.   18    ‘Even 
as a child,’ he wrote, ‘I saw how a community’s symbols, the object and subject 
of its history, could shape and motivate, and in turn be shaped and motivated by 
its actions and refl ection, by its conduct and intention, its deeds and aspirations.’ 
Mu ḥ ammad was that symbol for Sanneh and so the stories of the Prophet’s past 
formed the identity of a community in a diff erent time and space. ‘Th e qualities 
of the Prophet that we admired as children … had attached to them the ring 
and dust of actual events.’ Mu ḥ ammad may have lived in a period far removed 
from Sanneh and his community, but he was near to them metaphysically.   19    
Separating history and biography in the ways Sanneh perceived among Western 
Christians prevented them from appreciating the ways in which Mu ḥ ammad 
functioned for Muslims. And so part of Sanneh’s project was to help Western 
minds appreciate the place biography had in understanding important fi gures 
and the role it took in situating fi gures in spiritual and devotional life. ‘It would 
thus bring matters to a precise point,’ he wrote, ‘to say that Christians have fi rst 
to overcome their condescending attitude toward biography as such in order to 
see Mu ḥ ammad as Muslims see him.’   20    Not only would this help Christians to see 
aspects of Mu ḥ ammad that were oft en ignored, misunderstood and overlooked, 
but it would also help to shift  the Christian focus on Mu ḥ ammad from a merely 
theological assessment to the ways in which he functioned in devotional life. 

 In the course of Sanneh’s commentary, one thinks quite readily of Christian 
hagiography and the predominance these kinds of sources have, especially in 
Eastern Christian traditions and for Eastern Christian devotional lives. Sanneh 
did give a passing nod to Christian hagiography, but this gesture was only 
towards two Western sources:   Butler’s Lives of the Saints  (eighteenth century) 
and  Th e Golden Legend: Readings of the Saints  (thirteenth century).   21    Th is gap 
in Sanneh’s analysis seems to affi  rm that he had modern, Western Christians 
in mind when he wrote and that his encounters in Western academia loomed 
large in the backdrop of his perspective. We have seen, however, that quite a 
few Christians for whom hagiography was a central feature of their devotion 
nevertheless persisted in lampooning Mu ḥ ammad. Perhaps it was not merely 
a truncated view of biography that prevented Christians from appreciating 
Mu ḥ ammad but an inability or an unwillingness to see in him the life of a saint. 
At the very least, the devotional implications generated by a Muslim view of 
Mu ḥ ammad consistently failed to appear in theological analysis of the Prophet. 

 Th inking, then, of the Christian tendency to ridicule Mu ḥ ammad, Sanneh 
advocated an end to the continual repudiation of the Prophet, as if Muslims 
might be convinced by such attacks anyway. In place of repudiation, he argued 
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that Christians ought to acknowledge how Mu ḥ ammad functioned in Muslim 
spiritual devotion. It would be unrealistic, Sanneh accepted, to ask Christians 
to adopt the same attitude towards Mu ḥ ammad that Muslims enjoyed. 
Nevertheless, appreciating the Muslim view would require a new Christian 
imagination and the acknowledgement that intolerance only breeds reciprocal 
intolerance, a risky exchange in an age of not only religious proximity between 
Christians and Muslims but physical coexistence as well.   22    It would be more 
advantageous, Sanneh argued, if Christians (and he has Western Christians 
in mind here) allowed the challenges posed by Mu ḥ ammad and biography to 
reshape the ways they divide certain spheres that may actually have diff erent 
kinds of relationships with one another. How, for example, does the private 
impinge upon the public, or the church upon the state or religion upon 
politics?   23    An imagination that might reconsider these relationships might also, 
for Sanneh, reconsider the divides that exist between Christianity and Islam 
insofar as each religion’s adherents might learn something from the other’s 
strengths and weaknesses.   24    

 Sanneh turned once again to his own biography in order to illustrate the 
nature of this interreligious learning. ‘When I was a child,’ he recalled, ‘I learned 
that when you travelled to visit a relative elsewhere, you took with you a gift  
and that when you returned home you also brought a gift , so that, speaking 
symbolically, life gave you in return what you put into it, perhaps seventy times 
seven.’ Th is giving and receiving, Sanneh suggested, had ‘relevance for interfaith 
relations’.   25    On one level, the nature of this exchange could mean appreciating 
the translatable qualities of Christianity as it found its way into a multiplicity of 
indigenous vernaculars, even as one could honour the untranslatability of the 
Qur’ān as a means by which language and culture could assign to a sacred source 
an ‘unalterable primacy’.   26    Th ese views were things Islam and Christianity could 
off er one another as long as their respective adherents saw them as gift s to be 
understood and appreciated. 

 On a deeper level, though, Sanneh saw the Muslim view of Mu ḥ ammad’s 
biography as a gift . Mu ḥ ammad himself was a gift  that unfolded over time 
for Sanneh, but it began in the context of his childhood community where he 
focused on the Prophet’s intercessory role. As I mentioned above, Sanneh was 
fully aware of the problems with turning to Mu ḥ ammad as an intermediary, the 
ways in which this kind of move fl irted with  shirk  and the fences  fuqahā  erected 
in order to protect Muslims from going too far in this direction. Nevertheless, by 
making Mu ḥ ammad the instrument of divine revelation, by positioning him as 
the pre-eminent example of what it means to be human and by investing in his 
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life the embodiment of  barakah , Islamic sources invariably situated the Prophet 
in between God and Muslims. In turn, ‘for most of us,’ Sanneh wrote, ‘it was his 
intercessory role that we cherished’.   27    

 Sanneh was aware of the qur’anic warnings about seeing an intercessor in 
anyone but God.   28    And yet he was also familiar with passages that seemed to 
nod towards fi gures that functioned in this way. What was his community to do 
with revelations such as, ‘And no one misguided us except the criminals. So now 
we have no intercessors and not a devoted friend’ (Q 26:99–101); or ‘Whoever 
intercedes for a good cause will have a reward therefrom; and whoever intercedes 
for an evil cause will have a burden therefrom’ (Q 4:85); or ‘Who is it that can 
intercede with [God] except by His permission’ (Q 2:255)?   29    Sanneh was aware 
that there were authoritative ways of interpreting passages like these. Yet he read 
them and concluded that 

  You would need exceptionally delicate maneuvers to march through these and 
other verses under juridical command. Most ordinary people would not be able 
to avoid getting entangled by the intercessory mesh so deliberately spread over 
the fi eld. Th e Qur’ān itself appears to be sanctioning intercession as the ultimate 
criterion of a loyal friend. Who can blame us if our hearts tell us that God’s leave 
is ours to invoke in our need for an intercessor?   30     

 Sanneh admitted that the next logical step from this conception of intercession 
to the one in which Mu ḥ ammad met the need of a loyal friend was a natural 
progression. 

 So Sanneh and his community ‘yielded [their] hearts to [Mu ḥ ammad] as a 
meek and lowly mount’.   31    For in reality, Sanneh wrote, Mu ḥ ammad ‘bore our 
infi rmities. He became by that means our ally, friend and intercessor, and in 
his saddle he placed us’, pointing them, even carrying them, to God.   32    Again, 
Sanneh found qur’anic support, leaning on Q 3:81: 

  And when God took the covenant of the Prophets, [saying,] ‘Whatever I give you 
of the Scripture and wisdom and then there comes to a messenger confi rming 
what is with you, you believe in him and support him’. [God] said, ‘Have you 
acknowledged and taken upon that My commitment?’ Th ey said, ‘We have 
acknowledged it’. He said, ‘Th en bear witness, and I  am with you among the 
witnesses’.  

 In this revelation, Sanneh saw God using messengers to convey his revelation 
and prophets to confi rm the truth of what the messengers said. God even joined 
his people as a witness to their call. In this way, at least in Sanneh’s mind, to 
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follow God’s prophets was to follow God. To be close to God’s prophets was to 
be close to God. And here the gift  of Islam in presenting Mu ḥ ammad as a friend 
and exemplar also became a hinge that swung Sanneh towards another view of 
Christ. For to view Mu ḥ ammad in the way that Sanneh had come to understand 
him was to ‘provoke the question about an equally personal God accessible by 
his nature and his action’.   33    

 For Sanneh, Mu ḥ ammad had become so deeply personal that he had 
‘brought personal religion within range of the ordinary worshiper’.   34    In this way, 
Mu ḥ ammad had ‘brought God within range’.   35    Reading the Islamic sources and 
hearing about a view of Mu ḥ ammad as a devotional fi gure standing in between 
humanity and God, not only pointing the former towards the latter but also 
drawing the two together, had a remarkable Christian ring to it. And so the 
notion of Christ as a suff ering servant, come down in human form in order 
to draw humanity closer to God, made sense to Sanneh and questions about 
Christ’s crucifi xion and resurrection provoked him. In fact, Sanneh came to 
see in Christ the fl owering of a divine project, a project to which Mu ḥ ammad 
pointed. He concluded that ‘redemptive suff ering is at the very core of moral 
truth, and the prophets were all touched by its fearsome power. But only One 
embodied it as a historical experience, although all, including the Prophet of 
Islam, walked in its shadow’.   36    Th is was a decidedly Christian view of Christ, but 
it made Mu ḥ ammad a prophet and placed him alongside the ranks of prophets 
who preceded him. And, like the other prophets before him, Mu ḥ ammad was, 
according to Sanneh, a signpost for ‘God’s ineff able grace’.   37    

 Sanneh’s conclusions seem to off er space for Mu ḥ ammad among God’s 
prophets, but he did not clarify how the phrase ‘Prophet of Islam’ may have been 
for him a way of fencing off  the extent of what Mu ḥ ammad did. Was Mu ḥ ammad, 
as in Paul of Antioch’s estimation, a prophet for Muslims only, serving as a sign 
of God’s grace within the context of Islam but not necessarily outside of its 
boundaries? Was Mu ḥ ammad, as in Patriarch Timothy I’s assessment, a fi gure 
who was  like  the prophets before him in preparing the way for Christ? 

 Sanneh off ered no clarifi cations in his essays that might have helped to 
answer questions like these. But what can be clearly inferred is that, for Sanneh, 
Mu ḥ ammad was a signpost for God. In Sanneh’s devotion to Mu ḥ ammad, he 
followed the way in which Mu ḥ ammad pointed and, in so doing, found his 
way to Christ. Th e fact that Mu ḥ ammad played a role in pointing Sanneh to 
Christ may only be a feature of Sanneh’s own biography. Many other Muslims 
would certainly not follow him in this trajectory, but for Sanneh, appreciating 
the way Mu ḥ ammad functioned in the devotional life of many Muslims drew 
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other Christians onto a path in which they, too, could be fellow pilgrims. 
And so Mu ḥ ammad, the embodiment of  barakah  for Muslims, could also be 
appreciated by Christians as a fi gure drawing them together, not forcing them 
apart. Mu ḥ ammad could turn monologue into true dialogue, which was really 
the walking of a path together.   
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 Conclusion 

      1           Constantine   Bacha       (Qus ṭ an ṭ īn   Bāshā   ),   Mujādalat al-anbā Jirjī l-rāhib al-Sim’ānī 
ma’thalāthat shuyūkh min fuqahā’ al-Muslimīn bi- ḥ a ḍ rat al-amīr Mushammar 
al-Ayyūbī   (  Beirut  ,    1932 ),  23–  4   ;      Alex   Nicoll   ,  ‘Account of a Disputation between a 
Christian Monk and Th ree Learned Mohammedans on the Subject of Religion’ , 
  Edinburgh Annual Register ad annum 1816    9  ( 1820 ),  411   . Th is last phrase – ‘like 
Christ and the apostles’ – is an odd phrase and one wonders if it represented the 
type of thing Muslims would have said in the debate or if the author of the account 
has placed it in their mouths so that Jirjī could build off  of it a foil in his response. 
In fact, the Muslim claim is not merely that Mu ḥ ammad did what Christ and the 
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Disputation of the Monk Ibrāhīm al- Ṭ abrānī’ , in    D.   Th omas    and    B.   Roggema    (eds), 
  CMR    1  (  Leiden  ,  2009 ),  876–81   .  

      3      Bacha,  Mujādalat al-anbā Jirjī l-rāhib al-Sim’ānī ma’thalāthat shuyūkh min fuqahā’ 
al-Muslimīn bi- ḥ a ḍ rat al-amīr Mushammar al-Ayyūbī,  24; Nicoll, ‘Account of a 
Disputation between a Christian Monk and Th ree Learned Mohammedans on the 
Subject of Religion’, 411–12.  

      4      Bacha,  Mujādalat al-anbā Jirjī l-rāhib al-Sim’ānī ma’thalāthat shuyūkh min fuqahā’ 
al-Muslimīn bi- ḥ a ḍ rat al-amīr Mushammar al-Ayyūbī,  41–2; Nicoll, ‘Account of a 
Disputation between a Christian Monk and Th ree Learned Mohammedans on the 
Subject of Religion’, 418. See also Bacha,  Mujādalat al-anbā Jirjī l-rāhib al-Sim’ānī 
ma’thalāthat shuyūkh min fuqahā’ al-Muslimīn bi- ḥ a ḍ rat al-amīr Mushammar 
al-Ayyūbī,  29–35; Nicoll, ‘Account of a Disputation between a Christian Monk and 
Th ree Learned Mohammedans on the Subject of Religion’,       414–15.  

      5      Bacha,  Mujādalat al-anbā Jirjī l-rāhib al-Sim’ānī ma’thalāthat shuyūkh min fuqahā’ 
al-Muslimīn bi- ḥ a ḍ rat al-amīr Mushammar al-Ayyūbī,  98; Nicoll, ‘Account of a 
Disputation between a Christian Monk and Th ree Learned Mohammedans on the 
Subject of Religion’, 437.  

      6      Bacha,  Mujādalat al-anbā Jirjī l-rāhib al-Sim’ānī ma’thalāthat shuyūkh min fuqahā’ 
al-Muslimīn bi- ḥ a ḍ rat al-amīr Mushammar al-Ayyūbī,  98; Nicoll, ‘Account of a 
Disputation between a Christian Monk and Th ree Learned Mohammedans on the 
Subject of Religion’, 437–8.  

      7      Bacha,  Mujādalat al-anbā Jirjī l-rāhib al-Sim’ānī ma’thalāthat shuyūkh min fuqahā’ 
al-Muslimīn bi- ḥ a ḍ rat al-amīr Mushammar al-Ayyūbī,  98–9; Nicoll, ‘Account of a 
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Disputation between a Christian Monk and Th ree Learned Mohammedans on the 
Subject of Religion’, 438.  

      8      ‘Beyond aversion’ is a phrase I employ to describe assessments that, while they may 
stop short of endorsing another religious view, nevertheless demonstrate more 
nuance than mere denunciation or antagonism. In this way, though they may not 
constitute admiration, they might be seen as at least ‘beyond aversion’. See my essay 
   ‘ “Can You Find Anything Praiseworthy in My Religion?” ’ , in    D.   Pratt   ,    J.   Hoover   , 
   J. Davies    and    J.   Chesworth    (eds),   Th e Character of Christian-Muslim Encounter   
(  Leiden  ,  2015 )  . My use of the phrase draws upon      Mark   Swanson’s     ‘Beyond 
Prooft exting’ ,   Th e Muslim World    88 / 3–4  (July–October  1998 ),  297–319   .  

      9      Th is persistent oversight is also noted by      Annemarie   Schimmel    in  ‘Th e Prophet 
Mu ḥ ammad as a Centre of Muslim Life and Th ought’ , in    A.   Schimmel    and    A.  
 Falatūri    (eds),   We Believe in One God   (  New York  ,  1979 )   and by      Clinton   Bennett    in 
 ‘Christian perceptions of Mu ḥ ammad’ , in    D.   Pratt    and    C.   Tieszen    (eds),   CMR    15  
(  Leiden  ,  2020 )  .  

      10      See the brief description by      Laura   Bottini     ‘Th e Apology of al-Kindī’ , in    D.   Th omas    
and    B.   Roggema    (eds),   CMR    1  (  Leiden  ,  2009 ),  587–90   .  

      11      John Tolan comes to a similar conclusion in his examination of Mu ḥ ammad in 
sources from western Europe. See his  Faces of Muhammad  (Princeton, 2019), 
3, 263.               
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